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Voorwoord

Op de voorkant van dit boekje prijkt een enkele naam; de inhoud is echter
mogelijk gemaakt dankzij het werk, de hulp en de steun van velen. Bij deze zou
ik graag de gelegenheid nemen hen te bedanken voor hun bijdrage.

Om te beginnen mijn promotoren, prof. Paul Suetens en prof. Frederik Maes,
die mij samen doorheen dit traject hebben begeleid, elk op hun manier.
Paul, jou wil ik als eerste bedanken. Jij overtuigde me indertijd om een
masterproef te maken in dit domein en in jouw onderzoeksgroep. Het was
een ervaring die dermate positief was, dat het een eerste stap werd van een
lange reis, waar je steeds goede raad gaf over welke wegen te bewandelen, welke
hindernissen te vermijden en welke andere gidsen aan te spreken. Je zag steeds
het grotere plaatje en de richting waarin het werk best evolueerde, maar tegelijk
gaf je me de vrijheid om mijn eigen weg te zoeken. Jouw rustig vertrouwen en
jouw inzichten hebben meermaals orde in mijn hoofd gebracht wanneer ik het
bos niet meer door de bomen zag.
Frederik, ik blijf me keer op keer verbazen hoe jij aan een half woord voldoende
hebt om een nieuwe methode te begrijpen, te analyseren en de kritieke punten te
vinden. Jouw inzicht in hoe en waarom technieken werken, en je vermogen om
dit helder uit te leggen hebben me veel bijgebracht. Eveneens wil je bedanken
voor je eindeloze geduld in het lezen en minitieus becommentariëren van onze
papers. Niet enkel de tekst werd er beter van - ook mijn inzicht in het schrijven.
Ik ben dan ook enorm blij dat ik ook in de toekomst met jullie zal blijven
samenwerken.

Vervolgens bedank ik ook graag de andere leden van mijn supervisory committee:
prof. Stefan Sunaert, prof. Vincent Thijs en prof. Guy Wilms, drie clinci
en onderzoekers van uitzonderlijk kaliber. Jullie ervaring met de klinische
praktijk en inzichten in het biomedisch onderzoek hebben in grote mate het
onderzoekstopic van deze thesis beinvloed. Als ingenieur ben ik getraind in het
vinden van een technische oplossing, maar minstens even belangrijk is het stellen
van de juiste vraag. Daar stopt jullie bijdrage echter niet, ook bij het onderzoek
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zelf waren jullie betrokken, gaande van het verzamelen van data, scannen van
patiënten, interpreteren van resultaten, tot het initiëren van samenwerkingen
met andere wetenschappers. Hartelijk bedankt hiervoor.

Ik wil ook graag de externe leden van de beoordelingscommissie bedanken.
Prof. Bram van Ginneken, het is een eer en een genoegen dat u deel uitmaakt
van mijn jury. Bedankt voor je verhelderende vragen en opmerkingen en voor
de interessante discussie die erop volgde. Dr. Soren Christensen, your research
was a great inspiration for the work I did and it is a privilege to have you
in my examination committee. Thank you for your visit to Leuven, it was a
pleasure having you here and discussing my work with you. Your questions
and suggestions sparked several ideas for future research and I look forward to
meeting you again.

Tenslotte bedank ik prof. Hugo Hens om de verdediging in goede banen te leiden
en om me te herinneren aan de reden waarom dit werk belangrijk is.

During the PhD, I had the opportunity to collaborate with several other
researchers, an experience that was not only pleasant but also valuable as
to learn new techniques or even domains from more experienced scientists.
The collaboration with prof. Pascal Fua and dr. Engin Türetken ultimately
resulted in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Pascal, thank you for your hospitality, it
was an honour and a pleasure to visit your lab. Engin, thank you for sharing
your knowledge and insights on this topic. Working together with you was a
wonderful experience and your generosity and kindness are truly inspiring.

Graag dank ik ook prof. Robin Lemmens en Anke Wouters, met wie ik nauw
heb kunnen samenwerken rond de validatie van de perfusie paden. Robin, jouw
heldere inzichten en tomeloze energie bewonder en apprecieer ik ten zeerste. Ik
kijk er dan ook naar om uit in de nabije toekomst nog nauwer samen te werken.
Anke, bedankt om samen met mij het uitdagende traject van een klinische
validatie te doorlopen; zonder jouw hulp bij het bedenken, plannen en regelen
van deze studie was dit niet gelukt. In het kader van dezelfde studie wil ik ook
prof. Thijs van Osch bedanken voor zijn fijne bezoek aan Leuven en het delen
van zijn expertise met ASL.

Een onderzoek naar beeldverwerking zou niets zijn zonder beelden, en voor de
beelden waren er twee rotsen in de branding: Walter Coudyzer en Ron Peeters.
Walter, bedankt om me steeds op de hoogte te houden van de laatste scans
en interessante bezoekers, alsook voor je vele bezoekjes aan het Louvre met
de laaste nieuwtjes en straffe verhalen. Ron, bedankt voor de introductie in
de wondere wereld van de MR scanner en voor je hulp, tijd en geduld bij het
scannen.

Prof. Dirk Vandermeulen dank ik voor zijn bedrage aan de talrijke seminaries
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om mij een eerste maal van het assistentschap te laten proeven. Veder bedank
ik ook Dominique Delaere, Bart De Dobbelaer, Annitta De Messemaeker en
Patricia Waege voor de toffe babbels en de goede ondersteuning bij al mijn
administratieve, technische en praktische problemen.

Het FWO wil ik bedanken voor de financiële steun waarmee dit doctoraat
mogelijk gemaakt werd.

De afgelopen vier jaar bracht ik door in het Medical Imaging Research Center,
een multidisciplinair onderzoekscentrum, dat het niet enkel de eerdergenoemde
vlotte collaboratie met clinici faciliteert, maar ook zij-projectjes mogelijk maakt.
Hierbij denk ik in eerste instantie aan het smurf project met Simon Tousseyn,
die me introduceerde in de fascinerende wereld van fMRI/EEG en in de kunst
van de naamgeving. Ook het deelnemen aan de Miccai challenges met Daan
Christiaens en Janaki Raman Rangarajan was een fijne en vruchtbare ervaring,
dank hiervoor!

Zij-projecten hoeven zich niet te beperken tot onderzoek, maar kunnen evengoed
onderwijs omvatten. Hierbij denk ik aan het avontuur dat TechStart was, van
een vaag idee tot een vaste poot van LCIE met inmiddels meer dan 20 studenten
die een project deden/doen. Niet alleen geloof ik in de waarde van dit project
voor de studenten, ook voor mezelf was het een leerschool in ondernemerschap.
Bedankt Tom Vermeulen, Otto Debals en de vele andere enthousiastelingen om
dit samen te verwezenlijken.

Ook de thesisstudenten die ik de afgelopen jaren heb mogen begeleiden wil ik
bedanken: Niels, Dimitrios en Jeroen, het was een plezier om met jullie samen
te werken en jullie te zien groeien als ingenieur en als onderzoeker.

Een doctoraat is echter veel meer dan werk alleen. Het is ook levensperiode
die je deelt met je collega’s die vaak in hetzelfde schuitje zitten. Daan, als
buurman in de laatste fase en als vaste Miccai reispartner wil je bedanken
voor het delen van de hoogte- en dieptepunten van het onderzoek en de fijne
reizen die we maakten. Tom, bedankt voor de fijne gesprekken en je gevoel voor
humor en relativering. Simon, bedank om me de passie voor het voetbal te laten
ontdekken en voor de vele ochtendlijke koffiepauzes die de dag met een lach
lieten beginnen. Catarina, bedankt voor je schijnbaar eindeloze goed humeur
en je aanstekelijke enthousiasme. Anke, bedankt voor de invoering van fruittijd
en de fantastische ontdekking van het Spaanse nachtleven. Jeroen, bedankt
voor je gevoeligheid én je ongevoeligheid. Pieter, bedankt om je uitstekende
culinaire expertise te delen – op conferentie of elders. Ahmad, Hans, Leonardo,
Markus, Simon, Stijn, Tom en Wouter, bedankt om (ooit) deel te zijn van de
vaste voetbalkern en samen onze fysieke grenzen te verleggen. Ook de ‘externen’
wil ik hiervoor danken, in het bijzonder Damien, Matthias, Thijs, Vasilis, Juan,
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Abstract

The cerebral vasculature supplies blood to the brain and plays a crucial role
in the function and survival of the brain tissue. Unfortunately, there are
several diseases that affect the cerebral vasculature and hence the brain. The
diagnosis of these diseases and the study of their underlying mechanisms is
greatly benefited by the ability to image in vivo the anatomy and function of the
vasculature. However, the objective and quantitative analysis of these images is
challenging. In this thesis we present two novel methods to analyze images of
the cerebral vasculature. In particular, we are interested in the connectivity of
the vasculature, both on a macro- and microscopic level. The goal is to provide
the medical community with tools that allow to increase their pace of research
and to ultimately improve patient wellbeing.

The first method segments and anatomically labels the large cerebral arteries.
It performs these tasks simultaneously, which results in improved segmentations
compared to earlier methods, as we demonstrate on a dataset of magnetic
resonance angiography images. In clinical practice, it can be used to detect
abnormalities such as stenoses and aneurysms by comparing the actual
morphology of a named segment with its expected morphology. In research,
it can be used to analyze large quantities of scans enabling research on the
relation between vascular morphology and the prevalence of certain diseases or
the underlying genetics.

The second method infers from computed tomography perfusion images the
connectivity of the cerebral arteries, even if the individual arteries are too small
to be distinguished. Hereto, the method tracks the contrast agent bolus when
it flows through the brain. This information was previously not measurable in
vivo and provides researchers with a tool to investigate the role of collateral
flow in stroke. We demonstrate the feasibility of the method on both healthy
and diseased subjects and begin to validate the method clinically.
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Beknopte samenvatting

De cerebrale vasculatuur voorziet de hersenen van bloed en speelt een cruciale rol
in de werking en het overleven van het hersenweefsel. Er zijn echter verschillende
ziektes die de bloedvaten aantasten en bijgevolg de hersenen. De anatomie
en functie van de bloedvaten in vivo in beeld brengen kan nuttig zijn voor de
diagnose van dergelijke aandoening en voor onderzoek naar hun onderliggende
mechanismen. De objectieve en kwantitatieve analyse van deze beelden is echter
uitdagend. In deze thesis stellen we twee nieuwe methodes voor om dergelijke
beelden te analyseren. In het bijzonder zijn we geïnteresseerd in de connectiviteit
van de bloedvaten, zowel op macro- als microscopisch niveau. Het doel is om
de medische gemeenschap de technische middelen aan te reiken om onderzoek
te doen en de diagnostiek te verbeteren.

De eerste methode segmenteert de grote arteries in de hersenen en benoemt deze
met hun anatomische namen. Deze taken worden gelijktijdig uitgevoerd, hetgeen
leidt tot een verbeterde segmentatie in vergelijking met eerdere methodes. Dit
tonen we aan op beelden van een publieke dataset. In de klinische praktijk
kan de methode gebruikt worden om afwijkingen zoals stenoses en aneurisma’s
te detecteren door de vorm van een segment te vergelijken met de verwachte
vorm. In het onderzoek kan ze gebruikt worden om grote aantallen scans te
analyseren. Dit maakt bijvoorbeeld onderzoek mogelijk naar het verband tussen
de bloedvatstructuur en het voorkomen van bepaalde ziekten of de onderliggende
genetische afwijkingen.

De tweede methode achterhaalt op basis van CT perfusie beelden de
connectiviteit van cerebrale arteries, zelfs als de arteries te klein zijn om
individueel onderscheiden te worden. Hiervoor detecteert de methode het
traject van de contraststof wanneer deze door de hersenen stroomt. Dit was
voorheen nog niet meetbaar in vivo en biedt onderzoekers de mogelijkheid om
de rol van collaterale bevloeiing tijdens herseninfarcten te onderzoeken. We
tonen aan dat de methode realistische resultaten geeft in zowel gezonde als zieke
personen en geven een eerste aanzet tot een klinische validatie.
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Abbreviations

ACA anterior cerebral artery
ASL arterial spin labeling

CoW Circle of Willis
CT computed tomography
CTA CT angiography
CTP CT perfusion

DSA digital subtraction angiography

HU Hounsfield unit

ICA internal carotid artery

MCA middle cerebral artery
MR magnetic resonance
MRA MR angiography

PCA posterior cerebral artery

TOF time of flight

VBA vertebrobasilar artery
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The brain is the main organ of the central nervous system and is mainly
composed of glial cells and neurons. The glial cells serve many purposes, such
as providing physical support and maintaining the internal environment. The
neurons are the basic building blocks of our information processing capacities.
They are connected to each other by synapses through which they send signals.
The result of their collaboration is our cognitive capacity.

To fulfill its role, the brain requires amongst others large quantities of oxygen
and glucose: even though our brain is only a fraction of our total mass (about
2%), it accounts for about 20% of the whole body’s resting state metabolism [1].
These nutrients are transported by the blood, and the brain receives as much
as 15% of the total cardiac output [2]. Hence, the cerebral vasculature plays a
crucial role in the well functioning of the brain.

1.1 Anatomy of the cerebral vasculature

There are three large arteries feeding blood to the brain: the left and right
internal carotid arteries (ICAs) and the vertebrobasilar artery (VBA). These
arteries enter the skull through openings in its base and supply the Circle of
Willis (CoW), as illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

The internal carotid artery is subdivided in six segments (see Fig. 1.2) and the
vertebrobasilar artery consists of the two vertebral arteries that join to form
the basilar artery.

1
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Internal	  caro+d	  artery	  

Basilar	  artery	  

Vertebral	  artery	  

Figure 1.1: The feeding arteries of the brain, as imaged by subtraction CT
angiography.

Figure 1.2: The segments of the carotid artery. C1: cervical segment, C2:
petrous (horizontal) segment, C3: lacerum segment, C4: cavernous segment, C5:
clinoid segment, C6: ophthalmic (supraclinoid) segment, C7: communicating
(terminal) segment. Case courtesy of Dr. Behrang Amini, Radiopaedia.org,
rID: 36365.
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The CoW is a circle of arteries at the base of the skull that connects the left
and right side of the anterior cerebral circulation with the posterior cerebral
circulation (Fig. 1.3). Although the CoW has a very characteristic morphology,
it is highly variable: less than half of the population has a complete circle
because one or more connecting arteries are usually missing [3] (example shown
in Fig. 1.4). Such variations are considered normal, and pose no problems in
normal circumstances. However, the specific topology of the CoW determines
the redundancy in blood supply to the brain, and in case of pathology, e.g. if
one of the ICAs is blocked, it will play a major role in the outcome.

(a) Complete Circle of Willis. (b) Anatomical names of the vessel
segments.

Figure 1.3: (a) Anatomically labeled Circle of Willis in a healthy subject. The
colors refer to the anatomical names of the vessel segments as listed in (b).

Figure 1.4: Anatomically labeled Circle of Willis in a healthy subject. Several
segments are missing: right ACA1, right PComA and left PCA1.
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From the CoW, six large branches emanate: the left and right anterior cerebral
arteries (ACAs), the left and right middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) and the
left and right posterior cerebral arteries (PCAs), as shown in Fig. 1.5a. These
branches provide blood to different, typically non-overlapping regions of the
brain (see Fig. 1.5b). The region supplied by an artery is that artery’s so-called
perfusion territory.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: From the CoW, six large branches emanate that feed different,
typically non-overlapping regions of the brain. (a) Superior view of a volume
rendering of the cerebral arteries. (b) Cerebral perfusion territories at level
of superior lateral ventricles. The territories of the ACA, MCA and PCA are
respectively colored yellow, red and blue. Case courtesy of prof. Frank Gaillard,
Radiopaedia.org, rID: 10814

The ACA, MCA and PCA are further subdivided in sequentially numbered
segments, called respectively A1, A2 and A3, M1 through M4 and P1 through
P4. The natural variability that we already saw in the CoW, is even more
pronounced in these smaller, distal segments. There are works that name
these segments but the large variability makes it difficult to provide clear-cut
definitions. For example, if you ask two medical experts where the M2 segment
starts, they will give different answers in 11% of the cases [4].

The arteries feed blood to the arterioles that in turn feed the capillary network.
In the capillary network, the blood exchanges oxygen, nutrients and waste with
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the surrounding cells. This exchange occurs through the blood-brain-barrier: a
selective permeable barrier that separates the blood from the extracellular fluid.
On average, a capillary has a diameter of 6.47 µm and a length of 52.95 µm [5].

After the capillary network, the blood flows through the venules into the veins.
The veins will confluence in larger ones and lead the blood finally back to the
heart.

Contrary to popular belief, the arteries and veins are not always tree-shaped.
Connections between two arterial or venous trees are possible: the so-called
anastomoses. These anastomoses provides redundancy in the supply or drainage
of cerebral blood: if one artery or vein gets blocked, there is an alternative path
for the blood to follow. The arterial anastomoses are subdivided in the extra-
and intracranial ones: depending on whether or not the two arteries are located
outside the cranium (skull) [6]. The most famous arterial anastomosis is the
earlier mentioned Circle of Willis (CoW). Also particularly relevant are the
leptomeningeal anastomoses: these distal arteries connect the MCA with the
ACA and the PCA.

1.2 Stroke

Sufficient supply of blood is required for the functioning and survival of brain
tissue and there is a plethora of diseases where the vasculature plays a crucial
role. The most important one is probably stroke or cerebrovascular accident
(CVA), which is the second most common cause of death and a major cause
of disability worldwide [7]. It is a medical condition where the blood supply
to the brain is (temporarily) disrupted by a blockage or a rupture of an artery.
The former case is called ischemic stroke and accounts for 80% of all strokes.
The latter is called hemorrhagic stroke.

1.2.1 Ischemic stroke

The arterial blockage in ischemic stroke is caused by either clogging of an artery
(thrombosis) or by a clot that originates from somewhere else (embolus). As
a result, the tissue in the artery’s perfusion territory loses (part of) its blood
supply. Without any blood flow, the local energy storage – in the form of
ATP-molecules – gets used up quickly: after 5 minutes, 90% of the local energy
is used. However, neurons constantly require energy to maintain their state.
In absence of ATP, the neurons take up water and sodium, which leads to cell
swelling and ultimately cell death [8].
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Current acute stroke therapy focuses mainly on early reperfusion, i.e.
restoration of the orginal blood flow through thrombolysis and/or thrombectomy.
Thrombolysis refers to the administration of a thrombolytic agent such as tPA
(tissue plasminogen activator) that helps dissolving the blood clot, whereas
thrombectomy is the mechanical removal of the blood clot via a cathether. Early
reperfusion therapy is only relevant if there is still tissue at risk that is not yet
irreversibly damaged, the so-called penumbra. The core of the infarct is already
irreversibly damaged and can no longer be salvaged. Since reperfusion therapy
has associated risks, e.g. thrombolytic agents increase the risk of hemorrhage,
it is beneficial to select only the patients that can still benefit from it. In early
studies, it is discovered that thrombolysis is generally beneficial if given within
3 hours of the onset of the stroke [9]. Later it is shown that this time window
can be extended to 4.5 hours [10]. However, the time window in which there is
still viable tissue shows considerable inter-patient variability. Recent studies
investigated the use of multi parameter MR imaging to assess the extent of
the infarct core and penumbra and to select patients for reperfusion therapy
[11], [12]. The determination of penumbra and core is still a subject of active
research [12].

One of the main factors that determine the time it takes for the tissue to become
irreversibly damaged, is the presence of collateral flow [6]. This refers to the
alternative trajectory the blood can follow in case the main trajectory is no
longer working, and is closely related to the earlier mentioned anastomoses.
Collateral flow can compensate partially or sometimes even completely for the
occluded artery and hence delay or even avoid neural damage. For example,
the Circle of Willis can provide collateral flow if one of its feeding arteries is
stenosed: Hendrikse et al. [13] report that presence of collateral flow via the
PComA is associated with a lower prevalence of border zone infarcts in patients
with unilateral ICA stenosis. Similarly, the leptomeningeal collaterals have a
major influence on the outcome of a stroke caused by a more distal occlusion
[14], [15]. Fig. 1.6 shows how they can provide blood to the MCA territory in a
patient with an M1 occlusion. As such, improving collateral flow is considered
a potential therapeutic target [16]. There is considerable variability in the
amount and extent of collateral flow in stroke patients and the underlying
mechanisms and the factors explaining this inter-subject variability are not yet
fully understood [6]. Since it plays such an important role in stroke, techniques
to quantify it may prove very useful for researchers and clinicians alike.

1.2.2 Hemorrhagic stroke

Hemorrhagic stroke is caused by the rupture of an artery, which can also lead
to hypoperfusion and additionally to increased intracranial pressure. It is
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subdivided in two categories based on the location of the rupture. Intracerebral
hemorrhage refers to bleeding inside the brain tissue (under the pia mater
meninx), and is most commonly caused by hypertensive small-vessel disease.
Subarachnoid hemorrhagic stroke refers to a rupture between the arachnoid
and pial meninges. Its main cause is the rupture of an aneurysm which is a
balloon-like bulge on the wall of an artery [17]. About 90 % of all cerebral
aneurysms are found on the CoW [18]. Many factors influence the formation
and the risk of rupture of aneurysms, including hypertension and smoking, but
also the specific morphology of the vasculature [18], [19].

1.3 Imaging of the cerebral vasculature

Historically, the only way to study the cerebral vasculature was through
dissection of a deceased person or during neurosurgical interventions. Nowadays,
a wide array of non-invasive imaging techniques is available that allow imaging
of the cerebral vasculature and its function in vivo. We provide an overview of
the most important techniques. The first three use ionizing X-rays and contrast
agent to visualize the blood, the next three use magnetic resonance imaging.
and the last one uses nuclear tracers.

Here and elsewhere in the thesis, we will follow the radiological convention
when showing an image slice in the axial or coronal plane: the right side of the
patient is on the left hand side of the reader. For volume renderings, there is no
need to adhere to a single display convention as left and right are discernible
from the image.

1.3.1 Digital subtraction angiography

Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is a fluoroscopy technique where an
artery is selectively injected with contrast agent through a catheter. During
and after injection, multiple two dimensional (2D) radiographs are acquired
of the region of interest. A pre-contrast radiograph is subtracted from these
radiographs, resulting in a series of difference images that show the increase in
X-ray attenuation coefficient due to contrast agent. This method gives excellent
image quality (see Fig. 1.6) and allows visualizing the territory of a single artery.
It is still considered the gold standard to assess leptomeningeal collateral flow.
On the other hand, it is very invasive and time consuming and uses ionizing
radiation. In practice, it is mainly used during thrombectomy.
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(a) Before thrombectomy, arterial phase. (b) Before thrombectomy, venous phase.

(c) After thrombectomy, early arterial
phase.

(d) After thrombectomy, venous phase.

Figure 1.6: Digital subtraction angiography before and after thrombectomy in
a patient with an occluded right M1 segment. Figure (a) shows retrograde flow
in the pial arteries, indicating leptomeningeal anastomoses.
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The radiographs are two dimensional projections of the actual three dimensional
structure. Typically the reader uses her anatomical knowledge to infer the
missing dimension and make a mental 3D image. Alternatively, one can resort to
bi-plane fluoroscopy. Here, the same procedure is applied, but two radiographs
are acquired simultaneously from different angles. The reader can use this
second image to improve her mental model. If the images are made with a
suitable, rather small, difference in angle, a stereoscopic viewer can give the
reader the illusion of a 3D image.

1.3.2 CT angiography

In computed tomography (CT) imaging, a 3D volumetric image is reconstructed
from a series of 2D radiographs from different viewpoints. In the reconstructed
image, the X-ray attenuation coefficient of every volumetric element (voxel)
is given in Hounsfield units (HU). Modern scanners can acquire images with
dimensions of 512x512x320 and voxel sizes as small as 0.5mm isotropic in less
than 0.5 s.

Since the X-ray attenuation coefficient of tissue and blood is similar, contrast
agent is required to distinguish the vasculature. Typically, an iodine based
contrast agent bolus is injected intravenously, and after a suitable delay, a CT
image is acquired. In the resulting CT angiography (CTA), the contrast agent
in the blood can be appreciated through its increased attenuation coefficient.
Depending on the length of the delay, the arteries, the veins or both are visible.
Subtraction of a regular CT image from the CTA image gives a difference image
that shows the increase in X-ray attenuation coefficient due to the contrast agent
and allows quantification of the contrast agent (an illustration of subtraction
CTA is shown in Fig. 1.1). Dual energy CT allows quantification of the contrast
agent without acquisition of a non-contrast CT by exploiting the dependency
of the attenuation coefficient on the energy of the photon.

1.3.3 CT perfusion

In CT perfusion imaging (CTP) multiple, consecutive CT scans of an organ are
made after the intravenous administration of an iodine contrast agent bolus.
As in CT, each scan is a volumetric image, showing for every voxel the X-ray
attenuation coefficient in Hounsfield units (HU). The result is a 3D movie of
the contrast agent entering and subsequently leaving the organ. Alternatively,
it can be considered as a 3D image with in every voxel a time series of the HU
variation due to the local contrast passage. Subtracting the first image, which
is made before the contrast agent enters the organ, from the subsequent ones
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Figure 1.7: Illustration of a cerebral CT perfusion. Left: axial slice of a cerebral
CTP during the late arterial phase. The red, blue and green markers are located
in respectively an artery, a vein and the grey matter. Right: time series in the
markers.

results in difference images that show the increase in HU due to the contrast
agent. Each of these images can be considered a traditional CT angiography
(CTA), thus allowing assessment of the vasculature in both arterial and venous
phase images. More important, however, is the voxelwise calculation of clinically
relevant parameters such as time to peak, mean transit time, blood flow and
blood volume [20]. These voxelwise parameter maps are used for the diagnosis
of stroke – a.o. for the assessment of the tissue at risk – and help making
therapeutic decisions. An illustration of a cerebral CTP image is given in
Fig. 1.7.

1.3.4 MR angiography

In magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, the anatomy and physiology of tissue is
captured by measuring its interaction with electromagnetic fields. The result is
a 3D volumetric image where the meaning of the intensity depends on the used
protocol and MR sequence. MR angiography (MRA) is an umbrella term that
encompasses several protocols that capture the vasculature.

Time of Flight In time of flight (TOF) MRA, the tissue in the imaged slice is
saturated through excitations with very short TR, reducing its signal. Blood
that flows into the slice is not saturated and will yield a strong signal. A volume
rendering of a time of flight MR angiography is shown in Fig. 1.5a
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Phase contrast In phase contrast MRA, the velocity of tissue is imaged by
measuring the phase shift that occurs when spins move along the direction of
the magnetic gradient. By acquiring three images, each with an orthogonal
gradient direction, the velocity of the tissue is fully characterized. Since blood
is the fastest moving tissue in the body, it will have the highest intensity and
hence be visualized accordingly.

Susceptibility weighted In susceptibility weighted imaging, a voxel’s intensity
is related to its magnetic susceptibility. Deoxyhemoglobin, i.e. hemoglobin
without bound oxygen molecules, has a different susceptibility than tissue and
is visible on such a scan. Deoxyhemoglobin is mainly present in venous blood
and hence such an image is also called a venogram.

Contrast enhanced Finally, as in CTA, it is possible to inject contrast agent
in the blood and image the contrast agent rather than the vasculature itself.
Typically gadolinium chelate is used, which alters the magnetic properties of
blood (both T1 and T∗2) and hence appears hyper- or hypointense, depending
on the used sequence.

1.3.5 Perfusion weighted imaging

Perfusion weighted MR imaging refers to a number of techniques that can
measure the perfusion of tissue.

Dynamic contrast enhanced & dynamic susceptibility contrast Both
dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) and dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC)
imaging acquire a series of MR images after the administration of a bolus
of contrast agent, such as gadolinium chelate, which alters the T1 and T∗2
properties of the blood. In DSC imaging, T∗2-weighted images are acquired.
They have short acquisition times (about 2 s) and the contrast agent is hypo-
intense. Although the imaging process is based on different physical principles
than CTP, the same voxelwise analysis can be applied.

In DCE imaging, T1-weighted images are acquired. They have longer acquisition
times (5-10 s) and are not suitable to capture the first pass of the bolus. Rather,
DCE is used to assess the extravascular-extracellular space and a combination
of perfusion and vessel permeability.
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(a) Arterial spin labeling. (b) Selective arterial spin labeling.

Figure 1.8: Axial slice in a healthy subject showing (a) non-selective arterial
spin labeling (ASL) and (b) selective ASL of the left carotid artery. The subject
has a fetal origin of the PCA.

Arterial spin labeling Arterial spin labeling (ASL) uses magnetically labeled
blood as an endogenous tracer to measure the perfusion. To achieve this, ASL
inverts the spin of protons in the supplying arteries of the organ of interest.
After the post labeling delay, which allows the labeled blood to reach the organ,
an image is made, typically with a fast sequence such as EPI. In this image,
the labeled blood will cause a signal drop compared to a control image that is
made without labeling. Subtraction of the control and labeled image shows the
relative blood flow, which can subsequently be quantified. Since the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) is low, multiple labeled and control images are acquired and
averaged. Additionally it is possible to selectively label the blood in a single
artery, allowing to image that artery’s perfusion territory. Fig. 1.8 shows an
ASL and a selective ASL image.

1.3.6 Nuclear medicine imaging

Nuclear medicine imaging is not used for imaging of the vasculature itself, but
rather its function. First, a radiopharmaceutical tracer, whose accumulation
in tissue is proportional to the amount of perfusion of that tissue, is injected
intravenously. Then, through SPECT or PET (depending on the specific tracer),
the tracer build-up is measured and hence the perfusion can be quantified.
Nuclear medicine imaging is still considered the gold standard for quantifying
perfusion, but also has several drawbacks: the patient receives a significant
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radiation dose, the acquisition protocol takes more time and the tracer’s short
shelf life poses logistic problems.

1.4 Image analysis

Since the invention of X-ray imaging at the end of the 19th century, imaging
technology has steadily improved offering an ever better view of the anatomy and
function of the living human body. Traditionally, medical images are interpreted
by the radiologist in a qualitative fashion. With the advent of digital computing
and image analysis, quantification of the images became feasible. For example,
determining the brain volume from a 3D MR scan is something that cannot
be done manually, but specialized computer algorithms can do so with great
accuracy [21]. Development of such algorithms is the goal of medical image
analysis and of this thesis.

During the development of a new method, several design choices need to be
made and in the coming sections we describe some that we consider particularly
relevant: on which knowledge is the model based, how is the model applied to
new instances and how is the method statistically modeled.

1.4.1 Physical knowledge, data-driven or heuristical

In medical image analysis, the problem of interest is usually modeled in a
mathematical fashion. This model can be constructed on the basis of heuristics,
by using physical knowledge, in a data-driven fashion or – more likely – by
a combination of the former. Physical knowledge refers to physical laws and
domain knowledge, heuristics are apt observations that appear to hold for
a particular dataset and data-driven models learn from a series of relevant
examples. To give a simple toy example: imagine we need to segment the bone
from a CT scan. One method could threshold the image at 150HU: physics tells
us that bone has an X-ray attenuation coefficient that is higher than 150HU,
medicine tells us there is no other biological tissue with such a high attenuation
coefficient and experience (heuristics) tells us that such images are sufficiently
noise-free to make the decision on a voxel per voxel basis Another method could
be data-driven and use a voxelwise classifier, e.g. logistic regression, that is
trained on a set of manually annotated examples, and where the features used
for classifying the voxels are heuristically chosen. Clearly, there is no hard
distinction between the different approaches as they actually form a spectrum:
even the most data-driven method still requires a heuristic decision about what
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is learnt, and physical models more than often require heuristic approximations
to be computable.

A first reason why the model construction approach is important, is
generalizability: to what extent is the method developed for one particular
application or dataset applicable to another one. This is a desirable property
since development of new methods is very time consuming and hence costly,
which promotes reuse of methods. Data-driven methods have the implicit
promise to be generalizable: they make the model based on the provided data
and if you would provide a different dataset, it would learn the appropriate
model. That is, of course, as long as the assumptions made in constructing the
data-driven method are still applicable, which brings us to heuristics. Heuristics
are by definition not generalizable: they are simply apt observations that
appear to hold for a particular dataset, but there is no theoretical guarantee for
their correctness on this – let alone another – dataset. Physical knowledge is
different in this regard and has the potential to generalize as long as the made
simplifications hold. An example is the deconvolution based perfusion analysis,
which works equally well on CT and MR perfusion data [22]. In theory, physical
models offer the greatest generalizability but in practice we see two limitations.
First, some problems are too complex to be modeled exactly and heuristic
simplifications need to be introduced which limit the generalizability. Second,
some problems do not have a direct physical interpretation, e.g. segment the
thalamus in an MR scan, which renders this approach infeasible.

A second reason why we care about the model construction approach, is the
need for data. As it turns out, not only algorithm development is costly,
generation of training data is also expensive: both the imaging equipment as
the sometimes necessary manual image annotations are costly. Additionally,
the specific nature of the application sometimes makes it virtually impossible
to acquire the required amount of data. This is clearly a strong limitation on
the applicability of data-driven methods.

These considerations were taken into account during the research of this thesis.
The segmentation and anatomical labeling of cerebral vasculature (Chapter 2
and 3) cannot be formulated as a physics problem, while there is a good
deal of data freely available. Therefore, a data-driven approach seemed most
appropriate – although the method does contain some heuristics. Inference of
blood flow trajectories based on contrast flow (Chapter 4) on the other hand,
can be formulated as a physics problem, while there is hardly no labeled training
data available. The exact physical formulation turns out too complex to solve
and hence we resort to a simplified version.
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1.4.2 Continuous or discrete optimization

Image analysis problems are often mathematically described in terms of a set of
variables of interest Y and an objective function obj that describes the quality
of a particular set of values with reference to the image data I. When the model
is applied to a new instance, the goal is then to find the best values y∗ for these
variables of interest:

y∗ = max
y∈Y
−obj(y) (1.1)

= min
y∈Y

obj(y), (1.2)

where best means highest or lowest value, depending on the sign of the objective
function and Y is the set of acceptable solutions.

In case the variables are continuous, y ∈ Rn, iterative optimization techniques
are typically used. They start with an initial guess y0 and iteratively try to
improve on this, often using the gradient of the objective function as a clue on
how to change the variables, such as in the gradient descent method:

yi+1 = yi − α∇obj(yi), (1.3)

with α being the step size. This process is repeated until convergence, i.e.
yi+1 ≈ yi. For many problems, the objective function is non-convex and has
multiple local optima. Hence there is no guarantee that the found solution is
also the globally optimal one.

In case the variables are discrete, y ∈ Zn, different optimization strategies are
used. If the number of variables and possible values is limited, exhaustive
enumeration can be tried: the objective function is evaluated for every possible
combination, giving guaranteed the optimal solution. Often, this approach is
infeasible due to the large number of combinations and hence other techniques
are needed, that typically exploit particular properties of the objective function
obj and the constraints on the variables Y.

An important category of discrete optimization is linear integer programming.
Here, both the objective function and the constraints are linear in terms of the
discrete variables:

obj(y) =
n∑
i=1

ciyi (1.4)

y ∈ Y ⇐⇒ ∀j :
n∑
i=1

aijyi ≤ bj , (1.5)
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with a, b and c being problem-specific parameters. This problem in general
is NP-complete, meaning that the time a computer needs to solve it increases
more than polynomially depending on the problem size n. However, for many
real world problems, modern solvers can handle them in reasonable time [23].
Particularly interesting is that these problems can be solved to a provable global
optimum: the solver does not only find a solution, but also gives an upper
bound on the difference between the found solution’s objective value and the
global optimum’s objective value. Hence, if the difference is zero, the found
solution is a global optimum.

Another important category of discrete optimization – and a subclass of
linear integer programming – is combinatorial optimization. Combinatorial
optimization concerns finding an optimal set or list of objects from a finite
set of objects. It is most known for in the context of graph problems, such
as the travelling salesman, the max flow/min cut and the minimum spanning
tree problem. There is a large amount of literature on these problems, and for
several specific problems, there are polynomial-time algorithms, meaning that
the time a computer needs to solve it increases polynomially depending on the
problem size n.

Traditionally, continuous optimization is used most in medical image analysis,
but there are examples of discrete methods used both for registration [24] and
segmentation [25]. We use discrete methods since anatomical labeling (Chapter 2
and 3) is a discrete problem and the promise of a hassle-free optimization sounded
very attractive. The disadvantage is the need for discretization of the problem,
which results in a fairly deep pipeline.

1.4.3 Discriminative or generative method

In statistics, but also in medical image analysis [26], methods are sometimes
categorized as discriminative or generative. Consider a situation where we are
given an input x, e.g. an image, and have a set of unknown variables of interest
Y , e.g. the segmentation of that image. Most often, we are interested in the
maximum a posteriori solution, i.e. the solution that is most probable:

y∗ = max
y

P (Y = y|X = x) (1.6)

= max
y

P (X = x|Y = y)P (Y = y), (1.7)

where the second equation follows from Bayes’ rule. To find this solution y∗,
a discriminative method would model the distribution P (Y |X). A generative
method on the other hand, would model the distributions P (X|Y ) and P (Y ).
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From a theoretical point of view, both approaches should give the same answer.
In practice, they result in different methods, making different approximations
and assumptions and hence giving different results.

Historically, generative methods proved to be more popular in medical image
analysis, whereas in the past few years discriminative methods are receiving more
attention - which is also reflected in this thesis. Our labeling algorithm, used for
anatomically labeling of graphs that represents segmented vasculature (Chapter
2), is a generative algorithm. It models the prior and likelihood distribution
and hence it can generate an attributed graph from the atlas. The prior term
states the probability to find a certain named bifurcation in the graph and the
likelihood describes the probability distribution of that named bifurcation’s
properties. This likelihood distribution is obtained from the training data and
modeled using one-dimensional kernel density estimations – which assumes
independence between the different properties.

This last thing illustrates one of the reasons why discriminative methods
become so popular. In medical image analysis, we typically have highly
dimensional X and fairly low dimensional Y . Current statistical techniques
have problems modeling highly-dimensional distributions, such as P (X|Y ), and
resort to making assumptions on the distributions. Examples include assuming
independence between different dimensions (e.g. Naive Bayes), or assuming
that the distribution is a multivariate normal distribution with an orthogonal
covariance matrix (e.g. principal component analysis, PCA [27]). Depending on
the application, these assumptions may be harsh deviations from reality or prove
to work well. For example, principal component analysis proves to work well to
describe shapes [28] or shapes with their texture [29]. Discriminative methods
on the other hand do manage to exploit the typically non-linear dependencies
between different dimensions, which yields improved accuracy. Following that
reasoning, for our simultaneous segmentation and labeling method (Chapter 3),
we aim to leverage the power of discriminative methods and use them extensively.

This is not to say there is no need for generative methods. Several medical
image analysis subdomains are dominated by generative methods: e.g. image
registration, where all popular algorithms are generative: Elastix [30], LDDMM
[31], Demons [32], DARTEL [33] etc. In general, generative methods tend to
offer more insight into how they are modeled and what they learned, which
is an interesting property. Finally, it has been show that in the case of very
limited training data, generative methods tend to outperform the discriminative
ones [34].
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arterial inlet venous outlet
cart(t)

cv(t)

cvein(t)

Figure 1.9: Simplified physiological model of the tissue perfusion. A blood cell
can take several paths through the capillary bed.

1.5 Image analysis methods

In this section we discuss some image analysis techniques more in depth.

1.5.1 Perfusion analysis

With CT and MR perfusion, the passage of contrast bolus is imaged. However,
these images merely show the influence of the contrast bolus on the imaged
property (be that the X-ray attenuation coefficient or the T ∗2 of the tissue).
Even after transforming the intensity change into contrast agent concentration,
the images are not readily interpreted in terms of the amount of blood the
organ receives. Perfusion analysis aims at quantifying these images. Voxelwise
parameters of interest include the cerebral blood volume (CBV, the volume of
blood per unit of brain mass, in ml/g), mean transit time (MTT, the mean time
the blood spends in a volume of interest, in s), cerebral blood flow (CBF, the
flow of blood per unit of brain mass, in ml/g.s), time to peak (TTP, the time
point when the time-intensity series reaches its maximal value, in s), Tmax (
the time point when the deconvolved time-intensity series reaches its maximal
value, in s) and so on.

Deconvolution is the most used technique for quantifying the perfusion. Assume
a voxel v that has a single arterial inlet with contrast agent concentration cart(t),
a single venous output with contrast agent concentration cvein(t), and receives
stationary flow F (illustrated in Fig. 1.9).
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Now the voxel’s contrast agent concentration cv(t) is the mass of contrast agent
in the voxel over the volume of the voxel Vv:

cv(t) = mv(t)
Vv

= F

Vv

∫ t

0
cart(τ)− cvein(τ)dτ. (1.8)

Let us introduce the residue function r(t), which is the relative amount of
contrast agent that is still present in the voxel at time t after the entrance of
an infinitely short contrast bolus. We now can rewrite the concentration as:

cv(t) = F

Vv
(cart ∗ r)(t) = (cart ∗ k)(t). (1.9)

If we measure cart(t) and cv(t) and deconvolve the latter with the former, we
have the flow-scaled residue function, or impulse response function:

k(t) = F

Vv
r(t). (1.10)

The flow-scaled residue function is independent of the rate, timing or amount
of contrast injection. An illustration is given in Fig. 1.10. Since the residue
function r is 1 at the entrance of the bolus and then decreases, we can find the
flow F as:

F = Vv max
t
k(t). (1.11)

In practice, it is impossible to measure the cart for each individual voxel.
Therefore, a global cart is taken, as measured in one of the large feeding arteries,
the so-called arterial input function (AIF). As a result, there is a delay before
the bolus reaches the voxel, and Tmax will be larger than 0 s.

The CBV and MTT can also be obtained from the flow-scaled residue function
k(t) [22]. Alternatively, assuming there is little dilution of the contrast agent,
the CBV can be determined as:

CBV = maxt cv(t)
maxt cvein(t) . (1.12)

Finally, the MTT can be found using the central volume theorem:

MTT = CBV

CBF
. (1.13)

Note there are several practical issues we omitted here, such as the correction
for the difference in hematocrit in large and small arteries, the discretization
and regularization of the deconvolution and preprocessing steps like motion
correction and denoising [22].
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Impulse response

Figure 1.10: Illustration of how the measured signal in perfusion imaging
depends on the rate and timing of the contrast injection.

1.5.2 Supervised classification

Supervised classification is the problem of classifying new observations into
classes based on a collection of previously seen examples. This requires learning
the relationship between the feature space X of the samples and their target
space Y . Usually, the features are represented as a fixed-length vector: the
feature vector. The class is often represented as an integer number, each number
representing one of the C classes. An example of training data with a two
dimensional feature space and two classes is shown in Fig. 1.11a.

We are particularly interested in probabilistic classification, where the output
of the classifier is a probability distribution over the target space. In effect, the
classifier aims to learn the posterior distribution of the target variable:

P (Y = y|X = x). (1.14)

This is achieved by having a flexible function f(x, y), whose free parameters
are optimized such that f(x, y) approximates P (Y |X = x), in a process called
the training of the classifier. Taking into account that P (Y |X) is unknown, but
only a set of training samples S = {(xi, yi)} are given, the objective of training
is often to minimize the log loss on the training set:

−
∑

(xi,yi)∈S

log f(xi, yi). (1.15)
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(b) Decision tree.
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(c) Prediction of the decision tree.
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(d) Prediction of the decision forest.

Figure 1.11: Illustration of supervised learning.

Machine learning is a very active research field and many supervised,
probabilistic classification methods have been proposed. We will use mainly
(a variant of) decision forests, which is shown in a large empirical study to be
a very good all-round classification method [35]. Decision forests, also called
random forests, are an ensemble of decision trees [36]. To classify a new sample
x, the sample is fed into the decision trees. The individual decision trees will
make a series of binary decisions based on a single feature (e.g. is the fifth
feature larger than 3.5), after which the sample ends up in one of the leaves
of the tree. Each leaf is associated with a probability distribution over Y and
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the final output of the forest is the mean of the probability distributions of the
trees. Fig. 1.11b shows a decision tree that is built using the earlier mentioned
training data. Fig. 1.11c shows the predictions of the decision tree over the
whole feature space and Fig. 1.11d shows the same for the decision forest.

In the training phase of the decision forest, each decision tree is built individually
– which makes the training pleasingly parallel – and as described in the following.
First, the training set S is randomly sampled with replacement, resulting in
an equally large training set S′ used only for the construction of this decision
tree. Then the tree is constructed iteratively: a subset of the features space is
selected and from these features, the optimal split is calculated, i.e. the binary
decision based on a single feature that has the greatest information gain. Based
on the binary decision, the training set in split in two, and for each of them the
process is repeated until a stopping criterion is reached.

In the training process, there are several open parameters: how many trees are
to be built, how many features are considered when calculating the optimal
split and what is the stopping criterion. These are called hyperparameters:
they are part of the algorithm, but are not determined during the training.
The number of trees has a linear effect on the computation time and up to a
point, increasing the number improves the classifier performance. The number
of features considered influences the randomization and is often set to the
root of the dimension of the feature space. The stopping criterion is usually
a limitation on the depth of the tree or a minimal number of samples in each
leaf. This determines the ‘flexibility’ of the classifier: a deeper tree has more
free parameters and can hence better adapt to the training data – at the risk
of overfitting. Overfitting is when the classifier predicts the training data very
well, but performs much worse on new samples. A useful analog is fitting a
polynomial to a set of noisy measurements using least squares fitting: the higher
the degree of the polynomial, the smaller the error between the polynomial
and the measurements, but the more the polynomial will oscillate between the
measurements - making it actually less good. Typically, several hyperparameter
configurations are considered, and for each of them the classifier is trained on
the training set and its performance is calculated on an independent validation
set. The best scoring configuration of hyperparameters is finally used.

1.6 This thesis

The cerebral vasculature supplies blood to the brain and plays a crucial role
in the function and survival of the brain tissue. Unfortunately, there are
several diseases that affect the cerebral vasculature and hence the brain. The
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diagnosis of these diseases and the study of their underlying mechanisms is
greatly benefited by the ability to image in vivo the anatomy and function
of the vasculature. However, the objective and quantitative analysis of these
images is challenging. In this thesis we present novel methods to analyze images
of the cerebral arteries. In particular, we are interested in the connectivity of
the vasculature, both on a macro- and microscopic level – a crucial property in
stroke. The goal is to provide the medical community with tools that allow to
increase their pace of research and ultimately improve patient wellbeing.

In theory it is possible to devise a single method that infers the connectivity both
on macro- and microscopic level. However, we reasoned that there is limited
benefit in doing so, while it would complicate matters seriously. Therefore, we
split the problem based on these scales. This decision is discussed later in more
detail (Sec. 6.2.1).

In Chapter 2 we present a method to anatomically label the cerebral arteries
around the Circle of Willis. Building on this experience, we develop a
method that segments and anatomically labels the large cerebral arteries
simultaneously (Chapter 3). Performing these tasks simultaneously results
in improved segmentations compared to earlier methods, as we demonstrate on
a dataset of magnetic resonance angiography images. A method that can perform
segmentation and anatomical labeling of the cerebral vasculature has several
practical applications. In clinical practice, it can be used to detect abnormalities
such as stenoses and aneurysms by comparing the actual morphology of a named
segment with its expected morphology. In research, it can be used to analyze
large quantities of scans enabling research on the relation between vascular
morphology and the prevalence of certain diseases or genetics.

In Chapter 4 we present a method that infers from computed tomography
perfusion (CTP) images the connectivity of the cerebral arteries, even if the
individual arteries are too small to be distinguished. Hereto, the method tracks
the contrast agent bolus when it flows through the brain. This information
was previously not measurable in vivo and provides researchers with a tool to
investigate the role of collateral flow in stroke. We demonstrate the feasibility
of the method on both healthy and diseased subjects and set up a validation by
comparison with selective arterial spin labeling in Chapter 5.





Chapter 2

Anatomical labeling of the
cerebral vasculature

2.1 Introduction

The Circle of Willis (CoW) is a circle of arteries in the skull base that connects the
left and right side of the anterior cerebral circulation with the posterior cerebral
circulation. This structure is highly variable: only 42% of the population
has a complete circle [3] and in the other cases, one or more arteries are
missing. In the past years, several research papers addressed the problem of
segmenting the CoW and the cerebral vasculature in general, without labeling
them. Having an algorithm that can anatomically label the vasculature, however,
can be important for many applications. In clinical settings, it can give an
interventional radiologist additional guidance when navigating through the
vasculature of a patient, or it can provide automatic measurements of the
diameter of certain vessels. In a research context, it can be used to detect
patterns in the vasculature of subpopulations (e.g. geometric risk factors for
vascular pathologies) in a more accurate fashion. Despite these applications,

This chapter is published as D. Robben, S. Sunaert, V. Thijs, G. Wilms, F. Maes, and
P. Suetens, “Anatomical labeling of the Circle of Willis using maximum a posteriori graph
matching”, in MICCAI, K. Mori, I. Sakuma, Y. Sato, C. Barillot, and N. Navab, Eds., ser.
LNCS, vol. 8149, Nagoya, Japan: Springer Berlin Heidelberg, Jan. 2013, pp. 566–573. doi:
10.1007/978-3-642-40811-3_71.
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literature is very limited. Since a similar problem is encountered in the labeling
of the bronchial segments in the lungs, we also consider this in our literature
study.

Most methods first transform the segmented image into a graph, and then label
this graph. Tschirren et al. [38] use atlas-based graph matching to label the
bronchi of a patient. Although a probabilistic graph atlas is created - containing
the average and standard deviation of certain properties - the matching has
no probabilistic interpretation. Mori et al. published several works about
bronchial labeling. Their latest approach [39] uses multiclass AdaBoost to
assign a probability to each branch and label. Subsequently, a depth-first
search finds the global optimal assignment of branch names taking into account
topological constraints. In another line of work, Mori et al. [40] label the
abdominal arteries, which they consider more difficult than labeling bronchi due
to the larger variation. They state that their approach is expected not to work
on vasculature of other organs. Bogunovic et al. [41] label 5 bifurcations in the
anterior circulation of the CoW. They are the first to introduce a maximum
a posteriori approach to the matching problem. All possible isomorphisms
between the target graph and the atlas are explicitly enumerated and for each
mapping the likelihood is calculated to find the maximum. The likelihood term
only compares the bifurcations but not the branches in between. Although the
performance of the method is very good, it is not computationally scalable: a
preprocessing step is required to prune the graph to about 20 candidate vertices.
It should be noted that all of the previous methods assume that the graph is a
tree and allow limited or even no topological variations.

Takemura et al. [42] propose a method that does not use graphs. They label
the CoW by rigidly registering the to-be-labeled image to an atlas. Due to the
large variability in the shape of the vasculature, the quality of results varies
enormously between the different subjects and for the different arteries. They
report voxel-wise classification rates as high as 86% for large vessels as the
internal carotid artery (ICA) and as low as 0.5% for small vessels such as the
posterior communicating artery (PComA).

This paper introduces a novel and generic approach to anatomically label vessels,
and demonstrates its performance on the CoW and its adjacent vessels. In this
paper, we label 24 Points of Interest (PoI): 15 bifurcations and 9 endpoints of
the cerebral vasculature (Fig. 2.1).
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(a) Complete CoW. (b) Missing first segment of the left
Anterior Cerebral Artery (ACA1) and
missing left PcomA.

Figure 2.1: Two clipped views of the CoW and our points of interest.

2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Creation of a Vascular Graph

The first step in our algorithm is the conversion of a vascular image into an
attributed graph G = (VG, EG, AG) with VG the set of vertices, EG the set of
edges and AG the attributes of the vertices and edges. The vertices VG represent
the bifurcations and endpoints of the vessels and the edges EG represent the
vascular trajectories between the – both directly and indirectly connected –
vertices. In case multiple paths connect two points, the shortest is used to
calculate the attributes. Segmentation of the MRA images is done with region
growing and this segmented image is subsequently thinned using Palagyi’s
thinning algorithm [43]. The resulting skeleton image is converted into a graph
and the attributes are calculated. The attributes of an edge eG = (vG, v′G) are:
the Euclidean and geodesic length, the average radius and the relative position
of vG to v′G. The only attributes for the vertices are the position and a rotation
invariant bifurcation descriptor which is a vector that contains the fraction of
vessel-to-background on a sphere centered around the vertex for six different
radii.
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Figure 2.2: The terminology used in graph matching.

2.2.2 Atlas Construction

The creation of an atlas requires a training set of vascular graphs and the ground
truth annotation of the PoI on these graphs. Note that not every PoI will be
present in each vascular graph. The atlas itself is a probabilistic attributed
graph A = (VA, EA, AA). The vertices VA are the PoIs, the edges EA the
relations between those PoIs and AA the attributes. The attributes of a vertex
vA are: the probability that this point exists in an image, called Pexist,v, and
the probability distribution of its position and feature vector. The attributes of
an edge eA = (vA, v′A) are: the probability of existence of a branch between vA
and v′A, called Pexist,e, the probability distribution of its Euclidean length PlE ,
geodesic length Pl and radius Pr, the probability distribution of the relative
position of vA to v′A, called P∆xyz, and the probability that another PoI v′′A lies
on this edge Pon (vA,v′A)(v′′A). The atlas also contains the prior distribution for
all these attributes, that is the distribution taken over all vertices or edges in
the images. All probability distributions are calculated using one-dimensional
kernel density estimation.

2.2.3 MAP Graph Matching

Labeling an image corresponds to finding a match between the vascular graph
G and the atlas A (see Fig. 2.2). The match M is a subset of the candidate
correspondences CC = {(vG, vA)|vG ∈ VG, vA ∈ VA}, with the additional
constraint that every vertex vA or vG can only occur once in the match M . We
are interested in the match M∗ with the maximum a posteriori probability:

M∗ = argmaxMP (M |G,A) = argmaxMP (G|M,A)P (M |A). (2.1)
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We derive a general formulation to efficiently solve this problem taking into
account information about both the bifurcations and the edges.

To simplify the notation, we introduce four additional sets. The set of vertices
of A that occur in match M will be called VA,M = {vA|(vG, vA) ∈ M} and
the set of vertices of A that do not occur in match M will be called VA,M̄ =
{vA|vA ∈ VA, vA /∈ VA,M}. The set of vertices of G that occur in match M will
be called VG,M = {vG|(vG, vA) ∈M} and the set of vertices of G that do not
occur in match M will be called VG,M̄ = {vG|vG ∈ VG, vG /∈ VG,M}.

Matching Prior

The prior term P (M |A) states how likely a certain match a priori is: not every
PoI has an equal probability to exist in G and thus to be matched. Assuming
independency:

P (M |A) =
∏

vA∈VA,M

Pexist,v(vA) .
∏

vA∈VA,M̄

(1− Pexist,v(vA)) (2.2)

where Pexist(vA) is the probability that vA is present in an image. By taking
the logarithm, this term can be rewritten as a sum of a constant term and a
term depending on M :

logP (M |A) =
∑

vA∈VA

log(1−Pexist,v(vA))+
∑

vA∈VA,M

log Pexist,v(vA)
1− Pexist,v(vA) . (2.3)

Matching Likelihood

The likelihood term P (G|M,A) expresses the probability that graph G exists,
given the atlas and the match:

P (G|M,A) =
∏

(vG,vA)∈M

[
Patt(vG|vA) .

∏
(v′
G
,v′
A

)∈M

√
Patt((vG, v′G)|(vA, v′A))

.
∏

v′
G
∈VG,M̄

√
Patt((vG, v′G))

]

.
∏

vG∈VG,M̄

[
Patt(vG) .

∏
v′
G
∈VG,M̄

√
Patt((vG, v′G))

]
.

In this equation Patt(vG|vA) is the probability that vA has the attributes of vG,
Patt((vG, v′G)|(vA, v′A)) is the probability that the edge between vA and v′A has
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the attributes of the edge between vG and v′G, Patt(vG) is the prior probability
that a vertex has the attributes of vG and Patt((vG, v′G)) is the prior probability
that an edge has the attributes of the edge between vG and v′G. Table 2.1
states how these terms are calculated for our chosen attributes. By taking the
logarithm, the likelihood can be rewritten as a sum of a constant term and a
term depending on M :

logP (G|M,A) =
∑

vG∈VG

[
logPatt(vG) + 1

2
∑

v′
G
∈VG

logPatt((vG, v′G))
]

+
∑

(vG,vA)∈M

[
log Patt(vG|vA)

Patt(vG) + 1
2

∑
(v′
G
,v′
A

)∈M

log Patt((vG, v
′
G)|(vA, v′A))

Patt((vG, v′G))

]

Quadratic Binary Programming

Now we introduce x, a binary vector of length |CC| (the number of candidate
correspondences). The vector x is equivalent to M by x[i] == 1⇔ CC[i] ∈M .
The MAP problem can be written as a Quadratic Binary Programming problem
xTQx. Q is a symmetric matrix of size |CC|×|CC| with its elements determined
by the previous equations:

Qi,i = log Pexist,v(vA)
1− Pexist,v(vA) + log Patt(vG|vA)

Patt(vG)

Qi,j = 1
2 log Patt((vG, v

′
G)|(vA, v′A))

Patt((vG, v′G))

with (vG, vA) = CC[i] and (v′G, v′A) = CC[j]. Additionally, to prevent double
assignment of a certain label, if CC[k] and CC[l] contain the same graph or
atlas vertex, Qk,l = −∞. The a posteriori probability is (up to a constant)
equivalent to xTQx and thus: M∗ ≡ x∗ = argmaxxx

TQx.

2.2.4 Matching

Once Q is formed, matching is equivalent to finding the binary vector x∗ with
highest score xTQx. The largest eigenvector of Q serves as an initialization [44]
and randomized greedy search [45] optimizes the result further. Then we
check for every three found correspondences (vG, vA), (v′G, v′A), (v′′G, v′′A) if the
connectivity of vG, v′G and v′′G in G is allowed according to Pon (vA,v′A)(v′′A). The
most violating correspondence is removed from x, CC and Q and the search
continues. This process is repeated until there are no more violations.
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Patt((vG, v′G)|eA) Patt((vG, v′G))
Pexist,e((vG, v′G)|eA) Pexist,e((vG, v′G))

(vG, v′G) ∈ EG . Pr((vG, v′G)|eA) . Pr((vG, v′G))
. Pl((vG, v′G)|eA) . Pl((vG, v′G))
. PlE((vG, v′G)|eA) . PlE((vG, v′G))
. P∆xyz((vG, v′G)|eA) . P∆xyz((vG, v′G))

(vG, v′G) /∈ EG (1− Pexist,e((vG, v′G)|eA)) (1− Pexist,e((vG, v′G)))
. PlE((vG, v′G)|eA) . PlE((vG, v′G))
. P∆xyz((vG, v′G)|eA) . P∆xyz((vG, v′G))

Table 2.1: Example of how Patt is defined, with eA = (vA, v′A). The posterior
distribution is described in the first column, the prior distribution in the second
column. The probability calculation depends on the connectivity in G: if vG
and v′G are connected, the first row is considered, otherwise the second.
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Figure 2.3: Results of the leave-one-out test: error distribution for all PoI.

2.3 Evaluation

The evaluation uses a dataset of 30 TOF-MRA images acquired on three
different scanners (Philips Intera, Philips Ingenia and Philips Achieva). Both
males and females are included and the age varies between 20 and 82. The
dataset contains both healthy and diseased vasculature, with the latter having
stenosis or aneurisms. Six topological variants of the CoW are present: there are
CoW with the Anterior Communicating Artery (AComA), the left and/or right
PComA and/or the right ACA1 missing. The voxel size is 0.39x0.39x0.5 mm3.
All images were segmented using region growing and converted to annotated
vascular graphs. On average, one vascular graph contains 197 vertices. An
observer (D.R.) manually indicated the Points of Interest (PoI) on each vascular
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PoI %TP %FP %TN %FN error(mm)
ICA-OA 65 17 13 5 0.40
PCA2 End 93 0 3 3 1.78
PCA1-PComA 7 0 82 12 0.00
ACA1-AComA 87 8 2 3 0.99
VBA-PCA1 97 0 0 3 0.46
VBA End 100 0 0 0 1.31
ICA End 100 0 0 0 0.94
M1-M2 95 0 0 5 3.72
ICA-PComA 10 0 82 8 0.00
ICA-ACA1 88 2 2 8 0.65
SCA End 98 0 0 2 4.45
OA End 60 8 23 8 0.21
VBA-SCA 98 0 0 2 0.35

Figure 2.4: Results of the leave-one-out test for each PoI (left and right
combined). Error is the average error of the TP.

graph, which serves as ground truth. In total a maximum of 30 images × 24
PoI/image = 720 PoI could be present in those 30 images, but only 575 PoI
were present.

A leave-one-out cross-validation was performed to asses the performance of
the proposed method. This means that every image was matched once, using
an atlas that is constructed using the other 29 images. The construction of
an atlas based on the annotated vascular graphs takes about 5 minutes using
single-threaded Python code on an Intel Core i5 at 2.7 Ghz. The running time
for matching a graph with the atlas depends on |CC|, the number of candidate
correspondences considered. Using CC = {(vG, vA)|Patt(vG|vA) > 0}, on
average 1000 candidate correspondences are considered and matching requires
2 minutes running time on the same computer. Every matching succeeded and
the results are summarized in Fig. 2.3 and 2.4. In total, there are 540 true
positives with an average error of 1.5 mm, 21 false positives (PoI that do not
exist in the image but are assigned), 124 true negatives and 35 false negatives
(PoI that are in the image but are not assigned). Two labeled images are shown
in Fig. 2.5. We notice that the large majority of the correspondences is correct,
and the label is placed on the exact same place as in the ground truth. The
larger errors are without exception caused by the PoI that are endpoints in the
atlas: these points are directly connected to only one other PoI and are thus less
well defined than PoI that are connected to three other PoI. If the endpoints
are not considered, the maximum error is 12 mm and the average error 0.6 mm.
Usage of better feature vectors for the bifurcations should probably minimize
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Figure 2.5: Two automatically labeled images.

this problem, as was demonstrated by Bogunovic [41]. For 26 out of the 30
matchings, the score x∗TQx∗ is greater than the ground truth score, which also
suggests that better features are the key to better labeling.

2.4 Conclusion

A new vascular labeling algorithm is introduced. To our best knowledge it
is the first graph-based algorithm that does not require a tree structure of
the vasculature. As such, it is capable to label the complete Circle of Willis.
The problem is formulated as a maximum a posteriori formulation that can
be solved efficiently using Quadratic Binary Programming. The approach was
evaluated in a leave-one-out test on 30 MRA images. In future work, we will
use better feature vectors for the bifurcations. Additionally, we expect that
a rigid registration of the vascular images prior to creation of the vascular
graphs will result in an atlas with more sharply defined probability distributions
for the attributes and thus better matching. We also intend to enlarge the
dataset to support even more variations of the CoW. Finally, although the
segmentation itself is good, the thinning is not optimal as kissing vessels can
form spurious, topology changing bifurcations that cause additional variability
and make labeling more challenging. We are exploring centerline segmentation
algorithms and combined segmentation/labeling to alleviate this problem.





Chapter 3

Simultaneous segmentation
and anatomical labeling

3.1 Introduction

Automated segmentation and anatomical labeling of blood vessels is an
important problem with many practical applications. In clinical settings, it
can give an interventional radiologist extra guidance when navigating through
the vasculature of a patient, enable automatic quantification of specific vessel
segments or allow automatic detection of abnormalities such as stenoses and
aneurysms. In a research context, it can be used to analyze large quantities of
scans enabling research on the relation between vascular morphology and the
prevalence of certain diseases or the underlying genetics.

In this work, we focus on the cerebral vasculature and more specifically on the
Circle of Willis (CoW) and its adjacent vessels. The CoW is a circle of arteries at
the base of the skull that connects the left and right side of the anterior cerebral
circulation with the posterior cerebral circulation (Fig. 3.1). It is supplied with
blood by three large arteries, namely the left and right internal carotid arteries

This chapter is published as D. Robben, E. Türetken, S. Sunaert, V. Thijs, G. Wilms,
P. Fua, F. Maes, and P. Suetens, “Simultaneous segmentation and anatomical labeling of
the cerebral vasculature”, Medical Image Analysis, vol. 32, pp. 201–215, Aug. 2016. doi:
10.1016/j.media.2016.03.006.
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(ICA) and the vertebrobasilar artery (VBA). The CoW plays a crucial role in
several vascular pathologies, notably hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke. Cerebral
aneurysms are balloon-like bulges on the wall of cerebral vessels and their
rupturing is the main cause of subarachnoic hemorrhagic stroke [17]. About
90 % of all cerebral aneurysms are found on the CoW [18]. The specific topology
of the CoW determines the redundancy in blood supply to the brain and is
associated with the prevalence of border zone infarcts in patients with unilateral
ICA stenosis [13]. Although the CoW has a very characteristic morphology,
it is highly variable: less than half of the population has a complete circle
because one or more arteries are usually missing [3]. This variability makes
both segmentation and labeling challenging.

In the following section, we provide an overview of the state-of-the-art techniques
for vascular segmentation and anatomical labeling. Subsequently, we propose a
novel method that tackles both problems simultaneously. Finally, we evaluate
our approach and demonstrate its advantage over current techniques.

3.1.1 Related works on anatomical labeling of tubular struc-
tures

The problem of anatomical labeling of the vasculature can be posed more
generally as labeling of a branched tubular structure. Most existing approaches
formulate the problem in a graph-based setting, where the segmented object
of interest is represented by a graph. In this graph, the vertices represent the
branch- and endpoints and the edges represent the branches. In the following,
we present an overview of such methods.

A conventional approach to labeling is to anatomically match an unlabeled
graph with one or more labeled graphs. This approach was successfully followed
by Graham [47], Buelow et al. [48] and Feragen et al. [49] to label the bronchi.
However, as remarked by Bogunović et al. [4], the reported results for approaches
that learn a statistical labeling model are generally better.

Tschirren et al. [38] label the bronchi of a patient by matching the graph edges
with a labeled, probabilistic model containing for each label the mean and
standard deviation of geometric properties. They take into account the length
and direction of the edges and the angle and distance between pairs of edges.
A learnt, fixed topology between the different labels is enforced. The method
of van Ginneken et al. [50] labels the bronchi with a probabilistic model that
contains for each label the mean and standard deviation of the orientation,
radius and angle with the parent edge. For all edges, label probabilities are
calculated and the labels are assigned in a top-down fashion to the bronchial
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(a) Complete Circle of Willis. (b) Incomplete Circle of Willis.

(c) Anatomical names of the vessel segments. (d) Direction of blood flow in the Circle of
Willis.

Figure 3.1: (a,b) Anatomically labeled Circle of Willis in two healthy subjects.
The colors refer to the anatomical names of the vessel segments as listed in (c).
The CoW in (a) is complete, while the one in (b) misses several segments: right
ACA1, right PComA and left PCA1. (d) Direction of blood flow in the Circle
of Willis. The gray dotted arrows indicate the points where blood enters the
CoW. Note that in the AComA and PComA the direction is unknown.
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segments. Mori et al. published several works about bronchial labeling. Their
latest approach [39] labels the bronchial branches in an edge matching approach.
A trained classifier assigns a probability to each possible pair of edge and label.
The algorithm then searches for the globally optimal assignment of edge labels
taking into account several topological constraints. In another line of work, they
label the abdominal arteries [40], [51], which they consider more difficult than
labeling bronchi due to the larger variability. They use an application-specific
algorithm which they do not expect to work on vasculature of other organs.
The method of Bogunović et al. [41] aims at labeling 5 bifurcations in the
anterior circulation of the CoW. This is done by explicitly enumerating all
possible isomorphisms between a given graph and a predetermined atlas, and
then calculating a probabilistic cost function, which combines a data term based
on bifurcation morphology with a prior term that imposes a certain ordering
of the bifurcations. Although the performance of the method is very good,
it is not computationally scalable: a preprocessing step is required to prune
the graph to about 20 candidate vertices. Robben et al. [37] label the full
CoW by matching vertices to a probabilistic atlas. The approach relies on both
unary potentials of the bifurcations and also pairwise potentials between them.
Bogunović et al. [4] also label the full CoW by matching bifurcations to an
atlas. They use the bifurcation properties and have several reference graphs
to model the topology of the bifurcations. The method is evaluated on ground
truth segmentations as it requires topologically correct segmentations without
loops, disconnected regions or spurious branches. Bilgel et al. [52] label the
anterior part of the cerebral vasculature using belief propagation on a Bayesian
network. Ghanavati et al. [53] label the complete vasculature of a mouse model.
The labeling problem is formulated as a Markov Random Field and the optimal
solution is sought through simulated annealing stochastic relaxation. It should
be noted that these methods, except Robben et al. [37], Bogunović et al. [4]
and Ghanavati et al. [53], assume that the graph is a tree.

All these approaches rely on a pre-existing segmentation in the form of a graph
of blood vessels or bronchi. When assigning the anatomical labels, they account
for the fact that the vasculature and the airway system are not random sets
of tubular structures but organs with specific connectivity patterns. However
they do not exploit this knowledge to improve the segmentations. An exception
is the work of Lu et al. [54] where three non-branching coronary arteries are
segmented and labeled by generating many possible segmentations and selecting
for each label the most likely one, based solely on geometry .
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3.1.2 Related works on vascular segmentation

Vascular segmentation refers to estimating both the vessel geometry and topology.
The former involves finding vessel centerline points and their associated radii,
while the latter involves recovering the connectivity of these points. This kind
of segmentation is also called vascular reconstruction and can be contrasted
with voxelwise segmentation, where each voxel in a given volume is assigned
either to the vasculature or to the background, and where there is no strict
notion of connectivity or morphology.

One could attempt to recover the centerlines from a voxelwise segmentation
using skeletonization techniques. However, when the distance between the
boundaries of two vessels is smaller than the imaging resolution – a phenomenon
called kissing vessels – the connectivity of the voxelwise segmentation does not
match that of the underlying vasculature. As a result, skeletonization yields
erroneous connections.

Other methods aim at extracting the centerlines directly. An overview is
given in Lesage et al. [55, Section 4.4], where two broad categories are
distinguished. Tracking methods [56]–[59] begin at a given starting point
and follow the vasculature by iteratively searching an adjacent point on the
vessel centerline using local information. Typically heuristic rules detect branch-
and endpoints. The second category contains minimal path techniques [60], [61].
The resulting centerline connects two given points and minimizes the integral of
an intensity function along the centerline. Both approaches typically use only
local information and are as such prone to creating shortcuts in the presence of
kissing vessels.

In a more recent line of research, the vascular centerline segmentation problem
is approached in a more global fashion by finding the globally optimal subset
of edges in a graph of potential centerlines [25], [62], [63]. More specifically,
the approach first involves building an overcomplete centerline segmentation
by calculating the minimal paths that connect a large set of seed points, i.e.
points that have a high probability of lying on the vasculature. Subsequently,
the optimal subset of these centerlines is selected according to a cost function
that incorporates image evidence and a prior on the presence of junctions.
This is done subject to a set of constraints that impose connectedness and – if
applicable – the tree-like topology of the resulting solution. Rempfler et al. [64]
extend this approach and make the probability of the presence of a junction
depend on its geometric properties as well.

All these approaches use knowledge of the local appearance of blood vessels
and possibly some knowledge about their global connectivity. We extend this
and we leverage the available anatomical information inherent to many vascular
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systems to further improve the segmentation performance as we describe in the
following.

3.1.3 Contributions

Our approach performs the segmentation and anatomical labeling of the cerebral
vasculature jointly so as to guarantee a result that is biologically plausible. This
is achieved by taking into account both the image evidence and the anatomical
knowledge about the vascular connectivity simultaneously using probabilistic
classifiers that capture both appearance and geometry features, and impose
learned connectivity rules.

Not only does this approach yield better results than state-of-the-art methods,
such as Türetken et al. [25], it is also generic and could easily be applied to
other curvilinear structures.

We propose a new segmentation quality metric that not only looks at overlap
of the segmentation but also at its topological correctness. Using this metric,
we demonstrate the advantage of the proposed method over existing ones.

3.2 Method

Starting from the original image (Fig. 3.2a), we first compute a directed graph
GI , which is an overcomplete segmentation of the vasculature: it is assumed that
it includes all the vessels in the image, but it may contain spurious branches that
are not part of the vasculature (Fig. 3.2c). In a second step, we select a subgraph
in GI and anatomically label its edges such that it most likely represents the
true vasculature. This is done jointly, by optimizing a global objective function
that captures both the image evidence and the prior knowledge about the
geometry and connectivity of the labeled arteries (Fig. 3.2d).

The method assumes that all training and testing images are in a common
coordinate system and cover the same field of view. If this is not the case, the
images need to be registered and cropped to their common field of view.

3.2.1 Creation of the overcomplete graph GI

We first compute a 4D scale-space tubularity volume, in which the first three
dimensions refer to the position and the last dimension refers to the vessel
radius, or scale. The values represent the probability that there is a vessel of
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(a) The original MRA image. (b) The tubularity image, after maximum
intensity projection along the scale dimen-
sion.

(c) The overcomplete graph derived from (b),
capturing the complete vasculature.

(d) The resulting labeled segmentation with
the anatomical labels color-coded as in
Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.2: Overview of the pipeline of the method.

that radius centered at that voxel in the image (Fig. 3.2b). The probabilities
are computed by a supervised cascaded classifier with three levels. A cascaded
classifier [65] is a concatenation of classifiers of increasing complexity, where
the first classifiers serve as a filter to save computational effort: if a classifier
on a lower level estimates with very high confidence that a voxel is not part
of the vasculature, those probability estimates are final. If not, the voxel is
fed to the next layer that has a more complex classifier. Each level uses an
Extremely Randomized Trees classifier [66], as provided by Scikit-learn [67].
The first level has as only feature the intensity of the voxel itself, the second
level uses the intensities of a 3× 3× 3 neighborhood around the voxel and the
third level uses the responses of the Frangi [68] and OOFA [69] vesselness filters
at 16 different scales (uniformly from 0.6mm to 3.5mm) in addition to the
neighborhood intensities. The cascaded classifier returns 16 probabilities, one
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for each scale. The probabilities for a single voxel do not sum up to one, as
there is also the possibility that the voxel is not located on a vessel centerline.
Finally, the non maxima suppressed volume is also computed [70].

We sample local maxima of this suppressed tubularity volume by iteratively
picking the current maximum value and then suppressing its connected
neighborhood (radius 2.5mm or about 5 voxels). These samples act as vertices
VI in the directed graph GI = (VI , EI), which contains the desired segmentation
of the vasculature (Fig. 3.2c). The edges EI represent tubular segments. They
are obtained by connecting pairs of samples that are within a certain distance
from each other, along trajectories with maximal vessel centerline probability, as
determined using the Fast Marching algorithm in the 4D tubularity volume [61].
Since these trajectories are in scale space, they describe both the centerline
positions and centerline radii. We assume that GI is overcomplete such that its
edges cover all the vessels in the image, but it may contain spurious edges that
are not part of the vasculature.

In contrast to earlier approaches [71] that attempt to sample the vertices from
the true furcations of the vasculature, which are usually very hard to obtain
accurately, the vertices in our graph do not need to coincide with the furcations.
As a consequence, an edge does not necessarily correspond to a single vessel
segment with a single anatomical label, but can cover (parts of) different vessel
segments with different anatomical labels.

Note that the length of an edge is not limited to the suppression radius. On
a straight line, two samples can be located up to 5 mm from each other and
hence an edge pair can be up to 1 cm long. In the presence of bifurcations and
curved segments, edges can become even longer.

3.2.2 Terminology

Given an image I, let G = (V,E) be the directed graph obtained by adding
a virtual vertex vv to GI such that V = {vi} = VI ∪ {vv} and E = {eij =
(vi, vj)} = EI ∪{(vv, vi)|vi ∈ VI}. The virtual vertex will be used later to ensure
the connectedness of our solution by forcing the existence of a directed path
from the virtual vertex to every vertex in the solution. An illustration of G in
a toy example is given in Fig. 3.3a.

The use of directed edges is preferred over undirected ones as this simplifies the
mathematical formulation of this connectedness constraint and other constraints
on the topology of the solution (see Section 3.2.4).

While in earlier works the virtual vertex and directed edges are only used
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to formulate the connectedness constraint [25], we propose to also learn the
direction of the edges in the solution (see Section 3.2.3). Hereto, we indicate
in the training set the centerlines’ direction and connections with the virtual
vertex. We indicate the direction according to the blood flow direction (see
Fig. 3.1d). In some variants of the Circle of Willis, the direction of blood flow
in the PComA and AComA is not known. In that case, we indicate the PComA
from anterior to posterior, and the AComA from left to right. Since the training
centerlines should meet the earlier mentioned connectedness constraint (there is
a directed path from the virtual vertex to every piece of centerline), the virtual
vertex will be connected to the points where blood enters the imaged region:
the left and right ICA, the VBA (see Fig. 3.1d) and sometimes some small,
unnamed segments that, due to the limited field of view, are not connected to
the ICA or VBA.

Let S = {si} be the set of the anatomical labels for distinct segments of the
vasculature, extended with a void label (NA) for unnamed vessel segments (as
illustrated in Fig. 3.1) and a virtual label for the edges between the virtual
vertex and vertices in the image. The void label is necessary since we are
interested in segmenting the whole cerebral vasculature rather than only the
named segments of the CoW. The virtual label allows the method to learn and
label where the directed vascular structure begins.

We formulate our problem in terms of pairs of consecutive directed edges in G,
since it allows us to capture more global appearance and geometry information,
and it gives rise to a linear objective function and constraints. Let F = {eijk =
(eij , ejk)} be the set of such edge pairs and L̂ the set of the edge pair labels.
Since an edge pair can span multiple anatomical segments, an edge pair label is
a tuple of potentially multiple segment labels: L̂ ⊂ ∪Nn=1{(s1, .., sn)|∀i : si ∈ S},
with N determined from the training set. To be a valid solution, the edge pairs
must be overlapping and indirectly connected to the virtual vertex. We impose
every edge eij to have no more than one incoming edge pair ehij in the solution.
As such, every edge in the solution will have exactly one incoming edge pair.
Note that this does not impose a constraint on the topology of the solution,
while it simplifies the mathematical formulation.

We define X = {X l
ijk} to be the vector of binary random variables, each

representing the (non-)existence of a vessel segment with edge pair label l along
the directed edge pair eijk. Its realization is denoted by the binary vector
x = {xlijk}, which we will call a solution. An illustration on a toy example
is given in Fig. 3.3b. We call an edge pair eijk active if it is present in the
solution: ∃l : xlijk = 1. Equivalently, an edge ejk is active when it is present in
the solution: ∃l, vi : xlijk = 1. All the symbols and their meaning are presented
in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the used terminology on a toy example of a vascular
structure (in gray). The overcomplete graph G = (V,E) has vertices V = {vi},
shown as red dots, and edges E = {eij = (vi, vj)}, shown as green lines. A
subset of the set of all edge pairs F is shown as dashed blue lines. The shown
edge pairs form a valid solution: the edge pairs are overlapping and connected
to the virtual vertex vv.

In the following, we pose the joint segmentation and labeling problem as an
integer program (IP) over x, subject to a set of constraints.

3.2.3 Objective function

We formulate the problem as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference over
the binary variables x:

x∗ = arg max
x∈X

P (X = x|I,G) (3.1)

where X denotes the set of feasible solutions that satisfy the constraints described
in Section 3.2.4. We decompose X = {X l

ijk} into two sets of random variables:
T = {Tijk} and L = {Lijk}. The binary variable Tijk indicates whether the
edge pair eijk is part of the solution. The variable Lijk represents the edge pair
label of the edge pair eijk and its value is an element of L̂. The relations are:

∀X l
ijk : X l

ijk = 1 ⇐⇒ Tijk = 1 ∧ Lijk = l. (3.2)

Their realizations are respectively t = {tijk} and l = {lijk}. The objective
function contains now two terms:

P (X = x|I,G) = P (T = t,L = l|I,G) (3.3)

= P (L = l|T = t, I, G)P (T = t|I,G). (3.4)
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Table 3.1: Terminology and symbols regarding the graph and labels.

Name Description
I The image
GI = (VI , EI) The directed tubular graph constructed

from the image.
vv The virtual root vertex. This vertex

is virtual, as it lies outside the image.
In the solution, every edge should be
indirectly connected to it.

G = (V,E) The directed tubular graph used in the
reconstruction.

V = {vi} = VI + {vv} The vertices of the graph.
E = {eij = (vi, vj)} The directed edges of the graph.

= EI + {(vv, vi)|vi ∈ VI}
F = {eijk = (eij , ejk)} The set of consecutive directed edge

pairs in the graph.
eijk follows efgh This implies that eij = egh.
eijk is active Edge pair eijk is present in the solution.
incoming edge pair of eij Edge pair whose second edge is eij .

E.g. ehij .
S = {si} Set of the segment labels, these

correspond to anatomical names for
arteries.

L̂ ⊂ ∪Nn=1{(s1, .., sn)|∀i : si ∈ S} Set of the edge pair labels.

One can think of P (T = t|I,G) as the segmentation term, giving the probability
of a certain segmentation t conditioned on the image I and the overcomplete
graph G. The term P (L = l|T = t, I, G) can be considered as the labeling term,
giving the probability of a certain labeling l conditioned on the segmentation t,
the image I and overcomplete graph G. In the following, both will be elaborated.
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Labeling term P (L = l|T = t, I, G)

To derive P (L = l|T = t, I, G) we assume conditional independence of the label
over the edge pairs given the image and the graph:

P (L = l|T = t, I, G) =
∏

eijk∈F
P (Lijk = lijk|Tijk = tijk, I, G) (3.5)

=
∏

eijk∈F

[
P (Lijk = lijk|Tijk = 1, I, G)tijk× (3.6)

P (Lijk = lijk|Tijk = 0, I, G)1−tijk
]
. (3.7)

The probabilities of P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) are obtained from a probabilistic
classifier trained on a set of labeled edge pairs, as explained in Section 3.2.5.
The estimation of P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 0, I, G) is more involved. Since edge pairs
that are not part of the solution don’t have a real label, this distribution cannot
be learned from annotated examples. Instead, we have to specifically define
a suitable distribution. The most correct way would be stating that an edge
pair that is not part of the solution has no label. However, this can result in a
scenario where the MAP solution of the simultaneous segmentation and labeling
is not the solution we want, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.4a.

We propose three approaches to this problem. The first is to define P (Lijk =
l|Tijk = 0, I, G) = P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G), which behaves better (as
demonstrated in Fig. 3.4b). An edge pair eijk that is not part of the solution
(i.e. tijk = 0) has no real label and thus its label lijk in the solution is arbitrary
and of no interest to us. Since we look for the most likely solution, an edge
pair that is not part of the solution will be assigned the label with the highest
probability. Thus, under optimization over x, the following equation holds:

P (L = l|T = t, I, G) =
∏

eijk∈F

[
P (Lijk = lijk|Tijk = 1, I, G)tijk×

(
max
l′

P (Lijk = l′|Tijk = 1, I, G)
)1−tijk]

. (3.8)
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Figure 3.4: Imagine a scenario with a single edge pair that has P (T = 1|I,G) =
0.6 and three as likely labels (P (L = A|T = 1, I, G) = P (L = B|T = 1, I, G) =
P (L = C|T = 1, I, G) = 0.33). (a) If we say that edge pairs with T = 0
don’t have a label, then the MAP solution would not contain the edge pair,
although it would make more sense to include the edge pair in the solution. (b)
Using P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 0, I, G) = P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) gives a posterior
distribution with the modus corresponding to the intended solution.

Allowing us to further derive:

P (L = l|T = t, I, G) =
∏

eijk∈F

[ P (Lijk = lijk|Tijk = 1, I, G)
maxl′ P (Lijk = l′|Tijk = 1, I, G)

]tijk
×

∏
eijk∈F

max
l′

P (Lijk = l′|Tijk = 1, I, G) (3.9)

∝
∏

eijk∈F

[ P (Lijk = lijk|Tijk = 1, I, G)
maxl′ P (Lijk = l′|Tijk = 1, I, G)

]tijk
(3.10)

=
∏

eijk∈F

∏
l∈L̂

[ P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G)
maxl′ P (Lijk = l′|Tijk = 1, I, G)

]xlijk
.

(3.11)

A second approach is to define P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 0, I, G) = 1/|L̂|, i.e. that for
edges not belonging to the solution all labels are equally likely. Following a
similar derivation, we end up with:

P (L = l|T = t, I, G) ∝
∏

eijk∈F

∏
l∈L̂

[P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G)
1/|L̂|

]xlijk
. (3.12)
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A third approach recognizes that not every label has an equally large prior
probability to be found, especially since there is considerable variation in the
length of the different vascular segments. By defining P (Lijk = l|Tijk =
0, I, G) = P (Lijk = l), more importance is attached to the smaller segments:

P (L = l|T = t, I, G) ≈
∏

eijk∈F

∏
l∈L̂

[P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G)
P (Lijk = l)

]xlijk
. (3.13)

Segmentation term P (T = t|I,G)

We first introduce the set of undirected edge pairs: F̄ = {ēijk|eijk ∈ F ∧ i < k}.
The random variables T = {Tijk} are decomposed in random variables Y =
{Yijk} and D = {Dijk} with their realizations y = {yijk} and d = {dijk}. The
binary variable Yijk indicates whether the undirected edge pair ēijk is part of
the solution: Yijk = Tijk + Tkji. The binary variable Dijk represents in which
direction undirected edge pair ēijk appears in the solution: if Dijk is true, the
direction is from vi to vk, otherwise from vk to vi. The relations are:

∀Tijk ∈ T : Tijk = 1 ⇐⇒ Yijk = 1 ∧Dijk = 1 (3.14)

∀eijk ∈ F : Yijk = Ykji (3.15)

∀eijk ∈ F : Dijk +Dkji = 1. (3.16)

Assuming conditional independence over the undirected edge pairs, we get:

P (T = t|I,G) (3.17)

=
∏

ēijk∈F̄

[
P (Dijk = dijk|Yijk = yijk, I, G)P (Yijk = yijk|I,G)

]
(3.18)

=
∏

ēijk∈F̄

[(
P (Dijk = dijk|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I,G)

)yijk
×

(
P (Dijk = dijk|Yijk = 0, I, G)P (Yijk = 0|I,G)

)1−yijk]
. (3.19)

The probabilities of P (Dijk = d|Yijk = 1, I, G) are obtained from a probabilistic
classifier trained on a set of edge pairs and their directions, as explained in
Section 3.2.5. Since undirected edge pairs ēijk that are not part of the solution
do not have a real direction, the distribution of P (Dijk = d|Yijk = 0, I, G)
cannot be learned from annotated examples. Following the same reasoning as in
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Section 3.2.3, we define P (Dijk = dijk|Yijk = 0, I, G) = P (Dijk = dijk|Yijk =
1, I, G).

Since we look for the most likely solution, an undirected edge pair that is not
part of the solution will be assigned the direction with the highest probability.
Thus, under optimization over x, the following equation holds:

P (T = t|I,G) (3.20)

=
∏

ēijk∈F̄

[(
P (Dijk = dijk|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I,G)

)yijk
×

(
max
d′

P (Dijk = d′|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 0|I,G)
)1−yijk]

. (3.21)

This can be rewritten as:

P (T = t|I,G) (3.22)

∝
∏

ēijk∈F̄

[ P (Dijk = dijk|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I,G)
maxd′ P (Dijk = d′|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 0|I,G)

]yijk
(3.23)

=
∏

eijk∈F

[ P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I,G)
maxd′ P (Dijk = d′|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 0|I,G)

]yijkdijk
(3.24)

=
∏

eijk∈F

∏
l∈L̂

[ P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I,G)
maxd′ P (Dijk = d′|Yijk = 1, I, G)(1− P (Yijk = 1|I,G))

]xlijk
.

(3.25)

Objective function

Taking the logarithm of Eq. 3.4 results in an objective function that is linear in
the xlijk variables. Depending on which assumption we made in the derivation
of the labeling term, we get a different objective function. We will refer to them
as Proposed 1, Proposed 2 and Proposed 3 :∑

eijk∈F

∑
l∈L̂

[
wYijk + wDijk + wL1

ijk,l

]
xlijk (3.26)

∑
eijk∈F

∑
l∈L̂

[
wYijk + wDijk + wL2

ijk,l

]
xlijk (3.27)
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∑
eijk∈F

∑
l∈L̂

[
wYijk + wDijk + wL3

ijk,l

]
xlijk (3.28)

with

wYijk = log P (Yijk = 1|I,G)
1− P (Yijk = 1|I,G) (3.29)

wDijk = log P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G)
maxd′ P (Dijk = d′|Yijk = 1, I, G) (3.30)

wL1
ijk,l = log P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G)

maxl′ P (Lijk = l′|Tijk = 1, I, G) (3.31)

wL2
ijk,l = log P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G)

1/|L̂|
(3.32)

wL3
ijk,l = log P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G)

P (Lijk = l) . (3.33)

For comparison, the objective function derived in our previous work [72] can be
rewritten using the same notation as above:∑

eijk∈F

∑
l∈L̂

[
wYijk + wL3

ijk,l

]
xlijk. (3.34)

This corresponds to Proposed 3 without the direction term. Note however, this
objective function has an unwanted property (as demonstrated in Fig. 3.5),
which is mitigated in the other two formulations.

Similarly, the objective function of Türetken et al. [25] is given by:∑
eijk∈F

wYijktijk, (3.35)

i.e. as a segmentation problem in the variables tijk without labeling component.

3.2.4 Constraints

Not every x gives rise to a biologically plausible and feasible solution. We
formulate constraints to enforce both the consistency and the connectedness of
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Figure 3.5: Imagine a scenario with a single edge pair that has P (T = 1|I,G) =
0.4 and two as likely labels (P (L = A|T = 1, I, G) = P (L = B|T = 1, I, G) =
0.5 ). The prior probability of each label is uniform. If we set P (L = l|T =
0, I, G) equal to the prior P (L = l), then the posterior distribution would be as
in the left graph. However, imagine that our region of interest would become
larger and the number of possible edge labels would increase to four. The term
P (L = l|T = 1, I, G) would not change, but P (L = l) would become smaller,
resulting in a different solution – as shown in the right graph. The edge pair that
was previously not segmented because the image evidence slightly contradicted
it, is now included in the segmentation, leading to a worse solution.

the solution. Furthermore, our algorithm learns from the annotated training
data which edge pair labels and, more importantly, which configurations of
labels are possible in the final solution. All these constraints are expressed
by linear inequalities Wx <= b, where Wij ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and b is a binary
vector. In the following we give an overview of the constraints. The detailed
mathematical formulation is given in Appendix A.

Consistency and connectedness

First, an active edge pair, i.e. an edge pair that is in the solution, can have only
one edge pair label. Second, an edge eij can have at most one active incoming
edge pair ehij , as also illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Third, edges represent tubular
segments and it is impossible that two edges that not share a vertex occupy
the same physical 3D space. Hence, the solution cannot contain edges that
spatially overlap but not have a common vertex. Fourth, all segment labels
(except for the void label NA) correspond to anatomical names of arteries, which
are coherent anatomical structures. By anatomical naming convention, two
different anatomical segments are either not connected, or are connected at
a single location. Now, recall that an edge pair label l is a tuple of segment
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labels: l = (s1, .., sn), si ∈ S. Thus, if an edge pair eijk in the solution has
edge pair label l that contains (sa, sb), then the connection between sa and sb
is somewhere on the edge eij or on the edge ejk, and not on any other edge.
Finally, to ensure the connectedness of the vascular segments, we enforce the
active edge pairs to be connected to the virtual vertex vv. An edge pair eijk is
connected to vv if there is a path, containing only active edge pairs, starting
from vv and containing eijk.

Learned label configurations

Although there is considerable inter-subject variation in the cerebral vasculature,
some patterns hold invariably. These patterns can be expressed as rules: they
state the edge pair labels that are forbidden for an edge pair, conditioned on the
edge pair labels of certain neighboring edge pairs. The algorithm infers these
rules from the training data and enforces them when segmenting and labeling
unseen images.

When learning the allowed edge pairs labels of an edge pair ehij , the algorithm
conditions on various (combinations of) neighboring edge pairs (e.g. the
preceding edge pair eghi, the following edge pair eijk, ...). In the following, an
overview is given of the considered combinations and to which situations they
refer to.

First, consider a single edge pair. The algorithm observes in the training data
which edge pair labels can appear on a single edge pair, and restricts L̂ to these
edge pair labels.

Second, consider two edge pairs that follow each other, say ehij and eijk. The
algorithm observes in the training data which edge pair labels never appear on
an edge pair eijk, given the edge pair label of its preceding edge pair ehij .

Third, consider two edge pairs forming a bifurcation, say ehij and ehik. The
algorithm observes in the training data which edge pair labels never appear on
edge pairs forming a bifurcation. Additionally, it learns which edge pair labels
never appear on an edge pair that does not form a bifurcation.

Fourth, consider an edge pair that forms a terminating branch, i.e. that is not
followed by another edge pair. The algorithm observes in the training data
which edge pair labels cannot be on a terminating branch.

Finally, since edge pairs are directed, it is possible to detect when they form a
non-tree like topology. The algorithm observes in the training data which edge
pair labels cannot be on a non-tree like topology.
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3.2.5 Estimation of probability terms

The objective function contains three probability terms, which need to be
estimated. For estimation of P (Yijk = 1|I,G), we use the classifier described
in Türetken et al. [25]. The probabilities P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G) and
P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) are estimated by extremely randomized trees
classifiers [66], available in Scikit-learn [67]. The features are the begin and end
point coordinates, the direction (the normalized difference between the begin
and end point coordinates) and the average radius of the edge pair. Since edge
pairs are relatively long and more local geometric properties are also relevant,
we split the centerline at its point of largest curvature in two parts and calculate
all features also for each part separately, resulting in 3x10 features for the edge
pair.

For each classifier, 100k training examples are randomly sampled from the
centerlines of the manually labeled ground truth segmentations. Each example
is a randomly sampled path (i.e. a piece of centerline) with its length sampled
from the distribution of edge pairs lengths in the graphs GI created on the
images in the training set.

The extremely randomized trees classifier has several hyperparameters which
needs to be set. In a grid search, the combination of hyperparameter values is
found that minimizes the log loss, as measured in a five fold cross-validation on
the training set. The classifier is subsequently retrained on the full training set
using the optimal hypervalues. The hyperparameters (and the considered values
in the grid search) are: the minimum number of samples per leaf (20, 35, 50,
100), the number of trees (100) and the maximum number of features considered
at each split (40%, 80% and the square root of the number of features).

3.2.6 Optimization and post processing

We formulated the joint segmentation and labeling problem as an integer
program (IP) over x subject to a set of constraints. We solve the resulting
IP to provable optimality 1 using the branch-and-cut procedure of the Gurobi
Optimizer [23]. To reduce computation time, we only consider edge pairs eijk
for which P (Yijk = 1|I,G) ≥ 0.1 and labels l for edge pair eijk for which
P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) ≥ 0.05.

1During optimization, the branch-and-cut solver looks for the highest scoring solution
while simultaneously proving the theoretically exact upper bound on the objective value.
Once the relative difference between the best found objective value and the upper bound is
smaller than the demanded solution gap, the optimization stops. We use the default solution
gap of 1e−4. Hence, we have the guarantee that the found solution is extremely close to the
global optimal, as close as demanded.
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The solution x, which says which edge pairs belong to the vasculature and
what their labels are, needs to be converted to labeled centerlines. We create a
graph Gx = (Vx, Ex) containing the selected edge pairs: Vx = {vi | ∃vj , vk, l :
xlijk ∨ xljik ∨ xljki} and Ex = {eij | ∃k, l : xlijk ∨ xlkij}. Every edge eij receives a
set of segment labels: {s} = ∩{l|(∃k : xlijk) ∨ (∃k : xlkij)}. Since an edge can
span multiple anatomical segments, some some edges will be assigned more
than one segment label. By merging the spatially overlapping parts of the edges
and their segment label sets, we get the labeled centerlines.

3.3 Results

We first evaluate the labeling and the segmentation performance of our
algorithm separately, each against a state-of-the-art approach for the respective
task, and then report our combined performance. All experiments are done
with a leave-one-image-out cross-validation. We use 50 MRA images of the
cerebral vasculature of healthy volunteers, originating from a publicly available
dataset [73]. The MRA images are acquired on a 3T MR unit (Allegra, Siemens
Medical Systems Inc., Germany) with a voxel size of 0.5mm× 0.5mm× 0.8mm
and dimensions of 448× 448× 128. Ground truth segmentations were provided
by Bogunović et al. [4], manually labeled (by D.R.) and reviewed by an expert
(G.W.). The dataset is representative for the topological variability in the Circle
of Willis, as was demonstrated by Bogunović et al. [4]. The images are rigidly
aligned and cropped to the region that covers the segmentations [4].

Segmentation quality metric The performance of centerline segmentation
algorithms is often quantified by the precison and recall of centerlines points.
For every centerline point of the resulting segmentation, the distance to the
closest ground truth centerline point is calculated. Points closer than tolerance ρ
are considered true positives (TP ) while the others are considered false positives
(FP ). Vice versa, for every centerline point of the ground truth, the distance
to the closest centerline point of the result is calculated, where points closer
than ρ are again considered true positives (TP ) and the others false negatives
(FN). This allows calculating the precision (TP/(TP + FP )) and the recall
(TP/(TP + FN)). The F1 score combines these two metrics and is defined as
their harmonic mean: 2∗precision∗recall

precision+recall .

However, we are interested in evaluating not only the overlap but also the
topological correctness of our segmentation. We propose a new local-to-
global segmentation quality metric that measures the quality of a centerline
segmentation on both a local and a global scale. Instead of considering the
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precision and recall of centerline points, we look at the precision and recall of
centerline paths with varying lengths, where a path is a piece of centerline that
does not branch (although it might pass through a furcation). For very short
paths, the measure is equivalent to the overlap measure explained earlier. For
longer paths, the measure gives an idea of the correctness of topology of the
segmentation. To calculate it, we sample random paths with varying lengths
from both our segmentation and the ground truth segmentation. For every
random path of either segmentation, we look for a corresponding path in the
other segmentation. A path is corresponding if it has a Haussdorf distance less
than ρ to the sampled path. A such, both the F1 score, precision and recall of
a segmentation can be calculated for different path lengths (i.e. scales). In all
experiments, we set ρ to 1.5mm and take at each scale 100000 random paths
per image.

3.3.1 Anatomical labeling of ground truth centerlines

We first evaluate the anatomical labeling component of our algorithm in isolation:
we start from a ground truth segmentation and perform labeling. Hereto, we
construct the overcomplete graph G from the ground truth centerlines (instead
of from the image). This graph is unlabeled, but contains only edges that belong
to the vasculature. By setting P (Tijk = 1|I,G) = 1, we can use our algorithm
to label this graph. The result is an edge labeled graph, from which we can infer
the position of several named bifurcations (ICA-OA, ICA-M1, ICA-PComA,
ACA1-AComA, M1-M2, VBA-SCA, VBA-PCA1, PCA1-PComA, PCA2-PCA3).
The positions are compared with those in the ground truth annotation. Again
we introduce some tolerance: if the Euclidean distance is smaller than 2mm, it
is considered a true positive. Since we use the same dataset as Bogunović et
al. [4], we can directly compare the performance.

Vertices on furcations

In a first experiment we construct the overcomplete graph in a way that fully
exploits the knowledge that it is constructed from the ground truth: the
furcations of the ground truth centerlines are taken as the vertices of the
overcomplete graph and additional vertices are added to ensure that edges of
the overcomplete graph are about 5mm long. Having edges of more or less
equal length improves the classification accuracy. By sampling the ground
truth furcations, we make sure that an edge pair label contains no more than
two segment labels. The performance of anatomical labeling of ground truth
centerlines was compared with the methods of Robben et al. [72] and Bogunović
et al. [4]. Fig. 3.6 shows the distribution of the labeling accuracy of the different
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the labeling accuracy on the ground truth centerlines.
For each method the distribution of the labeling accuracy of the different
bifurcations is shown. An asterisk (*) indicates that randomly sampled vertices
are used, see Section 3.3.1.

bifurcations. Note that ’Proposed 3 without direction’ uses the same objective
function as Robben et al. [72], but uses different features for the label classifier,
hence the different results. Table 3.2 shows the accuracy, precision and recall for
each method and for each bifurcation separately. For none of the bifurcations,
the differences between the methods is significant, as determined by an unpaired
permutation test (P > 0.01, without correction for multiple comparisons).

Randomly sampled vertices

When doing the simultaneous segmentation and labeling, the vertices are not
placed on the exact positions of the furcations but on the positions with the
highest tubularity values. To quantify the influence of this, we perform a second
experiment. Now the vertices are randomly sampled from the centerlines in such
a way that the distribution of the edge lengths is similar to the distributions
found in overcomplete graphs constructed on real images. Results are shown in
Fig. 3.6. Table 3.3 shows the accuracy, precision and recall for each method and
for each bifurcation separately. The labeling accuracy with randomly sampled
vertices is significantly lower than with vertices on furcations (P < 0.003,
without correction for multiple comparisons).
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Table 3.3: Comparison of the labeling performance on the ground truth
centerlines. Accuracy (A), precision (P) and recall (R) are reported for the
proposed method with the vertices sampled randomly.

Proposed 1 Proposed 2 Proposed 3
(Eq. 3.26) (Eq. 3.27) (Eq. 3.28)

Bifurcation A P R A P R A P R
ICA-OA 99 100 99 99 100 99 99 100 99
ICA-M1 95 96 99 96 96 100 99 99 100
ICA-PComA 96 97 97 95 97 96 95 96 97
ACA1-AComA 83 92 86 81 91 83 75 85 79
M1-M2 81 81 100 81 81 100 89 89 100
VBA-SCA 83 98 85 81 98 83 82 100 82
VBA-PCA1 82 100 80 76 92 79 64 88 67
PCA1-PComA 99 100 98 96 100 94 99 100 98
PCA2-PCA3 90 97 90 88 94 89 91 94 95

Stability of the constraints

In each fold of the leave-one-image-out cross-validation, the allowed label
configurations are learned from a different subset of the dataset. We verified to
which extent the allowed label configurations are stable throughout the cross-
validation. The allowed label configurations are determined by the different
sets of edge pair labels that are learned for each label l (see A: Lincompatiblel , Bl,
Lnobifurcationl , Lnon−terminal, Lnotincomingl , and Lnottouchingl ). Hence we can
evaluate the stability of the constraints by evaluating the stability of these sets
as obtained over all 50 folds. We quantify the similarity between two sets A
and B with the Dice similarity coefficient: DSC(A,B) = |A∩B|

|A∪B| . Then, for
each label configuration separately (e.g. Lnobifurcation), we calculate the overall
similarity as the mean DSC averaged over all edge pair labels l and over all
pairwise comparisons between the 50 folds. Similarly, we calculate the minimal
pairwise similarity: the minimal similarity of all pairwise comparisons where
the similarity is the DSC after averaging over all edge pair labels. For each label
configuration, the overall similarity was above 0.99 and the minimal pairwise
dice was above 0.9.
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3.3.2 Simultaneous segmentation and labeling: segmentation
quality

We perform the simultaneous segmentation and labeling as described earlier.
The resulting overcomplete graphs have on average 3563 edge pairs. The edge
length is on average 4.3 mm and the 95-percentile is 7.9 mm. Likewise, an
edge pair is on average 9.2 mm and has a 95-percentile of 15.1 mm. The
integer problems have on average 19599 binary variables and 237405 constraints.
Running single threaded on an AMD Opteron 6128 processor, the optimization
takes on average 88 s for Proposed 1, 253 s for Proposed 2 and 510 s for Proposed
3.

We compare the segmentation quality of our method and the method of Türetken
et al. [25], which can be thought of as our algorithm without the simultaneous
labeling. Both methods use the same overcomplete graph and the same
estimations for P (Yijk = 1|I,G). To put these results into perspective, a second
observer (D.R.) delineated three randomly selected images again. This gives an
idea of the inter-observer variability. Finally, we also report the segmentation
quality of the overcomplete graph. The local-to-global segmentation quality
metric is calculated and results are shown in Fig. 3.7. While the differences
between the three proposed methods are small, a paired permutation test shows
that the F1 scores of Proposed 1 are significantly higher than the scores of
Proposed 2 and Proposed 3 for the lengths between 0 and 10 mm (P < 0.0001,
without correction for multiple comparisons).

To appreciate the improved objective function over the one presented in Robben
et al. [72], we show in Fig. 3.8 the results for the objective function without the
direction term (or equivalently, with P (Dijk = dijk|Yijk = 1, I, G) = 0.5). A
paired permutation test shows that the F1 score is significantly lower without the
direction term for lengths between 5 and 30 mm (P < 0.0001, without correction
for multiple comparisons). Without the direction term, optimization takes on
average 320 s for Proposed 1, 420 s for Proposed 2 and 808 s for Proposed 3.

3.3.3 Simultaneous segmentation and labeling: segmentation
quality of the labeled segments

We report the precision and recall of the centerline points for each named
vascular segment. The use of the local-to-global segmentation quality metric is
not required, since named vascular segments always have the same topology: a
non-branching curve. Results are given in Table 3.4. Finally, Fig. 3.9 shows
automated segmentation and labeling results of our algorithm for two complete
vasculatures.
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Figure 3.7: The local-to-global reconstruction quality metric for both our
method and Türetken et al. [25].

3.4 Discussion and conclusion

We first assessed the performance of anatomical labeling of ground truth
centerlines (shown in Table 3.2). The differences between the three proposed
objective functions (Eq. 3.26, 3.27 and 3.28) are small, with the third one
performing slightly, but not significantly, better than the other two. In
comparison with Bogunović et al. [4], a state of art method for anatomical
labeling of the cerebral vasculature, we tend to have a higher precision but a
lower recall, resulting in an accuracy that is on average about the same.

The labeling accuracy is the lowest for the M1-M2 furcation, which we attribute
to the intrinsic difficulty of labeling it: Bogunović et al. [4] found that it is
the only furcation near the CoW that exhibits inter-observer variability in its
labeling, namely in 11% of the cases.

It should be noted that the method of Bogunović et al. [4] requires topologically
correct segmentations, and uses reference graphs explicitly stating bifurcation
connectivity for the entire vasculature. Extending it to a larger number of
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Figure 3.8: The local-to-global reconstruction quality metric for our method
both with and without the direction term. Note that Without direction 3
corresponds to the objective function proposed in Robben et al. [72].

Figure 3.9: Two automatically segmented and labeled vasculatures. As in
Fig. 3.1, the colors indicate the anatomical labels of the vessel segments.
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Table 3.4: Results of the simultaneous segmentation and labeling: precision (P)
and recall (R) of the centerline points for every vascular segment.

Proposed 1 Proposed 2 Proposed 3
(Eq. 3.26) (Eq. 3.27) (Eq. 3.28)

Vascular segement P R P R P R
ICA-L 96 82 94 93 95 92
ICA-R 93 88 91 91 91 91
OA-L 86 48 67 77 65 77
OA-R 88 43 78 73 71 75
MCA1-L 94 81 94 80 84 99
MCA1-R 96 78 97 76 84 99
ACA1-L 97 94 97 96 96 98
ACA1-R 98 88 97 94 96 93
PComA-L 98 65 97 74 94 84
PComA-R 98 70 96 75 94 78
AComA 96 35 93 62 90 75
PCA1-L 95 80 94 85 87 87
PCA1-R 98 85 97 84 95 89
PCA2-L 95 88 95 85 91 87
PCA2-R 96 88 96 86 96 88

bifurcations requires a steep increase in the number of reference graphs. For
example, in their approach, inclusion of bifurcation of the left and right SCA
(the VBA-SCA bifurcation), which can lie proximal or distal to the VBA-PCA1
bifurcation and not necessarily left-right symmetric, would result in a sixfold
increase in the number of reference graphs from 8 to 48. In general, assuming
that the topology of distant furcations is independent, their number of reference
graphs increases exponentially with the number of furcations. In our approach,
the constraints on the connections between certain labels are both learned
and enforced locally. This scales better to larger regions of interest while – as
demonstrated – performing equally well.

When the ground truth segmentations are labeled with the vertices randomly
sampled, we see a decrease in accuracy (Table 3.3). This is especially the case
around the VBA-PCA1 bifurcation. The reason is that the VBA-PCA1 and
the VBA-SCA bifurcation lie very close to each other (or sometimes even form
a quadrifurcation) and are often represented by four partially overlapping edges
for which the labels may not be consistent between subjects if the vertices are
not coinciding with the actual furcations as illustrated in Fig. 3.10.

Thus, if the goal is to anatomically label ground truth centerlines, it is preferable
to use vertices that are located on the furcations. However, when the centerlines
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Figure 3.10: The VBA-PCA1 and VBA-SCA bifurcations lie very close to each
other, making it hard to consistently classify their composing edges. The edge
pair eghi has in both cases very similar geometrical features but has different
edge pair labels (left: VBA-PCA1-SCA, right: VBA-SCA). Because of the
random sampling, the constraints cannot enforce a consistent labeling.

are not given and segmentation has to be performed, it is not known upfront
where the furcations are located. In this case, we have to use randomly sampled
vertices, which still gives reasonably good labeling results.

Looking at the segmentation quality (Fig. 3.7), precision and recall on a local
scale are relatively similar for the compared methods. On a larger scale, the
precision of our approach clearly outperforms that of Türetken et al. [25], while
the recall stays about the same. This means that the segmentations of both
methods overlap equally well with the ground truth, but that the topology of
our solution is closer to that of the ground truth. The additional constraints
regarding the connectivity of the different labels help inferring the correct
topology in ambiguous cases such as kissing vessels, which is also illustrated in
the close-ups of Fig. 3.11.

The precision and recall of the named segments (Table 3.4) is the lowest for
the OA and the AComA. The former has an endpoint that is not well defined:
typically the signal of the artery gradually becomes fainter and it is unclear
when to stop tracking it. The latter is usually a very short artery that can be
missed sometimes, resulting in a recall of zero which has a large influence on
the mean. The results for the M1 segment are good even though labeling of the
M1-M2 furcation is challenging, as was shown earlier. This can be explained
by the good labeling accuracy of the ICA-M1 furcation (the beginpoint of the
M1 segment) and the usually small spatial errors on the labeling of the M1-M2
furcation (the endpoint of the M1 segment). As such, even though one endpoint
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Figure 3.11: The centerlines of the ACA1, AComA and ACA2 according to the
ground truth (left), the method of Türetken et al. (middle), and the Proposed
method 3 (right). Note the absence of spurious connections between the left
and right ACA2 in our solution.

is often not exactly correct, there is a relatively large overlap between the
segmentation and the ground truth.

The direction term improves both the precision and the recall on every scale
(Fig. 3.8), making the proposed method more accurate than the one of Robben
et al. [72]. Additionally, it improves the calculation time. Without the direction
term, the objective function does not have a strong preference for the direction
of the edges in the solution. On the other hand, the directions of the edges in
the solution are strongly constrained by the connectedness requirement. As a
result, there are invalid configurations that still have relatively high objective
values. We think that the direction term penalizes such configurations, which
makes the objective function sharper and the process of proving the optimality
of the solution easier and thus faster.

In this work, we introduced three different cost functions. When comparing
the segmentation quality of our three objective functions, we see that Proposed
2 and Proposed 3 perform similar. Proposed 1 has a higher precision, but a
lower recall, resulting in an F1 score that is higher than the F1 score of the
other two. From a theoretical point of view, we prefer Proposed 1: imagine
a scenario where we would enlarge our field of view, and would segment and
label additional vascular segments. If there is no interaction between these
new segments and the existing ones, we would expect that the segmentation
inside the original field of view remains the same. However, with Proposed 2
and 3, wL2

ijk,l (Eq. 3.32) and wL3
ijk,l (Eq. 3.33) will become larger, making it

more favorable to include eijk in the solution and hence potentially altering
the segmentation. In general, with increasing number of labels, Proposed 2
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and 3 have the tendency to include more edges in the solution, which might
explain the higher recall and lower precision observed in the experiments (see
Fig. 3.7). In practice, we found no difference in labeling accuracy and a small
but significant increase in the F1 score of the segmentation. Therefore, we
suggest using the Proposed 1.

A a crucial assumption for the method is that GI is overcomplete. Fig. 3.7
shows that the overcomplete graph has – as expected – a very low precision and
– as assumed – a very high recall. Even though the recall is not 100%, it is on
all scales higher than the recall of the second human observer, suggesting that
our assumption of covering all of the vasculature holds for practical purposes.
Despite this, it might occur a vertex is placed on the position where two vessels
kiss, which makes the correct reconstruction impossible.

In this work, we explore one particular way for creating the overcomplete graph.
However, there are alternative approaches for obtaining an initial overcomplete
segmentation of the vasculature. One could modify the current approach and
use different tubularity values [70], [74], [75] or a different cost function to
connect the samples. Alternatively, one could use a greedy vessel tracking
algorithm [56]–[59] with a very high termination criterion to generate centerlines
that serve as graph GI . However, it is out of the scope of this work to evaluate
which technique performs better at creating an overcomplete segmentation.

This work is based on the method of Türetken et al. [25] but differs on several
important points. First, the method now performs simultaneous anatomical
labeling, which has ramifications on both the objective function and the
constraints. Not only does this result in an anatomically labeled segmentation,
it also improves the segmentation itself. Additionally, it allows the method
to be fully automated: it removes the need for a manually indicated start
point for each vascular structure. Second, we include the direction term in the
objective function, which also improves the segmentation. Finally, we calculate
the tubularity image differently, in a way that is better suited for the studied
MRA images.

One could argue that this method is not truly simultaneously segmenting and
labeling the vasculature, but rather first segmenting the structure (creating the
overcomplete graph) and then removing unlikely connections while labeling. This
would consider the step of creating the overcomplete graph as a segmentation.
However, we think that our algorithm selects and labels the set of tubular
segments that best explains the image data and we consider the overcomplete
graph as a smartly selected subset from the space of all tubular segments. We
do not expect the overcomplete graph to be a proper segmentation, just that it
contains a good segmentation. This is illustrated by the fact that less than 30%
of its 10 mm paths are correct (Fig. 3.7).
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To the best of our knowledge, we presented the first algorithm for simultaneous
segmentation and anatomical labeling of the vasculature. Our maximum a
posteriori formulation results in an integer program and the globally optimal
solution is found by a branch-and-cut algorithm. We evaluated our approach
on a publicly available dataset of 50 cerebral MRA images. We showed the
feasibility and the added value of incorporating knowledge about the anatomical
structure into the segmentation process and demonstrated that our approach
compares favorably against specialized state-of-the-art algorithms that address
the segmentation and labeling problems separately.

However, there are still opportunities to improve this work. A first issue is the
robustness against inter scanner variability. The classifiers that evaluate the
probability that a centerline belongs to the vasculature depend on the absolute
values of the image intensities. In MRA images, the intensities do not have a
physical unit and depend on the specific scanner and protocol used. In this work,
we used data from a single scanner; to handle data from a different scanner,
these classifiers should be retrained. However, it would interesting to explore to
what extent a diverse training set in combination with intensity and feature
standardization can overcome this need. Alternatively, one could resort to more
advanced techniques such as transfer learning [76].

We focused on the cerebral vasculature in MRA images, but application of the
algorithm on other modalities or organs is possible and interesting. In general,
this would require a dataset of images of that organ and in that modality
along with manually segmented and labeled centerlines. The dataset should be
large enough to capture the natural variation of the anatomy. Depending on
the modality, it might be beneficial to use different photometric features. In
case only the modality changes and the organ of interest remains the cerebral
vasculature , it might be possible to reuse the anatomical knowledge learned
from the MRA images. For example, for CT angiography (CTA) images in the
arterial phase, it can be assumed that the geometric properties of the vasculature
are similar to those in MRA. Hence, after registration of the CTA images to
the same coordinate system as the MRA images, we could reuse the direction
classifier, the label classifier and the rules on the labeled configurations. But
the photometric appearance of vessels in CTA is different than in MRA, such
that we need to retrain all classifiers that use photometric properties.

Finally, in our method, the observed patterns in the vessel connectivity are
learned and enforced as hard constraints. While proven to be efficient on
our database of healthy patients, they might be too restrictive for diseased
vasculature e.g. patients with severely stenosed arteries. Working with less
labels or the use of soft constraints might be necessary here.
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Chapter 4

Perfusion Paths: Inference of
Voxelwise Blood Flow
Trajectories in CT Perfusion

4.1 Introduction

The vascular system plays a crucial function in our body, permitting blood
to circulate from the heart, through arteries and arterioles to the capillary
bed, and through venules and veins back to the heart. In the capillary bed,
perfusion takes place: the process of exchanging nutrients, oxygen, waste, etc.
with the surrounding cells. Perfusion is essential for the function and survival
of living tissue and hence there is vasculature virtually everywhere in the body.
Traditional vascular imaging modalities, such as CT angiography (CTA) and
MR angiography (MRA), have a limited imaging resolution. In the resulting
image, the vascular structure is sparse and most voxels will be considered
non-vessel, while in reality they do contain (micro)vasculature.

This chapter is an extension of D. Robben, S. Sunaert, V. Thijs, G. Wilms, F. Maes,
and P. Suetens, “Perfusion Paths: Inference of Voxelwise Blood Flow Trajectories in CT
Perfusion”, in MICCAI, N. Navab, J. Hornegger, W. M. Wells, and A. F. Frangi, Eds., ser.
LNCS, vol. 9350, Munich, Germany: Springer International Publishing, 2015, pp. 407–414.
doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-24571-3_49.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a cerebral CT perfusion. Left: axial slice of a cerebral
CTP during the late arterial phase. The red, blue and green markers are located
in respectively an artery, a vein and the grey matter. Right: time series in the
markers.

In CT perfusion imaging (CTP) multiple, consecutive 3D CT scans of an organ
are made after the intravenous administration of an iodine contrast agent bolus.
Each scan is a volumetric image, showing for every voxel the X-ray attenuation
coefficient in Hounsfield units (HU). The result is a 3D movie of the contrast
agent entering and subsequently leaving the organ. Alternatively, it can be
considered as a 3D image with in every voxel a time series of the HU variation
due to the local contrast passage. Subtracting the first image, which is made
before the contrast agent enters the organ, from the subsequent ones results in
difference images that show the increase in HU due to the contrast agent. An
illustration of a cerebral CTP image is given in Fig. 4.1.

This modality is very information rich and useful in clinical practice. First, each
image of the movie can be considered a traditional CT angiography (CTA), thus
allowing assessment of the vasculature in both arterial and venous phase images.
More important is the voxelwise calculation of clinically relevant perfusion
parameters such as time to peak, mean transit time, blood flow and blood
volume [20]. These voxelwise parameter maps are used for the diagnosis of stroke
– a.o. for the assessment of the tissue at risk – and help making therapeutic
decisions. The organ of interest is usually the brain, but with suitable motion
correction other organs such as the liver and the lungs can also be studied.

Although these voxelwise summary measures prove to be very useful in clinical
practice, additional information may be deduced from CTP, especially regarding
the vascular structure underlying the perfusion and the trajectories the blood
follows throughout the organ. In this work, we propose a method to deduct the
vascular connectivity throughout the organ – even if the vasculature itself is on
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a subvoxel scale. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other modality or
practical image analysis technique that can infer this information, which has a
wide range of potential applications.

With knowledge of the complete vascular connectivity, calculation of the
perfusion territory of an arbitrary artery becomes possible. In clinical practice,
it is relevant to determine the perfusion territories of arteries (i.e. the regions
supplied by those arteries) [78]. Knowledge of their distribution is instrumental
for determining the etiology of stroke [79] and can help planning the surgical
treatment of an AVM [80], [81] or tumor [82]. There are atlases that describe
the perfusion territories of the major arteries [83], but since there is considerable
inter-subject variability in healthy subjects [84] and even more in diseased
subjects [85], it is beneficial to measure them in vivo for each patient specifically.
In research, one might want to investigate the inter-subject variability in vascular
connectivity, how this changes during a stroke or whether there is correlation
with incidence and outcome of vascular pathology. Finally, the arterial blood
flow trajectories might prove useful in perfusion analysis as they allow using a
localized arterial input function [86], [87].

In the following sections we first discuss related works, then present our method,
and finally illustrate the feasibility of the method on clinical data.

4.2 Related work

Currently, we can distinguish five techniques to image the perfusion territories.
Additionally, there are theoretical works – i.e. without demonstration of the
technique on clinical data – that discuss the inference of the vascular connectivity

4.2.1 Imaging of the perfusion territories

In catheter-based angiography, an artery is selectively injected with contrast
agent through a catheter and subsequently the region of interest perfused by
this artery is imaged. Although this method gives excellent image quality, it is
also very invasive and time consuming. An example is shown in Fig. 1.6.

Selective arterial spin labeling is an MRI technique where arterial blood is
selectively magnetized (labeled) and the magnetic disturbance of this labeled
blood is imaged in the region of interest after a post labeling delay. This
technique has several advantages, such as the ability to detect overlapping
perfusion territories, the use of non-ionizing radiation and its non-invasive
nature. On the other hand, there is weak signal inside the white matter
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[88], acquisition is time consuming and every additional artery for which the
perfusion territory needs to be measured, demands more time. Additionally,
since the labeled blood is measured at a single time point, the technique can
underestimate the extent of perfusion territory if there is delayed flow [89]. An
example is shown in Fig. 1.8b.

Then, there is CT and MR perfusion. To the best of our knowledge, the only
existing works regarding perfusion territory determination in those modalities
are those of Christensen et al. The first work [90] describes a bolus tracking
method for perfusion MRI. First, the arrival time of the bolus is calculated
for every voxel in the image. The authors reason that the arrival times are
monotonically rising from the point where the blood enters the image, along the
vascular trajectories and towards the periphery. Hence, for every voxel, the least
descending path is calculated, i.e. the path that visits each time the neighboring
voxel with the highest arrival time that is lower than the arrival time of the
current voxel. Such a path always ends in a local minimum of the arrival time,
which they assume to be an arterial source along which blood enters the imaged
region. They demonstrate the method on a single axial slice. In a second work
[91], [92], a method is presented for perfusion CT. The authors argue that,
while the assumption of monotonically rising arrival times is true in theory,
the high blood velocity in big arteries (50 cm/s), the relatively low sampling
frequency (1 image/s) and the small voxel size (less than 1mm3) make their
estimation of the arrival time too noisy for the previous method to work: the
many local minima in the arrival time will result in as many incorrect arterial
sources. Instead they propose using competitive region growing on the arrival
time image: starting from several anatomically labeled seed regions, region
growing with a low threshold is applied, the selected voxels are added to their
respective seed regions, the threshold is increased and the process is repeated.
This is demonstrated on cerebral CTP images, where manual segmentations
of the anterior, middle and posterior arterial trees are used as seeds and their
method subsequently finds the associated perfusion territories. Additionally, two
masks – one for each hemisphere – are used to avoid the region growing process
to flow over in the other hemisphere. This is done to capture the anatomical
knowledge that the arteries do not cross the arachnoid mater (one of the three
meninges), which also runs down the medial longitudinal fissure. It is shown
that the territories depend little on the user-provided seed regions and that the
territories show good consistency with the expected ones [93]. Closely related is
the work of Thacker et al. [94] that mentions that the contrast bolus appears as
a wave passing through the brain. Instead of inferring the vascular connectivity
or the perfusion territories, the authors aim at estimating the cerebral blood
flow by using the difference in bolus arrival time between neighboring voxels
under the assumption that capillary flow is entirely directional.
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phase.

Figure 4.2: (a) The model of Pautot is not capable of describing the shown
configuration since the model assumes a uniform concentration of contrast agent
in a voxel and a single blood flow velocity between two voxels. (b) In this
configuration we first observe blood flow from the left to the right voxel, and
then from the right to the left one.

Finally, there is the possibility of extrapolation of the vascular image. Selle et
al. [95] predict the vascular territories of the liver by segmenting the hepatic
arteries, anatomically labeling them and assigning each non-vessel voxel to its
closest artery.

4.2.2 Theoretical works on the inference of the vascular
connectivity

In a recent patent, Pautot describes a method to derive the velocity field of
a fluid from a series of volumetric images capturing the passage of a contrast
bolus [96]. The velocity field is modeled in a discrete fashion: the voxel grid of
the image is used and each of the six faces of every voxel has a single orthogonal
velocity. The principle of conservation of mass is applied to the contrast agent
and a method is derived to find the blood velocities that best explains the
observed signal. The author assumes that the contrast agent concentration
within a voxel is uniform, and thus does not take into account that there are
discrete arterial and venous networks and intermittent capillaries. The model is
hence not capable of explaining a situation such as shown in Fig. 4.2. Since
there are no experimental results, it is hard to estimate how well the method
works in practice

Sourbron [97] describes a theoretical framework to infer the complete vascular
connectivity from a series of volumetric images during passage of a contrast bolus.
Every voxel can consist of multiple compartments, defined as spaces in which
there is uniform contrast agent concentration. Depending on the application,
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these compartments can be e.g. the intra- and extravascular space or the
arterial, capillary and venous space. Between neighbouring voxels, there can
be convection and diffusion of contrast agent. Conservation of mass is ensured
and the decay of the contrast agent is also taken into account if necessary, e.g.
for applications in nuclear medicine. After space discretization, an analytical
expression for the complete problem is obtained:

C(t) = Se−Kt ∗K0C0(t). (4.1)

In this expression, the vector C(t) ∈ RN contains the measured concentrations
at time t with N the number of voxels in the imaged region. The matrix
S ∈ RN×NQ is binary and adds the concentrations of the different compartments
in a voxel to obtain the total concentration in that voxel with Q the number of
compartments. The matrix K ∈ RNQ×NQ holds the transfer constants between
compartments in a single voxel and between compartments in neighboring voxels.
This matrix is sparse and is one of the unknowns for which the equation is solved.
The matrices K0 and C0 hold the transfer constants and the concentrations of
the compartments in the voxels adjacent to the imaged volume.

In the discussion, the author readily admits that solving this inverse problem is a
major computational challenge, especially in the case of multiple compartments.
He suggests that a multi-resolution, time-iterated approach using gradient
descent might be feasible. In conclusion, we consider this approach promising
but challenging and we look forward to see its results on real-life data. We
decide however to follow a more pragmatic approach.

4.3 Method

With a perfect, unlimited resolution scanner, modeling vascular connectivity
would boil down to modeling the organ’s microvasculature from the images. But
since the in vivo imaging resolution of current state-of-the-art scanners is about
two magnitudes larger than the capillary diameter (5µm), this is currently
not feasible. Instead we propose to model the connectivity of the underlying
vasculature as the connectivity of the voxels in the CTP image I. We will
propose a method to infer the arterial connectivity and subsequently discuss
how this approach could be extended for the venous connectivity.

4.3.1 Arterial connectivity

The (at this point unknown) arterial connectivity can be represented as a graph
G=(V,E) with directed edges. Every voxel vi in the image I is a vertex: vi ∈ V .
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If there is blood flow between neighbouring voxels vi and vj (vj ∈ N (vi), using
26-connectivity in 3D), there will be an edge eij = (vi, vj) ∈ E. Finding the
arterial connectivity of an image, boils down to finding the unknown set of
edges E. We want to find the most probable set:

E∗ = argmaxE∈EP (E|I), (4.2)

where E = {E} is the set of acceptable edge sets. Let Vp ⊂ V be the set of
perfused voxels i.e. the voxels in which the contrast bolus passage is noted
and let Vs ⊂ Vp be the set of arterial voxels on the image border; these are the
sources of blood in the imaged region. An edge set E is acceptable if every
perfused voxel vp ∈ Vp is reachable from a source vs ∈ Vs.

In our model, we ignore the presence of vascular anastomoses: these are arteries
that join two arteries that previously branched out, such as present in the
Circle of Willis. If a voxel vj receives arterial blood from multiple voxels, only
one connection will be modeled and in the solution the voxel vj will have one
incoming edge (the set {eij |vi ∈ V } contains 1 element). This approximation
reduces the problem complexity greatly: G contains now only tree-like structures.
Or equivalently, every voxel vi ∈ Vp has a single path from a source vs ∈ Vs,
where a path is a tuple of neighboring voxels: path(vi) = (vs, ..., vj , ..., vi).
Additionally, for every other voxel vj on that path it holds that path(vj) ⊂
path(vi). We propose to call them perfusion paths: the sequence of voxels the
blood appears to follow from the arterial sources towards each perfusion site. If
those perfusion paths are known, the edges are also known:

E∗ = {(path(vi)j , path(vi)j+1)|vi ∈ Vp, 1 ≤ j ≤ (|path(vi)| − 1)} (4.3)

with || giving the number of elements in the tuple. Also, it is now easy to
determine for every voxel vi its perfusion territory PT (vi), namely the set of
voxels that are perfused through this voxel:

PT (vi) = {vj |vi ∈ path(vj)}. (4.4)

We propose to find those perfusion paths by tracking the contrast bolus
throughout the imaged volume. We define the perfusion path of voxel vi
as the path with minimal cost from this voxel to any source vs, and this for
all voxels independently. For a wide range of cost functions, this can be done
efficiently with dynamic programming:

path(vi) =
{

(vi), if vi ∈ Vs
arg minp∈Pi (cost(p)) , otherwise

(4.5)

Pi = {path(vj) + (vi) | vj ∈ N (vi)} (4.6)
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In Eq. 4.5, it is possible that a voxel is reached by several paths with the same
cost. In that case, we take the path p whose second last vertex p|p|−1 has the
lowest cost cost(path(p|p|−1)). This choice is somewhat arbitrary – we could
have also taken the path whose one to last vertex has the highest cost – and is
linked to one of the intrinsic limitations of the method, as we will discuss later
in this section.

Following the idea that the bolus arrival times should be monotonically rising
from the arterial source towards the peripheral regions, we use:

cost(p) = max
vj∈p

arrival(vj), (4.7)

with arrival giving the arrival time of the contrast bolus in that voxel as
determined from the CTP scan. Alternative cost functions that also embody
the idea of rising arrival times are discussed later in this section.

Illustration on a toy example

Fig. 4.3a shows a fictional two-dimensional arterial network with a single arterial
source. For this network, the bolus arrival time map could look like the one
shown in Fig. 4.3b. The constraint that the arrival time rises monotonically is
respected. The proposed method is run on this toy example and Fig. 4.4 shows
the initialization, optimization and final result.

Theoretical limits on the accuracy

The criterion of ‘monotonically rising arrival times’ does not uniquely determine
the arterial connectivity from the arrival times. Fig. 4.5b shows two possible
arterial connectivities for the same arrival time map. This was considered in the
objective function (Eq. 4.5) and we decided that if a voxel is reached by several
paths with the same cost, we take the path p whose second last vertex p|p|−1
has the lowest cost cost(path(p|p|−1)). Nevertheless, as this choice is arbitrary,
it puts a theoretical limit on the accuracy of the method.

To examine these limits in more detail, let us introduce the concept of an assured
connection: this is an connection that must unambiguously exist according to
the monotonically rising arrival times criterion and the image data.

Theorem 1. In the absence of measuring errors, there is an assured arterial
connection from voxel va to voxel vb if and only if voxel va is the only neighboring
voxel of vb with a lower arrival time than voxel vb and voxel vb is not on the
border of the imaged volume.
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Figure 4.3: Toy example to illustrate the proposed method. (a) The ground
truth arterial connectivity. (b) The arrival times.

Extending this reasoning to a complete perfusion path:

Theorem 2. In the absence of measuring errors, the perfusion path to voxel v
is assured if and only if for every two consecutive voxels va and vb in the path
holds that voxel va is the only neighboring voxel of vb with a lower arrival time
than voxel vb and voxel vb is not on the border of the imaged volume.

This paints a rather grim picture: e.g. the toy example in Fig. 4.3 has only
three voxels whose incoming connection is assured (out of 16 voxels that are
not on the image border). This is not caused by this particular configuration,
but inherent to the method: in 2D, with 8-connectivity, there will be next to
every assured connection, four voxels whose incoming connection is not assured
(illustrated in Fig. 4.6). Following the same reasoning, we find that in 3D, with
26-connectivity, there will be next to every assured connection, sixteen voxels
whose incoming connection is not assured.

Despite the uncertainty of individual connections, the arrival time image can give
unambiguous knowledge about the perfusion territory of an individual artery.
Fig. 4.7 shows an arrival time image with hardly any assured connections, but
with clearly visible perfusion territories. Even though the trajectories within a
territory can be unassured, the territory itself can be unambiguously defined
by the arrival time (except for the voxels on the boundary of the territory that
could belong to any of the two territories).
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Figure 4.4: Illustration on a toy example how the proposed method infers the
connectivity from the arrival time. (a) The arterial source is considered given
and depicted with a red border. (b, c) Intermediate steps in the dynamic
programming optimization. (d) The inferred arterial connectivity.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration on the earlier shown toy example that the ‘monotonically
rising arrival times’ criterion permits multiple connectivities. (a) The
connectivity inferred with the proposed method. (b) Alternative connectivity
that also respects the ‘monotonically rising arrival times’ criterion. Note that,
without additional constraints, crossing edges are allowed.

vc1$ vc2$ vd1$
va$ vb$ vd2$
vc3$ vc4$ vd3$

Figure 4.6: Illustration of the inherent uncertainty when using only the
‘monotonically rising arrival times’ criterion in 2D. To have an assured connection
between voxel va and voxel vb, the other neighboring voxels of vb need to have an
arrival time that is higher than that of vb. Consequently, voxels vc1, vc2, vc3 and
vc4 each have two neighboring voxels with a lower arrival time than themselves,
and as such these four voxels cannot have an assured incoming connection.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration that the inherent uncertainty of individual connections
still allows clearly defined perfusion territories.

Alternative cost functions

The proposed cost function (Eq. 4.7) is not the only conceivable one that
satisfies the idea of monotonically increasing arrival times. We also consider
two alternative cost functions for defining the perfusion paths. The first one is:

costl1(p) =
∑

2≤j≤|p|

max
(
0, arrival(pj−1)− arrival(pj)

)
. (4.8)

As long as the arrival times are increasing along the path, the cost is zero. If
the arrival time in a voxel pj is lower than in the previous voxel pj−1, the cost
is proportional to the violation. Similarly, we consider:

costl2(p) =
∑

2≤j≤|p|

(
max

(
0, arrival(pj−1)− arrival(pj)

))2
. (4.9)

Again the cost is zero if the arrival time increases along the path. Otherwise
the cost is the square of the decrease in arrival time.

Finally, the approach of Selle et al. [95] can also be described in our model and
will be used for evaluation purposes. Its cost function is:

costSelle(p) =
∑

2≤j≤|p|

dist(pj−1, pj)(1−A(pj)), (4.10)

with dist giving the Euclidean distance between a pair of voxels and A a binary
arterial segmentation.
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4.3.2 Arrival time estimation

Our method requires a very accurate estimation of the arrival time. Christensen
et al. [90] describe several methods to estimate the arrival time and conclude
after simulations that the first moment of the time series is the best metric.
However, due to recirculation of the contrast agent, this metric will be heavily
influenced by the tail of the timeseries (see Fig. 4.1) and overestimate the arrival
time by a variable factor depending on the length of the tail. We propose to use
the time to half max (THM), whose determination is better conditioned than
the frequently used time to peak (TTP). Intuitively: the time series is much
flatter at the maximum than at its half maximum, making determination of the
exact time when the maximum is reached much more susceptible to noise.

The condition number of a numerical problem states how much the result f(x)
can vary due to a variation of the input x. It is a measure of the sensitivity of
the problem to errors (noise) on the input. It is defined as:

κf(x) = lim
ε→0

sup
‖∆x‖≤ε

‖f(x + ∆x)− f(x)‖
‖∆x‖ =

√√√√∑
i

∂f(x)
∂xi

2

We want to compare the condition numbers of the determination of time to
half max (THM) and the determination of time to peak (TTP). Hereto we
have to express the determination of THM and TTP as functions. The input x
represents the time series in a voxel. The function γx(t) gives the value at time t
through interpolation of the time series x. Further, γ−1

x (y) is the inverse of that
last function: given a value of the time series, it gives the time when that value
is reached for the first time. We make abstraction of how this interpolation is
performed, as this does not influence our conclusion. Now, we can define:

THM(x) = γ−1
x (max(γx)

2 )

TTP (x) = γ−1
x (max(γx)).

Applying the chain rule gives us:

∂TTP (x)
∂xi

=
∑
j

∂γ−1
x

∂xj
(max(γx))∂xj

∂xi
+ ∂γ−1

x
∂t

(max(γx))∂max(γx)
∂xi

= ∂γ−1
x

∂xi
(max(γx)) + ∂γ−1

x
∂t

(max(γx))∂max(γx)
∂xi

.
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The first term states how the TTP will change by changing the value of i-th
point of the timeseries, given that we know the maximum value of the timeseries.
The second term gives how the TTP changes due to a variation of the estimated
maximum value caused by a change of the value of i-th point of the timeseries.

Using that
[
g−1]′ (x) = 1/(g′(g−1(x))):

∂TTP (x)
∂xi

= ∂γ−1
x

∂xi
(max(γx)) + 1

∂γx
∂t (γ−1

x (max(γx)))
∂max(γx)

∂xi

= ∂γ−1
x

∂xi
(max(γx)) + 1

∂γx
∂t (TTP (x))

∂max(γx)
∂xi

A similar derivation gives us:

∂THM(x)
∂xi

= ∂γ−1
x

∂xi
(0.5 max(γx)) + 1

∂γx
∂t (THM(x))

0.5∂max(γx)
∂xi

Let us inspect the different terms more closely.

The value of ∂γ
−1
x

∂xi
evaluated at either max(γx) or 0.5 max(γx) depends on the

type of interpolation. It is however expected to be relatively small.

The value of ∂max(γx)
∂xi

also depends on the type of interpolation. But again, it
can be expected to be small. E.g. for piecewise linear interpolation, it will be
smaller than or equal to 1.

Finally, we have 1
∂γx
∂t (TTP (x))

. The derivative of a smooth function is zero at its
maximum, making this term equal to infinity. In contrast, 1

∂γx
∂t (THM(x))

will be
small, since the derivative of the time series is large at its half max (see Fig.
4.1).

In conclusion, κTHM(x) � κTTP (x) = ∞. Intuitively, this means that an
arbitrary small change in the time series, can cause an arbitrary large change in
the value of TTP, making it clear that determination of this point is problematic.

4.3.3 Extension to venous connectivity

The same formulation could be applied to infer the venous trajectories. Hereto,
one should invert the modeling: the venous trees are rooted in the contrast
sinks i.e. the venous voxels on the image border and there is a directed edge
eij if voxel vi receives venous blood from voxel vj . The cost function is now
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in terms of the contrast departure time, i.e. the time point when the contrast
agent completely left the voxel, which is in theory monotonically decreasing
from the contrast sinks. As such, cost(p) = maxvj∈p−departure(vj).

For the method to work on the venous connectivity, we need a measure of the
contrast departure time. Here we meet two challenges: (1) the contrast agent
actually never departs completely from a voxel and (2) there are no robust
estimators that preserve monotonicity.

Contrast recirculation

A look at Fig. 4.1 shows that the increase in intensity does not return to zero
and that there remains some contrast agent in the voxel. This is due to the
recirculation of the contrast agent: the intra-venously injected contrast agent
bolus continues to circulate in the vascular system and the blood provided to
the brain by the feeding arteries remains contrast enriched. Nevertheless, we
are interested in the departure time that the contrast agent would have if there
was no recirculation.

Under the assumption that there is a single feeding artery, and using the
observation that the system is linear and time-invariant, the time-intensity curve
that would be observed if the contrast bolus in the feeding artery were a dirac
impuls, can be calculated through deconvolution (see Fig. 4.8). The brain has
three major feeding arteries, but it is often assumed that all three have the same
concentrations of contrast agent and hence that the time-intensity curve observed
in one of the carotids can be used as the arterial input function for all cerebral
voxels. This technique is often used to study voxel-wise perfusion parameters
such as blood flow and volume without the influence of confounders such as
the used injection protocol or cardiac status [98]. We will use deconvolution to
measure the contrast departure time and for the remainder of this section, we
continue to work on these deconvolved signals.

Departure time estimators and preservation of monotonicity

The real contrast agent departure time is the time point when the contrast
completely left the voxel. Equivalently, it is the time when the increase in
intensity is zero again and hence we call it Time To Zero. However, as with the
exact contrast arrival time, this time point is very difficult to determine due to
noise in the measurements. Additionally, the necessary deconvolution is badly
conditioned and often results in oscillations in the tail of the time-intensity
curve. Instead, we need to use an approximation or estimator. Here we can
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the convolution model. The time-intensity curves of
the feeding artery and the tissue are measured by the CTP scan. The impulse
response is the signal measured in the tissue, if the contrast bolus were a dirac
impuls. The impulse response is unkown, but can be calculated by deconvolution
of the tissue signal with the signal in the feeding artery (the arterial input
function or AIF).

distinguish two broad categories. Time to Absolute Threshold gives the time
when the intensity increase drops below a certain intensity increase. Time to
Relative Threshold gives the time when the intensity increase drops below a
certain fraction of the maximal intensity increase.

We consider three situations to investigate the required monotonicity of the
departure time. First we consider the situation where two veins flow together
into a larger one, which gives an additive effect of the time intensity curves.
Fig. 4.9 shows that the monotonicity is preserved for the Time to Absolute
Threshold but not for the Time to Relative Threshold. Second we consider the
partial volume effect. Fig. 4.10 shows that the monotonicity is preserved for
the Time to Relative Threshold but not for the Time to Absolute Threshold.
Finally we consider a situation where two large veins flow together into an
even larger one, which gives an averaging effect of the time intensity curves.
Fig. 4.11 shows that the monotonicity is not preserved for Time to Relative
Threshold nor for Time to Absolute Threshold. A summary of the properties of
the different departure time estimators is given in Table 4.1. In conclusion, we
do not dispose of a robust departure time estimator with the required properties,
which renders inference of the venous connectivity not feasible at the moment.

4.3.4 Implementation

First, motion correction is performed: every image It with t ≥ 1 is rigidly
aligned to the first image I0 using the Elastix Toolbox [30].

The Brain Extraction Tool [99] is used to segment the brain on the first image
I0, which does not have contrast. Since the tool was developed for brain
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the (non-)monotonicity of departure time estimators
in a scenario of additive signals. Fig. (a) shows two veins flowing together
into a larger one. Assuming there is no contrast agent outside the vein, the
contrast departure time in voxel C should be larger or equal than in voxels A
and B. Fig. (b) and (c) show the time-intensity curves of these voxels. The time
intensity curve in voxel C is the sum of the curves in voxels A and B. Fig. (b) and
(c) show the time-intensity curves of these voxels and their estimated departure
times using Time to Relative Threshold (b) and Time to Threshold (c). The
former erroneously estimates the departure time in voxel C earlier than in voxel
B.
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the (non-)monotonicity of departure time estimators
under partial volume effect (PVE). Assuming there is no contrast agent outside
the illustrated vein in Fig. (a), the contrast departure time in voxel B should be
larger or equal than in voxel A. Fig. (b) and (c) show the time-intensity curves
of these voxels and their estimated departure times using Time to Relative
Threshold (b) and Time to Absolute Threshold (c). The latter erroneously
estimates the departure time in voxel B earlier than in voxel A.
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of the non-monotonicity of departure time estimators
in a scenario of mixing signals. Fig. (a) shows two large veins flowing together
into an even larger one. By the geometry of the configuration the contrast
departure time in voxel C should be larger or equal than in voxels A and B.
The time intensity curve in voxel C is the average of the curves in voxel A and
B. Fig. (b) and (c) show the time-intensity curves of these voxels and their
estimated departure times using Time to Relative Threshold (b) and Time to
Threshold (c). Both measures erroneously estimate the departure time in voxel
C earlier than in voxel B.

Table 4.1: Summary of the properties of the different departure time estimators.
Both Time to Relative Threshold and Time to Absolute Threshold do not exhibit
the monotonicity of the departure time under all three considered scenarios:
addition of signals, partial volume effect (PVE) and averaging of signals. Time
to Zero is not robustly computable.

Time to
Rel. Threshold Abs. Threshold Zero

Monotonicity under
addition 7 3 3
PVE 3 7 3
averaging 7 7 3

Robust 3 3 7
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segmentation in MR images, the image intensities are first transformed such
that they look more like an MR image. In concreto: HU-values higher than 100
or lower than -10 are set to -5000.

We spatially align the MNI152 standard-space T1-weighted average structural
template [100] with the time-averaged CTP image Imean = 1

T

∑
t It. The

registration is performed using the Elastix Toolbox [30] with an affine
transformation and mutual information as similarity criterion [101]. The found
transformation is applied to the Harvard-Oxford subcortical atlas [102]–[105],
bringing the anatomical atlas in spatial correspondence with the motion
corrected CTP images.

A binary cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) segmentation is created by taking all voxels
from the time-averaged CTP image Imean that have intensities between 0 and
25 HU. By taking all CSF voxels that are within a 3mm range of the ventricle
label in the anatomical atlas, and eliminating connected components with a
volume smaller than 1mm3, an acceptable ventricle segmentation Vventricle ⊂ V
is obtained.

Noise is suppressed through both spatial and temporal filtering. Spatial filtering
is done by bilateral Gaussian smoothing on the time series, similar to TIPS [106].
In standard Gaussian smoothing, the time series in voxel vi in the spatially
smoothed image I ′ is:

I ′(vi) =
∑
vj
wsijI(vj)∑
vj
wsij

(4.11)

wsij = exp
(−1

2
(ds(vi, vj)

σd

)2)
, (4.12)

with ds(vi, vj) giving the Euclidean distance between the two voxels. With
bilateral Gaussian smoothing on the time series, the time series in voxel vi in
the spatially smoothed image I ′ is:

I ′(vi) =
∑
vj
wsijw

int
ij I(vj)∑

vj
wsijw

int
ij

(4.13)

wintij = exp
(−1

2
(dint(vi, vj)

σint

)2) (4.14)

dint(vi, vj) =
√∑

t

(
It(vi)− It(vj)

)2
, (4.15)

with wsij and ds(vi, vj) as before. The smoothed time series in voxel vi is still a
weighted average of the time series of the nearby voxels, but time series that are
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of the Gaussian and the bilateral Gaussian filter on a
2D example. The simulated image patch contains a blood vessel. Above each
pixel, we visualize the weight to calculate the weighted average of the central
pixel. Note how the bilateral filter assigns lower weight to the vascular voxels
due to their different appearance.

very different will a assigned a lower weight. As a result, edges are preserved in
the smoothed image, and the high intensity vascular voxels are not smeared
out. An illustration is given in Fig. 4.12. The parameter σd is set to 4mm. For
every voxel in the ventricle segmentation, the Euclidean distance between the
actual time series and the estimated, noise free time series is calculated and
σint is set the mean of those distances:

σint = 1
|Vventricle|

∑
v∈Vventricle

√∑
t

(It(v)− Imean(v))2. (4.16)

Temporal smoothing is done with a σ of 1 image. For clarity of notation, the
symbol I now refers to the smoothed image.

The difference images are calculated by subtraction of the first image from the
subsequent ones: ∆It = It − I0 for t ≥ 1. The bolus arrival time is calculated
for all voxels that are perfused. We define a voxel to be perfused if 1) that
voxel’s mean and maximum intensity increase over time is larger than the mean
plus twice the standard deviation of those values in the ventricle voxels 2) that
voxel’s minimum intensity increase (which in theory should be positive) is larger
than the negative of half of its maximum increase. Finally, the images are
processed with the proposed method.
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4.4 Experiments

There is no ground truth method for measuring the blood flow trajectories in
vivo. Instead, we perform simulations, qualitatively evaluate our method by
comparison with medical literature, demonstrate its feasibility and compare it
with alternatives. We use four clinical cerebral CTP datasets from one healthy,
one tumor and two stroke patients. Each dataset is acquired on a Toshiba
Aquilion One and has 19 time points with a temporal resolution of 2 s in the
arterial phase and 4 s in the venous phase. The acquired volume has a voxel
size of 0.443x0.443x0.5mm3 but is resampled to 0.886x0.886x1.0mm3 to speed
up the calculation and reduce noise.

4.4.1 Simulation of arrival time metrics

We evaluate the accuracy of the two arrival time metrics, time to peak (TTP)
and time to half max (THM), over a series of simulated time intensity curves
with varying noise levels. Following Christensen et al. [90], we model the time
intensity curve with a gamma-variate function:

γ(t) = A ∗ (t− t0)α ∗ e(−(t−t0)/β). (4.17)

We set α = 4.5 and β = 3.5. The parameter t0 is sampled from the uniform
distribution between 2 s and 4 s to average out the effect of discretization. The
gamma-variate function is sampled every 2 seconds during 40 seconds, giving
21 samples. Gaussian white noise with standard deviation σn is added to the
samples. We vary A and σn to simulate signal/noise ratios from 5 to 140 in
steps of 5, where the signal/noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio between
the maximum of the gamma variate and the standard deviation of the noise
σn. At each SNR level, we generate 1000 noise instantiations and evaluate the
difference between the estimated and actual THM and TTP. The estimation of
the arrival time metrics requires interpolation between the time points and we
report result for linear, quadratic and cubic spline interpolation. An illustration
of the time intensity curve at an SNR of 25 is shown in Fig. 4.13.

Fig. 4.14a shows the mean absolute difference between the true arrival time
and the estimated arrival time metrics at varying SNRs. The TTP works best
with cubic interpolation whereas THM performs slightly better with a linear
interpolation. Overall, the THM results in lower errors than TTP. Fig. 4.14b
shows boxplots of the difference between the estimated and the true arrival
time at different SNRs for the THM with linear interpolation and for TTP
with cubic interpolation. Both metrics appear to have no systemic bias in their
estimation and THM gives more accurate estimations at every SNR level.
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of the simulated time intensity curve at an SNR of 25.
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Figure 4.14: Difference between the true arrival time and the estimated arrival
time on simulated time intensity curves at varying SNRs. The arrival time
is estimated as the TTP or the THM using linear, quadratic or cubic spline
interpolation.
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4.4.2 Perfusion territory volume

Intuitively, one would expect that voxels in the big arteries have large perfusion
territories and vice versa. Hereto, we compare for the cerebral voxels their
contrast enhancement during the arterial phase with their perfusion territory
volume (PTV), the volume that is perfused through this voxel: |PT (vi)|.
Fig. 4.15 contains results obtained by our method using either THM or TTP
for arrival estimation, showing that the proposed metric outperforms the latter.
Even though the perfusion paths are calculated without knowledge of the amount
of contrast enhancement, the results show that the voxels in the arteries indeed
have large perfusion territories, suggesting that the perfusion paths are realistic
and indeed follow the arteries. This visual observation can also be quantified:
for the four datasets, the correlations between the intensity and the logarithm of
the PTV using TTP are: 0.15, 0.12, 0.13 and 0.14; whereas using THM yields:
0.27, 0.20, 0.26 and 0.27. Nevertheless, there are places where the perfusion
paths take ‘shortcuts’: it is for example not possible to distinguish the left and
right anterior cerebral artery, as illustrated in Fig. 4.16.

Similarly, we can compare the proposed cost function (Eq. 4.7) with the
alternatives costl1 (Eq. 4.8) and costl2 (Eq. 4.9). Fig. 4.17 shows volume
renderings of the subtraction image during the arterial phase and the perfusion
territory volume (PTV), calculated with the different cost functions. The
proposed cost function results in perfusion paths that follow the arteries much
better. We expect that this is caused by the implicit length-regularization of
costl1 and costl2. Due to the noisy estimates of the arrival time, even correct
edges will ofter incur a small cost, and as the cerebral arteries are far from
straight, it might be that the true trajectory, which involves many edges with a
small cost, is more costly than a shortcut that involves a few incorrect edges
with a high cost.

4.4.3 Perfusion territories of MCA, ACA and PCA

We manually place markers on the M1-segments, the A2-segments and P2-
segments and visualize their perfusion territories using the proposed method
and the method of Selle et al. [95]. The first two patients are not (heavily)
affected by vascular pathology and should have perfusion territories as described
in the atlas [83]. The other two patients have severe vascular pathology and
have deviating perfusion territories.

Fig. 4.18 shows the result for a healthy patient. Even though the boundaries of
the perfusion territories as produced by the proposed method are more jagged,
the results are more in concordance with the medical literature: the posterior
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Figure 4.15: Relation between the contrast enhancement during the arterial
phase and the perfusion territory volume (PTV). Three dimensional renderings
of a subtraction image during the arterial phase (in grey) and of the logarithm
of the PTV calculated using the proposed THM (in blue) and TTP (in red).
The first row is a patient with a parasagittal tumor (hence the large middle
meningeal arteries). The second row is a patient with an occlusion of the first
segment of the right MCA (M1-segment). The third row is a healthy patient.
The fourth row is a patient with an occlusion of a distal segment of the left
MCA.
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Figure 4.16: Volume rendering of the contrast enhancement during the arterial
phase (left) and of the perfusion territory volume (right) near the ACA (image
volume clipped for clarity). Note how the perfusion paths run from the left to
the right ACA and do not follow the two ACA separately.

inferior part of the brain is supplied by the PCAs, there is symmetry between
the left and right PCA, and the superior posterior part of the brain is supplied
by the ACA [83].

Fig. 4.19 shows the result for a patient with occlusion of a distal MCA segment.
The results obtained by the proposed method are in concordance with medical
literature and largely similar to those obtained with the method of Selle et al.
[95].

Fig. 4.20 shows the results for a patient with a parasagittal tumor. The
perfusion territories of the MCAs are very small, while the perfusion territories
of the middle meningeal arteries are very large (coloured in grey). The top
left image in Fig. 4.15 shows that this patient has exceptionally large middle
meningeal arteries. It is however difficult to assess whether this result is correct.

Fig. 4.21 shows the result for a patient with an occlusion of the first segment of
the right MCA (M1-segment). In our result, the part of the right hemisphere
that in a healthy person would be perfused by the MCA, belongs now to to the
ACA and PCA territory. This is in concordance with medical literature, which
describes leptomeningeal anastomoses that cause such a pattern [6].

We conclude that the perfusion territories of the MCA, ACA and PCA found
by our method are in general concordant with literature and slightly better
than those found by the method of Selle et al. [95]. Furthermore, we speculate
that in case of vascular pathology, such as stenosis, prediction of the territories
based on the vasculature becomes even more unreliable.
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Figure 4.17: Relation between the contrast enhancement during the arterial
phase and the perfusion territory volume (PTV). Three dimensional renderings
of a subtraction image during the arterial phase (in grey) and of the logarithm
of the PTV calculated using the proposed cost function (in blue) and the
alternative cost functions (in red, respectively costl1 (Eq. 4.8) and costl2 (Eq.
4.9)). A description of the subjects is given in Fig. 4.15
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Figure 4.18: The perfusion territories of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs),
the left and right middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) and the left and right posterior
cerebral arteries (PCAs). Three axial slices are shown in a healthy patient, the
top row calculated by the proposed method, the bottom row by method of Selle
et al. [95].

Figure 4.19: The perfusion territories of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs),
the left and right middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) and the left and right posterior
cerebral arteries (PCAs). Three axial slices are shown in a patient with an
occlusion of a distal segment of the left MCA, the top row calculated by the
proposed method, the bottom row by method of Selle et al. [95].
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Figure 4.20: The perfusion territories of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs),
the left and right middle cerebral arteries (MCAs), the left and right posterior
cerebral arteries (PCAs) and the middle meningeal arteries (in grey). Three axial
slices are shown in a patient with a parasagittal tumor, the top row calculated
by the proposed method, the bottom row by method of Selle et al. [95].

Figure 4.21: The perfusion territories of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs),
the left and right middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) and the left and right posterior
cerebral arteries (PCAs). Three axial slices are shown in a patient with an
occlusion of the first segment of the right MCA (M1-segment), the top row
calculated by the proposed method, the bottom row by method of Selle et al.
[95].
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4.4.4 Perfusion territory of the perforators

It is described that the perforators that branch off from the first segment of
the ACA and MCA supply blood to most of the putamen [83]. To validate our
method, we segment the putamen and evaluate to what extent the method’s
output is concordant with this anatomical knowledge. The putamen is segmented
by propagating the labels from the registered Harvard-Oxford subcortical atlas
[102]–[105]. We find that the fraction of putamen volume perfused by the
perforators is in the four datasets: 0.70, 0.80, 0.57 and 0.93. In comparison, the
method of Selle et al. [95] finds 0.31, 0.49, 0.38 and 0.56, which is significantly
lower.

4.5 Applications

Our method has several practical applications that we will discuss here.

4.5.1 Contribution of leptomeningeal collateral blood supply
in patient with M1 occlusion 1

Collateral flow is a predictor of outcome in acute ischaemic stroke patients
receiving reperfusion therapy. It plays a major role in sustaining the viability of
the cerebral tissue in case of a stroke and its maintenance and augmentation is
considered a potential therapeutic target [16]. The underlying mechanisms and
the factors explaining the inter-subject variability in amount of collateral flow
are not yet fully understood [6]. For one, the relative importance of different
collateral pathways is difficult to gauge with existing techniques. Our new CTP
analysis has the potential to infer the perfusion territories from regular CTP
data acquired in acute clinical settings and hence to quantify the leptomeningeal
collateral circulation.

We retrospectively selected 11 stroke patients with acute proximal middle
cerebral artery (M1) occlusion that underwent CTP imaging on a Toshiba
Aquilion One. The hypo-perfused region was determined as the region for
which bolus arrival was at least 3 s delayed compared to the contralateral
side. We infer the perfusion territories of the anterior, middle and posterior
cerebral artery (ACA, MCA, PCA) using the proposed technique and assess

1This section is published as D. Robben, A. Wouters, A. Bivard, S. Sunaert, V. Thijs,
G. Wilms, R. Lemmens, F. Maes, and P. Suetens, “Contribution of Leptomeningeal Collateral
Blood Supply in Patients With M1 Occlusion Determined by Using a Novel CT Perfusion
Analysis”, in European Stroke Organisation Conference, Barcelona, Spain, 2016.
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Figure 4.22: Two representative cases of patients with an occluded M1 segment,
both with the occlusion in the right hemisphere. The perfusion territories were
inferred from the perfusion paths and the hypoperfused volume is determined
from the bolus arrival time.

the relative contribution of collateral ACA and PCA supply by the overlap of
the hypo-perfused region with their territories.

The average hypo-perfused volume was 130 (+-10) ml. The ACA perfused 47
(+-3) % or 60 (+-5) ml of this volume while the PCA fed 31 (+-6) % or 44 (+-9)
ml. The proportion of collateral flow provided by the ACA was larger than that
by the PCA (p=0.04). Two representative cases are shown in Fig. 4.22. The
contralateral side has territories in concordance with literature. Interesting is
the large inter-subject variability: the PCA supplied between 3 and 60 % of the
hypoperfused volume. Further research should point out if there are associations
with clinical outcome and which factors influence the relative contributions.

4.5.2 Lung and liver segments

Both the lungs and the liver are subdivided in segments. Knowledge of these
segments is relevant in clinical practice as they are the unit of surgical resection:
when a tumor is surgically removed, this is done by removing the segments in
which it resides [108]. There are no radiologically visible boundaries between
the segments but their extent can be estimated from indirect evidence: each
segment has its own arterial branch and in case of the lungs, also has its own
bronchial branch. As mentioned earlier, Selle et al. [95] infer the liver segments
from a CT angiography by extrapolating from the arteries. Kuhnigk et al. [109]
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determine the lung segments in a similar fashion from the labeled bronchi. The
method of van Rikxoort et al. [110] determine the lung segments based solely
on their position in the lungs and relative to the lung fissures. In all cases, the
segments are extrapolated from visible features. Our method on the other hand
has the potential to determine the perfusion territories – and hence the segments
– from actual measurements, which might prove more accurate, especially in
pathological cases.

4.6 Discussion and conclusion

We presented a method to infer the arterial perfusion paths from CTP. We
showed the plausibility of the achieved results and demonstrated its advantage
over existing methods.

From a methodological point of view, our formulation is a generalization of the
works of Christensen et al. The method tracks the passing contrast bolus as in
[90], but due to the improved formulation and careful estimation of the arrival
times, we did what they deemed impossible: trace the blood flow trajectories
back to the arterial sources. The main advantage of our method over the
competitive region growing approach of [91], is the ability to determine the
territory of any single artery or even voxel, without prior segmentation of all
’competing’ arteries or voxels.

The proposed cost function bears close resemblance to doing a watershed
segmentation on the arrival time image, with the extension that the flow path
of the water is stored. Currently, we only use the arrival time for inferring the
vascular trajectories. It is however possible to include extra information, e.g.
the maximum increase in intensity or even the full time series. Additionally,
anatomical knowledge about the vascular connectivity can be included: e.g.
there is no arterial connectivity between the two hemispheres. This can be
enforced by excluding edges (vi, vj) with vi and vj in different hemispheres from
the acceptable edge sets. Dynamic programming can naturally handle such
constraints.
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Chapter 5

Perfusion Paths: Validation
of Perfusion Territory
Determination from CT
Perfusion

5.1 Introduction

We recently proposed a new method to calculate voxelwise blood flow trajectories
from CT Perfusion (CTP) [77]. This method allows among others to infer the
cerebral perfusion territories from a CTP scan. We previously demonstrated
that it yields plausible results (Section 4.4) but were unable to quantify its
accuracy. In this work, we compare the perfusion territories as calculated from
CTP using our method with the territories as measured with selective arterial
spin labeling (SASL). As such we can quantify the accuracy of the proposed
method.

This chapter is joint work with Anke Wouters, Robin Lemmens, Ron Peeters, Walter
Coudyzer, Thijs van Osch, Stefan Sunaert, Vincent Thijs, Guy Wilms, Frederik Maes and
Paul Suetens.
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As explained in Section 1.1, there are three large arteries that feed blood to the
brain: the left and right internal carotid artery (ICA) and the vertebro-basilar
artery (VBA). They feed a circle of arteries at the base of the skull, the so
called Circle of Willis (CoW). From this structure, several arteries emanate that
feed different parts of the brain. The most important ones are the left and right
anterior, middle and posterior cerebral arteries (ACA, MCA and PCA). The
cerebral vasculature shows a large variety in morphology and connectivity: e.g.
less than half of the healthy population has a complete Circle of Willis [3]. Also
the more distal arteries, those that emanate from the Circle of Willis, can vary
widely in their appearance [111], [112]. Additionally, these distal arteries can
be connected to each other through distal anastomoses, that provide secondary
pathways for the blood to follow in case of the occlusion of of the primary
pathways [6]. As the result, the perfusion territory of an artery – i.e. the volume
that is fed by that artery – shows large inter-subject variability and in case
of pathology even larger intra-subject variability. Knowledge of the perfusion
territories is interesting from a scientific point as it helps understanding the
important role of collateral flow during a stroke [14], [15], [113] In a clinical
context, it aids determining the etiology of stroke [79], [114] or the hemodynamic
status of a patient with a chronic intracranial occlusion.

In CT Perfusion (CTP) imaging, multiple consecutive CT scans are made after
the intra-venous administration of iodine contrast agent. On these scans, the
arrival, passage and departure of the contrast agent in the cerebral tissue is
visible. By accurately tracking the passage of the contrast bolus, our algorithm
aims to infer the trajectories of the blood (Chapter 4). As such, the algorithm
can find the perfusion territories of the combined left and right ACA, the left
and right MCA and the left and right PCA. However, CTP images have a
limited spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio, and on top, our algorithm
has inherent limitations on its accuracy (Section 4.3.1). In this work, we aim to
quantify the accuracy of our algorithm by comparing the perfusion territories
as estimated from CTP images with the perfusion territories as measured with
selective arterial spin labeling.

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) [115] is a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
technique that can non-invasively measure the perfusion of an organ, typically
the brain. First, it magnetically labels the blood in the supplying arteries of the
brain by inverting the proton spins. After the post labeling delay, which allows
the labeled blood to reach the cerebral parenchyma, an image is made with a fast
sequence such as EPI. In this image, the labeled blood will cause a signal drop
compared to a control image that is made without labeling. Subtraction of the
control and labeled image shows the netto intensity change caused by the labeled
blood, which is linearly related to the cerebral blood flow [116], [117]. Since
the SNR is low, multiple labeled and control images are acquired and averaged.
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Three large categories of ASL techniques can be distinguished, depending on
how the labeling is performed: continuous, pulsed and pseudo-continuous ASL.
All three use a labeling plane that is placed on the neck, but use a different
technique for inverting the proton spin. Pseudo-continuous ASL is currently
considered the most promising option as it gives better signal-to-noise ratio
than pulsed ASL without the need for external hardware as is the case with
continuous ASL [118]. It uses a flow-driven adiabatic inversion which implies
that the labeling plane needs to be positioned orthogonally to brain supplying
arteries.

Selective arterial spin labeling (SASL) is an extension of ASL that permits to
characterize the contribution of an individual artery and hence its perfusion
territory [78]. Several variants of SASL exist, but in this work we use two
specific variants of SASL, namely vessel-encoding ASL (VE-ASL) and super
selective ASL (SS-ASL), which are both based on pseudo-continuous ASL.

In VE-ASL [119], the labeling plane – which is placed in the neck, orthogonally to
the brain supplying arteries – has a labeling efficiency that is spatially modulated.
Hence, blood that flows through this plane is magnetically inverted, but with a
labeling efficiency that depends on the location within the labeling plane. The
labeling efficiency varies sinusoidally with a configurable direction, period and
offset. By acquiring images with different labeling configurations, the territories
of the individual arteries can be inferred. We employ planning-free VE-ASL, a
technique that uses 5 different labeling configurations with a fixed geometry
for all patients. The first is with full labeling (no selectivity), the second
without labeling, the third with left-right modulation with a 50mm distance
between full label and no label, the forth with antero-posterior modulation with
15mm between full label and no label and the fifth also with antero-posterior
modulation but shifted 10mm in the posterior direction. These five geometries
will be indicated with F , C, LR, AP and AP2. Previous studies demonstrated
that planning-free VE-ASL with these geometry has good reproducibility [120]
and results that are comparable with super selective ASL [121].

Super selective ASL (SS-ASL) is a recently introduced technique [122] that
allows selective labeling at a target position in the labeling plane. As the
method is also based on pseudo-continuous ASL, it is important to place the
labeling plane orthogonally to the artery of interest. It has been demonstrated
that it can label arteries as small as the third segment of the ACA individually
[122]. In this work, we label only the left and right ICA and the VBA.

We analyze a cohort of patients that are imaged with both selective ASL and
CTP, with the interval between the two acquisitions as short as possible. The
selective ASL serves as ground truth measurement of the perfusion territories and
we compare the CTP-based estimates with it. We report volumetric similarity
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measures for the different territories and interpret the results. Additionally, in
AppendixB, we use this dataset to investigate territorial differences between
perfusion parameters .

5.2 Method

This work retrospectively analyzes the data acquired for ‘the prospective follow-
up study of transient ischemic attack (TIA) patients via TIA clinic’. This study
was approved by the institutional ethical review board of the University Hospitals
Leuven and informed consent was obtained from the individual participants.
The inclusion criteria are a diagnosed transient ischemic attack (TIA) and
a complete reversal of all symptoms. Additional criteria for this study are
successful CTP and selective ASL imaging.

5.2.1 Selective arterial spin labeling

Imaging protocol

First, the ICA and VBA are localized on phase contrast MRA of the neck with
sagittal and coronal orientation. Orthogonally to these three arteries, an MRA
TOF volume is acquired of the neck. The SASL labeling plane is positioned such
that all three (or four if the labeling occurs below the merging of the vertebral
arteries into the basilar artery) arteries are orthogonal to the plane. Preferably,
the labeling plane is placed on the cervical segment of the ICAs. Subsequently
non-selective ASL, VE-ASL and/or SS-ASL are acquired, depending on the
available acquisition time. The imaging parameters for VE-ASL are: TR/TE of
4198/13ms, FOV of 240 × 240mm2, matrix size of 88 × 88, 16 slices with 5mm
thickness and 1mm gap, single-shot echo-planar imaging, labeling duration
of 1800ms and post labeling delay of 1800 ms. Each label configuration is
repeated 12 times. The imaging parameters for SS-ASL are identical except for
the number of repetitions which is 30. Finally anatomical images of the brain
are acquired, often MRA TOF and T2, which are used for registration and
segmentation purposes. All scans are made on a Philips 3.0T Achieva scanner.

Post processing

If necessary, the acquired volumes are motion corrected with MCFLIRT [123].
For SS-ASL, the time averaged control volume is subtracted from the time
averaged label volume, giving three images, each illustrating the perfusion
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territory of the labeled artery. After spatial smoothing with a sigma of 2mm,
each volume is thresholded at 50% of the 95th percentile of the non-selective
ASL, resulting in a binary mask for each of three arteries.

For VE-ASL, we follow [121]. First, the time-averaged volume is calculated
for each of the 5 different labeling geometries, resulting in five images:
IF , IC , ILR, IAP and IAP2. For the F , LR, AP and AP2 geometries we calculate
the signal e.g. SLR =

(
ILR − IC

)
. For the latter three geometries also the

relative labeling efficiencies, e.g. RLR = SLR/SFR =
(
ILR − IC

)
/
(
IF − IC

)
.

All voxels within the brain mask are divided into three clusters by the k-means
algorithm using as features the relative efficiencies and the normalized position
(x, y and z coordinate divided by half of the FOV in that dimension). The
underlying idea is that voxels that are fed by the same arterial source have
similar values for these features and hence form clusters.

To further refine the estimation of the perfusion territories and to allow detection
of mixed perfusion, we do a linear analysis as in [119]. The signal in a voxel
v is S(v) =

(
SLR(v) SAP (v) SAP2(v)

)T and is to be explained as a linear
combination of three ‘pure’ signals i.e. the signals that would be observed in
voxels that are fed by a single arterial source, e.g. the signal in a voxel that is fed
purely by the left ICA: SICAL =

(
SICALLR SICALAP SICALAP2

)T . The resulting
linear equation is:

SLR(v)

SAP (v)

SAP2(v)

 =


SICALLR SICARLR SV BALR

SICALAP SICARAP SV BAAP

SICALAP2 SICARAP2 SV BAAP2



wICAL(v)

wICAR(v)

wV BA(v)

 . (5.1)

The three pure signals SICAL , SICAR and SV BA are calculated as the mean
signal over all voxels within the corresponding perfusion territory as estimated
by the k-means algorithm. The weights of the linear combination represent
the contributions of the three feeding arteries and should be larger or equal to
zero. Additionally, as there is usually no exact solution, we look for the least
squares solution. The resulting non-negative least squares problem is solved
for every voxel, giving three weight images: wICAL , wICAR and wV BA. After
spatial smoothing with a sigma of 2mm, each weight image is thresholded at
50% of the 95th percentile, resulting in a binary mask for each of three arteries.
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5.2.2 CT Perfusion

Imaging protocol

First, 50ml of iodine-based contrast agent with a concentration of 320 mg/ml
is injected at 6 ml/s followed by a saline flush of 30 ml at 6 ml/s. The first
volume is acquired at 80 kVP and with 310 mA tube current. After a delay,
the other volumes are acquired at 1.95 s intervals at 80 kVP and with 150 mA
tube current. The total number of volumes varies between 20 and 26. Each
volume is acquired in a single revolution of 750 ms and consists of 320 slices of
0.5mm thickness with an in plane resolution of 0.429x0.429mm2. All images
are acquired on a Toshiba Aquilion ONE and reconstructed on the workstation
with an iterative reconstruction algorithm (AIDR 3D).

Post processing

As described in detail in Section 4.3.4, the CTP sequence is motion corrected,
spatially and temporally smoothed, the arrival times are estimated and the
perfusion paths are calculated. After manual indication of the origins of the
M1, A2 and P2 segments, their perfusion territories are calculated.

Finally, the first volume of the CTP sequence is rigidly registered to the
anatomical MR image. Registration is performed with the Elastix Toolbox
[124] using mutual information [101] as the similarity measure. The found
transformation is also applied to the calculated perfusion territories, allowing
comparison of the MR and CT results in the MR image space.

5.2.3 Comparison of ACA, MCA and PCA perfusion territo-
ries according to SASL and CTP

From CTP we derive the perfusion territories of the ACAs, MCAs and PCAs,
whereas SASL gives the perfusion territories of the ICAs and the VBA. The
latter feed the former through the Circle of Willis, and due to this, there is not
necessarily a one-to-one relation between the territories of the three proximal
arteries and the six more distal arteries. The Circle of Willis has a variable
structure and depending on the specific variation, there is a different relation
between the proximal and distal arteries, which we will exploit for the validation.

For each subject, we identify the structure of the Circle of Willis and infer the
relation between its proximal and distal arteries. We report a confusion matrix
that states the volumes of the ACAs, MCAs and PCAs territories (according
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(a) Volume rendering of the CoW.

ICA-L ICA-R VBA
ACA-L/R

MCA-L
MCA-R
PCA-L
PCA-R
(b) Corresponding confusion matrix.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of how the structure of the Circle of Willis (a) determines
the relation between the territories of the proximal and distal arteries. (b) The
confusion matrix gives the volumes of the ACAs, MCAs and PCAs territories
(according to CTP) that belong to the territories of the ICAs and VBA
(according to SASL). The values are color-coded to indicate whether this
relation is correct (green), unlikely (orange) or incorrect (red).

to CTP) that belong to the territories of the ICAs and VBA (according to
SASL). If, according to SASL, a voxel belongs to the perfusion territory of two
arteries, it is counted in both of them. The values in the confusion matrix are
color-coded to indicate whether this relation is correct (green), unlikely (orange)
or incorrect (red). This allows us to quantify to what extent the perfusion
territory estimations can be trusted. An example is given in Fig. 5.1.

5.3 Results

Up to current date, one subject was included. CTP, SS-ASL, VE-ASL and
non-selective ASL are acquired as described. The patient has an incomplete
CoW with missing left and right PComA and a hypoplastic AComA (Fig. 5.4a).
The CTP scan revealed no perfusion deficits. The SS-ASL of the posterior
circulation was devoid of signal but could be reconstructed by subtraction of
the other two SS-ASL images from the non-selective ASL after correction for
the different labeling efficiency. Fig. 5.2 shows the SS-ASL and VE-ASL with
linear analysis before thresholding. As SS-ASL is considered more accurate
than VE-ASL, we used the former for the validation.

The first volume of the CTP sequence showed artifacts and had to be discarded
for the perfusion paths analysis. The CTP had a lower signal to noise ratio than
previous scans (discussed in Sec. 5.4) and therefore the bilateral filtering was
done with a doubled standard deviation on the intensity σint. Fig. 5.3 shows the
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Figure 5.2: Subject 1. Corresponding slices of the territories according to
SS-ASL (first, third and fifth row) and VE-ASL (second, fourth and sixth
row). The territories are color-coded: the ICA-L, ICA-R and VBA territory
are colored red, green and blue respectively.

perfusion territories according to CTP and SS-ASL. The overlap is quantified
in Table 5.4b.

5.4 Discussion and conclusion

We demonstrated earlier that the proposed method produces results that look
realistic and concordant with medical literature. In this study we aim to quantify
the accuracy, but until the number of subjects is increased, it is impossible
to make hard conclusions. The data suggests that the estimated perfusion
territories are mostly correct, but lack accuracy near the boundaries of the
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SS"ASL%
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Figure 5.3: Subject 1. Corresponding slices of the territories according to
SS-ASL (first, third and fifth row) and CTP (second, fourth and sixth row).
The territories are color-coded. In the SS-ASL slices, the ICA-L, ICA-R and
VBA territory are colored red, green and blue respectively. In the CTP slices,
the territory of the left MCA is red, that of the right MCA green, the ACAs
yellow and the PCAs blue (with left lighter than right). Voxels that do not
exhibit sufficient contrast enhancement are in black.
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(a) Volume rendering of the CoW.

ICA-L ICA-R VBA
A2-L/A2-R 70.1 46.8 9.2

M1-L 142.4 0.1 7.5
M1-R 1.0 140.2 5.6
P2-L 4.8 0.0 30.0
P2-R 0.5 21.8 56.2

(b) Confusion matrix.

Figure 5.4: Subject 1. (a) Volume rendering of the Circle of Willis. (b) The
confusion matrix that states the volumes in ml of the ACAs, MCAs and PCAs
territories (according to CTP) that belong to the territories of the ICAs and
VBA (according to SASL). The values are color-coded to indicate whether this
relation is correct (green), unlikely (orange) or incorrect (red). The relation
between the proximal and distal arteries is inferred from the structure of the
Circle of Willis (CoW).

territories. This might be an inherent property of the method, but important
to notice is that this particular dataset has a signal to noise ratio that is far
lower than previously used datasets.

The signal in a CTP dataset is the amount of intensity increase that is observed
during the bolus passage. This is dependent on the location and the patient’s
cerebrovascular system but also influenced by the properties of the contrast bolus
injection and the patient’s cardiovascular system. We annotated the cavernous
segment of the ICA in the current and in the previously used datasets and
measured the intensity increase. The increase in Hounsfield units in the current
dataset was 393, whereas the previously used datasets had on average almost
50% more. Since we can consider the cerebrovasculature a linear, time-invariant
system, this relative change in signal strength holds for all voxels. The noise
on the other hand is determined by the scanner and its configuration. All five
datasets are acquired on the same machine, but the earlier four with a protocol
that uses 300mA during the scans in the arterial phase – which contains all
the relevant volumes for the method – whereas the used volumes of the later
dataset are acquired at 150mA.

Currently, patient recruitment is still ongoing and hopefully we can soon report
more and statistically stronger results.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and future work

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented several methods to analyze and quantify the
cerebral arteries.

The focus of Chapter 2 and 3 was on the large arteries around the Circle of
Willis. These are known to play a vital role in providing collateral flow during
proximal occlusions and to be the most sensitive to developing aneurysms. With
automated analysis of the vasculature, large population studies become feasible,
potentially revealing associations between vascular morphology and vascular
diseases such as hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke.

The method in Chapter 2 segments the vasculature, converts the segmentation
into an attributed graph and matches this graph with a probabilistic atlas that
was built from a set of annotated examples. It differs from previously published
methods by its capability to handle non-tree shaped vasculature – which is
encountered in the brain. Although the method performs reasonably well on a
multi-scanner dataset, there are several drawbacks. First, the attributed graph
has often an incorrect morphology and topology since the thinning method that
creates the graph preserves the topology of the segmentation, and the latter
often has a different topology than the vessels it represents due to the presence
of kissing vessels. Second, the objective function was insufficiently informative
to find the correct labeling: the true labeling did not always have the best
score. We attribute this mainly to too many assumptions of independence: all
nodes and edges are independent in P (G|M,A) and – more important – all the
features as well.
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In Chapter 3 we aimed to solve these issues and improve both the segmentation
and labeling. Unlike existing approaches that first attempt to obtain a good
segmentation and then perform labeling, we optimize for both by simultaneously
taking into account the image evidence and the prior knowledge about the
geometry and connectivity of the vasculature. This is achieved by first
constructing an overcomplete graph capturing the vasculature, and then selecting
and labeling the subset of edges that most likely represents the true vasculature.
In the construction of the overcomplete graph, the method aims at finding the
centerlines directly, which has an inherent advantage over the segmentation
and thinning approach with respect to finding the correct morphology. On
top, the simultaneous labeling provides anatomical knowledge that restricts
the final result to be realistic. Further, the method leverages supervised
classification techniques that avoid assumptions of independence between
features. An evaluation on a publicly available dataset of 50 cerebral MRA
images, demonstrate that the method compares favorably against state-of-the-
art methods. The main downsides are its inflexibility and complexity. The
former refers to the hard constraints: if a particular anatomical configuration is
not in the training data, it cannot be recovered – no matter how strong the image
evidence. The latter refers to the rather deep pipeline and the multitude of
different constraints, which make exposition and implementation of the method
challenging. Both downsides are addressed in the discussion of Chapter 3, and
in the next section we provide pointers on how to overcome them in future
methods.

In Chapter 4 the focus is on the smaller cerebral arteries, and we aim to infer
their connectivity even if the individual arteries are too small to be distinguished.
Hereto we develop a new method that, using CTP images, tracks the contrast
bolus when it flows through the brain, and hence gives the blood flow trajectories.
This information was previously not measurable in vivo and provides researchers
with a tool to investigate the role of leptomeningeal collateral flow in stroke and
clinicians with visualizations of the perfusion territories. Experiments on both
healthy and diseased subjects show realistic results and encourage to perform a
more thorough validation.

In Chapter 5 we compare the perfusion paths method with selective arterial
spin labeling. The study is still ongoing, but preliminary results are pleasing.

6.2 Extensions and future work

We see several opportunities to improve and extend this work. In this section
we share our ideas on why and how to do so.
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6.2.1 Integration of segmentation, labeling and contrast
agent tracking

We realize that this thesis falls into two parts that do have a strong connection
in topic but are not methodologically linked. We considered the possibility
of integrating the two algorithms into a single one that would perform
segmentation and labeling of the large arteries and inference of the subvoxel
arterial trajectories, either sequentially or even simultaneously. However, we felt
that although this integrated approach would be methodologically interesting,
there would be little real world benefit in doing so with the algorithms in their
current form.

First, the simultaneous segmentation and labeling algorithm is currently only
tested on healthy individuals and proper extension to diseased subjects is
certainly non-trivial (see section 3.4). As a result, the integrated method would
only be applicable on healthy individuals. This is problematic since the method
requires CT perfusion data, which for obvious reasons cannot be acquired
on healthy volunteers but only for a clinical purpose. Hence there would be
relatively little data that is suitable for the integrated method, severely limiting
its usefulness.

Second, the benefits of the integrated algorithm appear somewhat limited. We
expect that an integrated algorithm – compared with the individual algorithms –
will mostly improve the arterial trajectories and leave the quality of the arterial
segmentation untouched. The latter can be expected as the segmentation
algorithm uses the raw image which is much more informative than the derived
arrival time maps. This is also reflected in the results of the methods: perfusion
paths often cross between the left and right anterior cerebral artery, an error the
segmentation method rarely makes. The improvements are thus to be expected
in the quality of the perfusion paths, and in particular in the parts that follow
the large arteries. However, the boundaries of the perfusion territories – there
where the perfusion paths make most mistakes – are at a relatively large distance
from the large arteries, making it unlikely that the integrated algorithm will
perform better there.

However, in case one does want to integrate both methods, we would like to
share a potential approach to do so.

As explained, the goal of an integrated approach would mainly be to make the
perfusion paths follow the arteries better. One way to do so, is by penalizing
deviations from the previously obtained arterial segmentations. Hereto, let us
introduce us the function b(vi, vj) that gives 1 if a line between voxels vi and vj
crosses the boundary of the arterial segmentation and otherwise gives 0. The
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cost function of the integrated approach would then be:

cost(p) = max
vj∈p

arrival(vj) + λ
∑

2≤j≤|p|

b(pj−1, pj). (6.1)

In a healthy patient, it can be expected that the perfusion path to a any
parenchymal voxel leaves the arterial segmentation exactly once. Hence under
the assumption the segmentation is correct, the parameter λ can be set to an
arbitrarily high value as this will not negatively influence the result. However,
in pathological data, e.g. in acute stroke patients, there is a trade-off involved
in setting this parameter: in case of leptomeningeal collateral flow, it is
quite possible that the correct perfusion path to a voxel leaves the arterial
segmentation twice because the leptomeningeal collaterals were too small to be
segmented. By consequence, a value too high will impede finding this correct
trajectory. Hence λ needs to be determined from a training set containing
both CTP scans and corresponding ground truth selective perfusion territory
measurements, made by e.g. selective ASL. The parameter λ is then set to the
value that results in the greatest overlap between the corresponding territories
on both modalities.

Note, the current segmentation and labeling method is designed and trained
for MR angiography images, while the perfusion paths method requires CT
perfusion data. Requiring images from two different scanners is a nuisance,
especially since the CTP provides already a clear image of the cerebral arteries:
ideally, the integrated algorithm uses only the CT perfusion data. Now this is
only a minor problem, since as already explained in section 3.4, it should be
possible to adapt the algorithm to segment and label the arteries from a CT
angiography in the arterial phase, which corresponds to the images made in the
early phase of the CTP sequence.

6.2.2 Simultaneous segmentation and labeling – simplified

In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that simultaneous segmentation and labeling
is feasible and results in significantly improved segmentations. The objective
function is formulated in a general fashion, but is quite complex – especially
for the constraints on the learned label configurations. Although this does
not impact the performance of the method, it does hinder its generality and
understandability.

We could attempt to make the description and formulation more compact by,
instead of considering a fixed set of configurations, generalizing it to all possible
configurations of two edge pairs, where the configuration of two edge pairs
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refers to how the edge pairs’ vertices are coinciding. Thus, the configurations
of two edge pairs can be notated by a set of their correspondences. In a more
compact notation we could use a triplet: for each vertex of the first edge pair,
we write the number of the corresponding vertex of the second edge pair – if
any. To illustrate, if the edge pairs eghi and ejkm were following we could write
{{h, j}, {i, k}} or more compactly (/, 1, 2). The set of all possible configurations
C is a subset of {1, 2, 3,−} × {1, 2, 3,−} × {1, 2, 3,−} as the latter contains
invalid combinations such as (1,1,1) which would say that the first edge pair is
actually a single point. Additionally, there is symmetry in the configurations:
e.g. (3,−,−) and (−,−, 1) refer to the same configuration given that it is
arbitrary which of the two edge pairs is the first.

For each configuration c ∈ C, we would learn from the training set the collection
L¬cl containing the labels that are impossible on the second edge pair given
the edge pair label l of the first edge pair. Additionally, for each configuration
c ∈ C, we would learn from the training set the collection Lc containing the
edge pair labels that only occur on the first edge pair of this configuration c.
During the segmentation and labeling of a new subject, this knowledge would be
enforced as before through linear constraints. To formalize this, let us introduce
F cijk, the set of all edge pairs that form together with edge pair eijk as first
edge pair the configuration c. The constraints on the objective function would
be called ‘impossible’:

∀c ∈ C, ∀eghi ∈ F,∀l ∈ L̂ : xlghi +
∑

ejkm∈F cghi

∑
l′∈L¬c

l

xl
′

jkm ≤ 1 (6.2)

and ‘required’:

∀c ∈ C, ∀eghi ∈ F,∀l ∈ Lc : xlghi ≤
∑

ejkm∈F cghi

∑
l′∈L̂

xl
′

jkm. (6.3)

The original algorithm considers six different learned label configurations
(Appendix A). Each of them is covered by the simplified constraints, except
for ‘Bifurcation 1’. The constraint ‘Bifurcation 1’ enforces that some edge pair
labels can occur only in a bifurcation or due to the sampling right after the
bifurcation (illustrated for ICA−M1 in Fig. A.1). The ambiguity that an edge
pair label can occur both on an edge pair that forms a bifurcation and on and
an edge pair behind the bifurcation, causes it to be different from the other
constraints and from the simplified constraints introduced earlier. To resolve
this, we would redefine the edge pair label to be a pair of edge labels:

L̂ ⊂ ∪Nn1=1 ∪Nn2=1 {((s1, .., sn1), (s′1, .., s′n2
))|∀i : si ∈ S, s′i ∈ S} (6.4)

By this change, the edge pair labels in and after the bifurcation will be different,
e.g. in Fig. A.1 we would see ((ICA), (ICA,M1)) and ((ICA,M1), (M1))
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instead of twice (ICA,M1). As a result, the ‘Bifurcation 1’ constraint becomes
also covered by the ‘required’ constraint.

These ideas allow a greatly simplified formulation of the constraints and hence
of the algorithm. However, further research is required to evaluate whether
there are other consequences to this approach. For example, the number of
considered configurations in the constraints is increased which might change
the set of allowed solutions X . Also, the number of edge pair labels is increased,
which might affect the accuracy of the label classifier that predicts P (Lijk =
l|Tijk = 1, I, G).

6.2.3 Segmentation with constraints on anastomoses

In Chapter 3 we illustrated how simultaneous anatomical labeling can improve
the segmentation of vasculature: the detailed anatomical knowledge constrains
the segmentation to have a more correct topology than the baseline segmentation
algorithm. A different idea to improve the segmentation is constraining the
presence of anastomoses: the connections between different trees. As described
earlier, the cerebral arteries consist of three arterial trees, rooted in the left and
right ICA and the VBA, and potentially connected with three anastomoses:
the left and right PComA and the AComA. Being tree-shaped is a very strong
shape prior and additionally the locations of these anastomoses shows relatively
little variability – even under pathology. Hence, this might be an interesting
way to constraint the segmentation.

Following the terminology in section 3.2 regarding the overcomplete graph, the
directed edge pairs and their direction, we can write the new objective function
as:

x∗ = arg max
x∈X

∑
eijk∈F

[
wYijk + wDijk

]
xijk (6.5)

with the weights wYijk and wDijk as in Eq. 3.29. The constraints that define the set
of acceptable solutions X will include the same consistency and connectedness
constraints as before – bar those regarding the labels. Additionally we need
constraints on the presence of anastomoses. Hereto we need an atlas, derived
from training data, describing the spatial locations where the three trees
potentially join. The binary function Aα(v) will return whether it is possible
that there is an anastomosis α on the location of vertex v. For our particular
dataset, there are three anastomoses α ∈ {1, 2, 3} and following the same
convention as before regarding the direction of the edges, these locations are
where the left and right PComA join the left and right PCA and there where
the AComA joins the right ACA. We introduce for each vertex vi a binary
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helper variable ai that is set to one if there is a connection between two trees
on vertex vi:

∀vi :
∑

eghi∈F
xghi ≤ 1 + ai. (6.6)

Assuming that the regions of the different anastomoses are non-overlapping,
i.e. ∀v ∈ V :

∑
αAα(v) ≤ 1, the constraint on the presence of anastomoses

becomes:

∀α :
∑

vi∈V,Aα(vi)=1

ai ≤ 1. (6.7)

6.2.4 Inference of arterial connectivity with global cost
functions

In Chapter 4 we presented a method to infer the arterial connectivity from
a CTP sequence. The arterial connectivity is modeled as a directed graph
G = (V,E), where every voxel is a vertex and the edges represent the presence
of blood flow. Finding the arterial connectivity corresponds to finding the set
of edges that best explains the image data:

E∗ = argmaxE∈EP (E|I). (6.8)

The set E = {E} contains all acceptable edge sets where an edge set E is
acceptable if every perfused voxel is reachable from an arterial source vs ∈ Vs.
Subsequently, we added two approximations: 1) an acceptable edge set can only
contain arborescences, i.e. there is only a single directed path between a source
and a perfused voxel and 2) instead of optimizing for P (E|I) – which we do
not know – we devise a cost function and we optimize the cost for each path
independently, allowing fast optimization via dynamic programming.

We think that elimination of the first approximation requires that the method
keeps track of the amount of blood flow in each edge and enforces conservation
of mass. This would result in a very different method, similar to those discussed
in Section 4.2.2. The second approximation is more easily relaxed: it possible
to formulate a global cost function, i.e. one that is based on the complete
connectivity E. Hence, we would look for:

E∗ = argminE∈Ecost(E). (6.9)

This is a generalization of the path-based method, as the latter can be rewritten
as a global cost function. For example, the global cost function of the previously
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proposed method is:

cost(E) =
∑
vi∈V

max
vj∈pathE(vi)

arrival(vj), (6.10)

with pathE(vi) giving the path in E from an arterial source towards vi.

A particularly interesting category of global cost functions are those with
edge-wise cost functions:

cost(E) =
∑
eij∈E

cost(eij). (6.11)

Using the ‘monotonically rising arrival times’ criterion, the cost for an edge
could be:

cost(eij) = max
(
0, arrival(pi)− arrival(pj)

)
(6.12)

or

cost(eij) =
(

max
(
0, arrival(pi)− arrival(pj)

))2
. (6.13)

With an edge-wise cost function, the optimal solution E∗ (with E∗ ∈ E) can be
found efficiently by casting the problem as a minimum spanning arborescence
problem. Hereto we introduce the directed graph Gall = (V + {vv}, Eall) that
contains all the vertices plus a virtual vertex vv. The set Eall contains all
potential edges plus an edge between the virtual vertex vv and each arterial
source:

Eall = {(vi, vj)|vi ∈ V, vj ∈ N (vi)}+ {(vv, vs)|vs ∈ Vs}. (6.14)

The weights between the virtual vertex and the arterial sources are zero and
the other edges’ weight is equal to the earlier defined cost. Now, the minimum
spanning arborescence of Gall, which can be found in O(|V |log|V |+ |Eall|) [125],
corresponds to the wanted connectivity E∗.



Appendix A

Simultaneous segmentation
and labeling: constraints

In Chapter 3, we derived the objective function for simultaneously segmenting
and labeling a vascular image:

x∗ = arg max
x∈X

P (X = x|I,G). (A.1)

The set X is the set of feasible solutions. For a solution x to be included in
this set, it has to satisfy a series of linear inequalities. An overview of all the
constraints is given here.

A.1 Consistency and connectedness

An active edge pair, i.e. an edge pair that is in the solution, can have only one
edge pair label:

∀eijk ∈ F :
∑
l∈L̂

xlijk ≤ 1. (A.2)

An edge eij can have at most one active incoming edge pair ehij , as also
illustrated in Fig. 3.3:

∀eij ∈ E :
∑

ehij∈F,l∈L̂

xlhij +
∑

ehji∈F,l∈L̂

xlhji ≤ 1. (A.3)
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We want the segmentation to be geometrically consistent, that is: prohibit that
the solution contains edges that occupy the same physical 3D space. Hereto, we
use the disjoint edges constraint from Türetken et al. [25], which lets at most
one edge pair be active among all those that either contain eij or overlap with
it.

Finally, all segment labels (except for ‘NA’ of course) correspond to anatomical
names of arteries, which are coherent anatomical structures. By anatomical
naming convention, two different segments are either not connected, or are
connected on a single place – typically a bifurcation. Now, recall that an edge
pair label l is a tuple of segment labels: l = (s1, .., sn), si ∈ S. Thus, if an edge
pair eijk in the solution has edge pair label l that contains (sa, sb), then the
connection between sa and sb is somewhere on the edge eij or on the edge ejk,
and not somewhere else.

By introducing the following notation:

(sa, sb) ∈ l =⇒ ∃i : li = sa ∧ li+1 = sb, (A.4)

this knowledge can be enforced as:

connections = {(s1, s2)|s1 ∈ S, s2 ∈ S} (A.5)

∀eghi ∈ F, ejkm ∈ F, |{vg, vh, vi} ∩ {vj , vk, vm}| ≤ 1, c ∈ connections :∑
l∈L̂:
c∈l

xlghi +
∑
l∈L̂:
c∈l

xljkm ≤ 1. (A.6)

This approach requires O(|F |2) constraints. We use an approximation, only
considering edge pairs that share at least one vertex, since those are most likely
to violate this constraint.

∀eghi ∈ F, ejkm ∈ F, |{vg, vh, vi} ∩ {vj , vk, vm}| = 1, c ∈ connections :∑
l∈L̂:
c∈l

xlghi +
∑
l∈L̂:
c∈l

xljkm ≤ 1. (A.7)

A.1.1 Connectedness

To ensure the connectedness of the vascular segments, we enforce the active edge
pairs to be connected to the virtual vertex vv. An edge pair eijk is connected if
there is a path, containing only active edge pairs, starting from vv and containing
eijk. Türetken et al. [25] enforce this by introducing additional flow variables
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to explicitly count the number of distinct paths to each vertex and through
every edge. However, this is computationally very demanding and therefore we
propose using a local approximation, enforcing that an active edge pair needs
another active incoming edge pair (except if the edge pair starts at the virtual
root vertex):

∀eijk ∈ F, vi 6= vv :
∑
l∈L̂

xlijk ≤
∑

ehij∈F,l∈L̂

xlhij . (A.8)

This constraint is a local approximation of the true connectedness constraint,
since it allows to have a circle of edge pairs that is not connected to the virtual
root, e.g. eghi,ehij ,eijg. However, we did not encounter this in practice.

A.2 Learned label configurations

Although there is considerable inter-subject variation in the cerebral vasculature,
some patterns hold invariably. The algorithm learns these patterns from the
training data and enforces them when segmenting and labeling unseen images.
The patterns can be expressed as rules: they state the edge pair labels that are
possible for a certain edge pair, given the edge pair labels of certain neighboring
edge pairs.

Following Lincompatiblel ⊆ L̂ is the set of the edge pair labels that are in the
training data never observed on an edge pair eijk that follows an edge pair ehij
with edge pair label l. This knowledge is expressed in the constraint:

h i j k

xl
hij

xl′
ijk

∀eijk ∈ F, l ∈ L̂ :
∑

ehij∈F
xlhij +

∑
l′∈Lincompatible

l

xl
′

ijk ≤ 1. (A.9)

Bifurcation 1 Some edge pair labels can occur only in a bifurcation or due to
the sampling right after the bifurcation (illustrated for ICA−M1 in Fig. A.1).
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We introduce Bl = ({l1}, {l2}), two sets of edge pair labels. A label l is only
observed on an edge pair efgh if there is another edge pair efgm with a label l1
or if there is an edge pair emfg with label l2.

h g m

f

xl
fgh

xl1
fgm

h g f

m

xl
fgh

xl2
mfg

This is enforced as:

∀l ∈ L̂, efgh ∈ F : xlfgh =⇒ (
∑

efgm∈F,l1∈Bl[1]:m 6=h

xl1fgm ≥ 1)

∨ (
∑

emfg∈F,l2∈Bl[2]

xl2mfg = 1). (A.10)

Rewritten as a linear inequality:

∀l ∈ L̂, efgh ∈ F : xlfgh ≤
∑

efgm∈F,l1∈Bl[1]:m 6=h

xl1fgm +
∑

emfg∈F,l2∈Bl[2]

xl2mfg.

(A.11)
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Figure A.1: Illustration of the configuration of the edge pair labels in the
bifurcation of the ICA into the M1 and A1. ICA−A1 can only occur when
there is a bifurcation (ICA followed by A1 andM1) or it’s preceded by ICA−A1

Bifurcation 2 Some edge pair labels can never occur in a bifurcation. Now,
Lnobifurcationl ⊆ L̂ is the set of edge pair labels that are never observed to be
on an edge pair egij that has the same first edge as an edge pair egih with edge
pair label l:

h i j

g

xl
gih

xl′
gij

∀egih ∈ F, l ∈ L̂, egij ∈ F, vj 6= vh : xlgih +
∑

l′∈Lnobifurcation
l

xl
′

gij ≤ 1 (A.12)

or:

∀xlgih ∈ X, egij ∈ F, vj 6= vh : xlgih +
∑

l′∈Lnobifurcation
l

xl
′

gij ≤ 1. (A.13)
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Terminating Lnon−terminal ⊆ L̂ is the set of edge pair labels that are never
observed on an edge pair that is not followed by another edge pair. Some edge
pair labels cannot terminate but should be continued:

∀l ∈ Lnon−terminal, ehij ∈ F : xlhij ≤
∑

ekjm∈F,l′∈L̂

xl
′

kjm. (A.14)

Non-tree 1 An active edge pair cannot always end in the middle of another
active edge pair. Lnotincomingl ⊆ L̂ is the set of edge pair labels which are never
observed on an active edge pair whose middle vertex is the last vertex of an
active edge pair with edge pair label l.

g h i j

k

xl
ghi xl′

kij

We state:

∀ekij ∈ F, ehi ∈ E, l ∈ L̂ :
∑

eghi∈F :h 6=k
xlghi +

∑
l′∈Lnotincoming

l

xl
′

kij ≤ 1. (A.15)
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Non-tree 2 An active edge pair cannot always end at the end of another
active edge pair. Lnottouchingl ⊆ Lis the set of edge pair labels which are never
observed on an active edge pair whose last vertex is the last vertex of an active
edge pair with edge pair label l.

g h i j k
xl

ghi

xl′
kij

We state:

∀ehi ∈ E, eji ∈ E, l ∈ L̂, j 6= h :
∑

eghi∈F
xlghi +

∑
l′∈Lnottouching

l
,ekji∈F

xl
′

kji ≤ 1.

(A.16)





Appendix B

Influence of perfusion
territories on perfusion
parameters

The dataset collected in Chapter 5 allows us to investigate whether the perfusion
parameters differ in the different perfusion territories. It has been shown that
the perfusion parameters depend amongst others on the tissue type (white
versus grey matter), age, and pathology [126], [127]. We hypothesize that some
parameters also depend on the perfusion territory in which they are measured.
In particular, we expect this is the case for the bolus arrival time as measured
in CT Perfusion (CTP) and for the cerebral blood flow (CBF), as measured
with pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (pCASL).

We noticed that the contrast bolus often arrives earlier in the ICAs than in
the VBA. Consequently, we reason that the bolus arrival time in the entire
territory of the VBA is higher than in the other territories. This might have
practical implications for the determination of stroke lesions: it is previously
shown that arrival time, normalized to the contralateral side of the brain, is
a good predictor for the final infarct in patients without reperfusion [128]. If
our hypothesis is correct, patients with a one-sided fetal origin of the PCA, i.e.
one PCA is fed via the PComA by the ICA and the other by the VBA, will
exhibit an addition delay in normalized arrival time that is not pathological.
Correcting for this benign delay might improve estimations of the infarct.

In pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (pCASL), blood is magnetically
labeled by a flow-driven adiabatic inversion. The labeling efficiency depends

127
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among others on the angle between the labeling plane and the direction of the
blood flow and directly influences the measured signal. In the quantification
of pCASL, the labeling efficiency is taken into account but assumed equal for
the three large arteries that feed the brain. We expect this assumption to
be not necessarily correct and aim to measure to what extent it distorts the
measurements.

B.1 Method

We analyze a cohort of patients that are imaged with both non-selective ASL,
selective ASL and CTP. Chapter 5 describes the data acquisition and post-
processing in detail. Additionally, we calculate from the CTP the voxelwise
unstandardized CBF [22], which is up to a constant factor equal to the real CBF,
and to which we will refer as CTP rCBF. Similarly, we refer to the signal from
the non-selective ASL as ASL rCBF, since this signal is up to a constant factor
equal to the real CBF [116]. The CTP rCBF image is spatially transformed
to the ASL image space and for the analysis, both ASL and CTP rCBF are
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with an in plane sigma of 4mm.

We investigate if the mean bolus arrival time and ASL-based rCBF differ
between different territories. We also compare per territory the relation between
ASL rCBF and CTP rCBF.

B.2 Results

Up to current date, one subject was included.

We compare the CTP arrival time estimation for the different territories
according to SS-ASL. The mean arrival time in the posterior circulation is
0.47 s higher than in the anterior circulation, whereas the difference in mean
arrival time between left and right anterior circulation is 0.04 s. The arrival
time as measured right below the Circle of Willis in the left ICA, the right ICA
and the VBA are: 10.48 s, 10.4 s and 11.03 s. The distributions of the arrival
times are displayed in the box plots in Fig. B.1a

The mean ASL signal in the anterior circulation is 14% higher than in the
posterior circulation, whereas the difference in mean ASL signal between left
and right anterior circulation is only 2%. To rule out that these differences are
causes by difference between cerebrum and cerebellum or by the most distal
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Figure B.1: Subject 1. (a) Distribution per territory of the bolus arrival time
as measured in CTP. (b) Distribution per territory of the ASL signal, which is
proportional to the CBF.

slices, the same comparisons are made on a smaller region of interest, namely
slice 5 up to 9, giving very similar differences: 0.65 s vs 0.05 s and 14% vs 3%.

A voxelwise comparison of the CBF according ASL and CTP is made for the
three territories. The linear correlation coefficient for the left ICA, right ICA
and VBA are: 0.49, 0.42 and 0.31. Least squares fitting shows that the optimal
scaling factors from CTP CBF to ASL CBF are 114, 113 and 85 for the three
territories respectively. The absolute values are not of interest since both CBF
measures are only proportionally correct, but their relative differences show
that for the same CTP CBF, voxels in the posterior territory have lower ASL
CBF than in the anterior territories. Fig. B.2 shows the CTP CBF and ASL
CBF parameter maps of corresponding slices. To rule out that the differences
are caused by the calculation of the ASL territories, we redid the analysis with
the territories according VE-ASL, giving similar results.

B.3 Discussion and conclusion

We investigated two perfusion parameters that can exhibit territorial differences:
one because it is genuinely dependent on the territory, the other because there
might be territory-wise bias in the acquisition. Preliminary results seem to
confirm the hypotheses, but more data is necessary to consolidate the claims.

We observed that the contrast bolus arrives later in the posterior part of the
CoW and that the arrival times are increased in the entire territory. Hence
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(a) CTP CBF. (b) ASL CBF.

Figure B.2: Subject 1. CBF measured with CTP and ASL.

when determining stroke lesions based on normalized arrival time, differentiating
between the different territories might improve results.

We compared CTP CBF and ASL CBF and showed a large territorial difference
in the ASL measures, which we attribute to a difference in labeling efficiency.
Given that Gevers et al. [129] reported that repeat measurements with ASL
vary less than 20%, it might be relevant to correct for this territorial difference.
A potential remediation would be the application of the method of Aslan et
al. [130] in a territory-wise fashion.

A limitation of this study is that the ASL labeling plane is placed on the
cervical part of the ICA – which is recommended for selective ASL – whereas
for non-selective ASL it is generally recommended to label closer to the brain
[118]. Possibly, the ICAs and VBA run more parallel at that position there,
resulting in more equal labeling efficiencies and less territorial differences.
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